[UPDATE: April, 2017—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the original text intact but adding
additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I‘ll also add some additional
photos to enhance the original travelogues.]
These two trips had basically nothing to do with each other, but they both happened in rapid succession at the end of the 2011
school year. Because of that it makes sense to report them as a single travelogue.

Like most athletes these days, my friend and former student Brad
Nelson has been with a lot of different teams in his career. He made it all
the way to the big leagues before leaving the Milwaukee Brewers, and then
he spent two seasons playing for the Tacoma Rainiers, the AAA affiliate of
the Seattle Mariners. The Mariners released him after the 2010 season,
and in the off season Brad signed a minor league contract with the Texas
Rangers organization. He was assigned to the Round Rock Express, a AAA
team that plays in suburban Austin. I’d never been to central Texas in my
life, so when I found a good airfare, I arranged to take the last day of school
as my personal day and head south for some baseball and sightseeing.
[Brad was eventually released by the Rangers and acquired
by the Minnesota Twins system. He finished his career playing for the
Twins’ AAA team, the Red Wings in Rochester, New York. He is now
fully retired. He and his wife live in the Iowa City area where he takes
classes and is a stay-at-home dad.]

Brad Nelson congratulating a fellow
Round Rock Express player
The way our schedule at school worked this year, I really wasn’t missing anything by being gone the last day of school. Officially
Thursday the 19th would be the final day, but all my final exams were scheduled before then, so there wasn’t really any reason to be
around that day anyway. I gave my last tests this morning and pleasantly surprised myself by getting everything graded by midafternoon.
That would mean there was nothing hanging over me while I traveled.
I’d walked to school, as I usually try to do in good weather, and I stopped on the way home at an ice cream parlor called Nettie’s
that just opened earlier this spring. The place reminds me of the old Dairy Queen in Mt. Pleasant because they only have a walk-up
window, with a few umbrella tables but no indoor seating. The kids all rave about it, so I figured I should check the place out. I’d tried to
stop there several times before, but almost always there was a line that in front of their order window. Today there was no line (probably
because the Algona Community Schools were going until 3:30, while with tests Garrigan got out earlier), so I was able to sample their
wares. The place advertises that they have twenty-four flavors of soft serve, so I tried a small cone filled with their caramel flavor. I licked
it quickly as I walked. If I’d been blindfolded, I don’t think I’d have guessed the thing was caramel; the taste was more like French vanilla.
It was good, though, and also more affordable than similar treats would be elsewhere. I’ve tried a few more of their offerings since, and
while it seems all their flavors taste like vanilla (I really wonder if they don’t just add different food coloring to the same mix), it’s still not a
bad place. [I’ve found that Nettie’s shakes and smoothies are very good, but their cones are nothing special. I’ve tried at least
half a dozen flavors, and every last one of them—including things like grape and blueberry—tastes like French vanilla.]

The many names Nettie’s gives to French vanilla ice cream
I got home, quickly packed up my car, and then headed eastward on highway 18. I stopped briefly to buy gas at Casey’s in Clear
Lake. I thought I’d brought along a Casey’s gift card, but it turned out I’d left it (and a lot of my other scrip) at home. That meant I had to
pay actual cash. The cost was $3.73 a gallon, which was 12¢ less than what gas was selling for in Algona at the time. [As I write this
gas is $2.249 in Clear Lake. I’ve complained that it’s been heading rapidly upward since President Trump took office, but I
suppose I should compare it with the more distant past.]
I’d also left my comb at home, so I picked up one at Casey’s. I was amused to read the packaging and find out this supposedly
unbreakable piece of plastic was considered a choking hazard. I’d think even a small child would have to really go out of his way to choke
on a comb, but presumably someone has been stupid enough to do so.
I’d made arrangements to stay at the Microtel, which is at the Clear Lake “super-exit” at I-35 and US 18. The chain offers a
variety of room types, but mine definitely fit the “micro” in their name. The tiny space barely accommodated a queen-size bed, and it had
a lovely view of a satellite dish on the canopy above the entrance. It sufficed for the night, though, and while far from cheap, it was the
most affordable place anywhere remotely near the Mason City airport.
I left my room twice. First I walked over to a nearby Wendy’s where I had a salad and chili for dinner. Then I thought I’d left my
electric shaver at home (with pretty much everything else, it seemed), so I drove to the Mason City Wal-Mart to pick up a new one. Right
after I’d bought that I found the one I thought I’d left buried in a side pocket of my bag. That’s really no big deal. Sooner or later I’ll need
a new shaver anyway, so it’s not a bad thing to have a spare one on hand. [I’m pretty sure I still have the shaver I bought on this
trip, which I primarily use for traveling. I do go through about one shaver a year, though.]
Whenever I left my room there were some rather strange people standing in the parking lot by the exit. I think the Microtel must
be one of the places construction workers stay long term, because there were a half dozen or so scruffy looking men wandering around
while chatting on their cell phones. They certainly weren’t causing any trouble, but I wondered why they couldn’t make thee phone calls
from their rooms.

Screen shot from Mythbusters “Blow Your Own Sail” episode
as seen on YouTube

I spent much of the evening
watching
Mythbusters
on
TV,
something I’ve done several times
while traveling.
Among the big
questions on tonight was whether a fan
located on a boat could cause that
boat’s sail to move the boat. The
“experts” predicted that “blowing your
own sail” would violate the laws of
physics, but in the end they were
surprised to find that a strong enough
fan will indeed move the boat. [I rewatched this episode on YouTube
while writing this revision. While an
extremely powerful fan was still only
able to get the boat to move at
3mph, it still proved their point.
They were able to direct the fan at
specific parts of the sail to steer the
direction of the boat.]

I turned out the lights shortly after 10:000 and managed to get a surprisingly good night’s sleep.

I was up about 4:00 this morning, more of necessity than by choice. As I showered, shaved, and organized my stuff I listened
to an old episode of I Love Lucy that was running on some cable network. I’ve heard that at any given hour every day of the year Lucy
reruns air somewhere on earth, and I could certainly believe that’s true. It’s kind of amazing to think that the show debuted in 1951. It’s
surprisingly fresh at 60; there are much more recent shows that are far more dated. [Not long ago I happened to watch M*A*S*H, a
show theoretically set in the same era as I Love Lucy. M*A*S*H was really created from the politics of the ‘70s, though, and
because of that it hasn’t aged nearly as well.]
I checked out quickly and made my way to my car. Dew had accumulated on all the windows overnight. The wipers took care
of thee front windshield, but it was hard to see out the sides or back. Fortunately there was s almost literally no traffic, and I was headed
just a mile east.
Almost all the parking spaces at the Mason City airport were occupied, but I managed to find a place just big enough for my tiny
car. I took my bag and made my way into the terminal, the third person t to arrive for this morning’s flight. I had a seat in the classic black
leatherette chairs (not that much newer than the I Love Lucy era) and had a few sips of vending machine coffee. Before long they opened
the security checkpoint, and I was the first person in line.
I’ve mentioned before that security a t MCW is just about the toughest I’ve encountered anywhere, and today was no exception.
When I went through the metal detector I set off the alarm. The guard asked if I had anything in my pockets, and my response was “I
don’t think so”. I searched quickly, and there was literally nothing there. The guard made me walk through again, and somehow the
second time no alarm sounded. They did, however, then swab my bag for explosives. There found nothing, of course, nor was there
anything out of the ordinary in the several other people and bags they chose for further inspection. Rest assured that if any terrorists try
to fly through Mason City, they will get caught. (It was, of course, a minor airport—Bangor—where the jihadists boarded on 9/11, so I’m
not saying it’s a bad thing the officials are thorough at MCW.)
Delta (formerly Northwest) has changed their
schedule quite a bit since the last time I flew through here.
In addition to separating the Ft. Dodge and Mason City
routes (it used to be that if you flew out of FOD, you
stopped at MCW on the way to MSP), they’ve also
assigned larger aircraft to many of the flights. This
morning’s 5:45 departure was on a Canadair CRJ-2000.
Holding fifty passengers, it’s just about the smallest “real”
jet in existence. It is a real jet, though; and it’s bigger,
faster, and much more quiet and comfortable than the
Saab 340 turbo-prop it replaced. This particular plane
starts its day in Mason City and then continue s from
Minneapolis too—of all places—Toronto. The flight
Website photo of Delta Canadair CRJ-200
number changes, but the aircraft is the same. Looking at
Delta’s schedule out of YYZ (Toronto), it appears the plane then continues to Atlanta, from which it presumably heads back to Minneapolis
and then down to Mason City late at night. The MCW—MSP leg was only about half full, but I’d imagine the plane is packed on its other
legs. I assume they service the plane overnight in Iowa, where it’s probably cheaper than at the hubs and certainly less than it would be
in Canada.
[Not long after this trip Delta abandoned both Ft. Dodge and Mason City, as well as most of the other airports they
served through the Essential Air Service subsidy program. For about two years there was no commercial air service of any
kind in Mason City. Then an airline called Air Choice One took over. They fly tiny planes that are barely larger than a helicopter.
Flights are now offered from Mason City to both St. Louis and O’Hare, but not to Minneapolis. Their service is cheap, but
apparently it’s not always reliable. The online review sites are full of complaints about major delays and flight cancellations
with no refunds or compensation offered.]
According to Sky, Delta’s in-flight magazine, the CRJ -200 has a cruising speed off 530mph, which is close to what most “big”
jets attain. It’s also way faster than the 290mphh the Saab tops out at. Even on this short flight, that difference was noticeable. The
captain informed us that our flying time today would be twenty-six minutes, which is ten minutes less than other times I’ve flown the route.
What’s more, we were actually on the runway in Minneapolis about five minutes before the allotted time had elapsed.
We had taken off early, so with the short flight it was no surprise that we arrived well ahead of schedule. We landed at 6:03am
and were at the gate by 6:10, about twenty-five minutes ahead of schedule. When I booked my ticket, the computer wanted me to make
a 35-minute connection to a flight to Dallas. Normally that would be a virtually impossible connection in Minneapolis, and I ended up
paying $5 more for a longer layover. As it turned out, with the early arrival I could have easily made the earlier flight, but it was still good
not to be rushed. [It amazes me just how short of layovers the airline computers allow. I’d think they could solve a lot of problems
by automatically requiring sufficient time to make a transfer, even with a short delay.]
We arrived at Gate A-6, which is where I saw that the plane’s onward destination was Toronto. I saw something else there as
well that is a major improvement since the Northwest—Delta merger. Each gate at MSP now has one or more TVs showing the connection

gates and departure times for the specific passengers arriving at that gate. At our gate there were nine different connections shown. It
was much more convenient to find my flight for Dallas (Gate G-10) there than among the hundreds of flights shown on the main displays.
I’ve arrived on flights before where the gate agent has that information printed on a paper, and I’ve also heard the flight attendants reading
that information while planes wait on the tarmac. Making the TVs at the arrival gates flight-specific is a much easier way to present that
information, and it frees up the employees to do other things. It really is a nice convenience, and something that I’d think should be fairly
easy to do in this technological age.
Right next to G-10 was an area serving two unnumbered gates (which I think was used as part of the U.S. Customs area before)
that were being used exclusively for military flights. Everyone in that area was in uniform, and there were easily 500 people waiting there.
All those people boarded two different planes, and after they left the area gradually started to fill again. I assume the Army is using
Minneapolis as a hub, just like Delta. Probably soldiers fly commercial flights from the hinterland to here, and they then continue to their
assigned bases on military planes.
G-10 was absolutely empty when I arrived, but it rapidly filled to overflowing. I was glad to have gotten there early so I had a
place to sit. I spent most of my wait reading through a book called Why Iceland? A number of people have asked me that question in
regards to the trip Margaret and I will be making in August (and the response is essentially the mountain climber’s “because it’s there”),
but travel was not the context for this book’s title. Instead this book gave background on the reason we could afford our upcoming trip,
the financial crisis that devalued the Icelandic krona to a fraction of its former self. This was the same financial crisis that affected the
most of the world, but in a small, isolated country like Iceland the effects were even more devastating than they were elsewhere. The
country’s entire banking system failed, and the whole economy was gutted. The up-side was that suddenly what had been literally the
world’s most expensive country suddenly became more affordable for tourists.
The book was probably written as a business textbook. It was far too technical and honestly rather a dull read. I was able to
figure out that the big culprits were deregulation and greed—precisely the same causes of the bankruptcies and bailouts in our own
country. Around the year 2000, Iceland liberalized their financial system, eliminating most regulations on banks and investment
companies. Iceland modeled their reforms after similar measures in the U.S. and Britain. A major difference was that those countries had
the government resources to bail out irresponsible banks, while tiny Iceland did not. As a result Iceland has become one of the few
developed countries to seek aid from the International Monetary Fund and accept its associated austerity programs. One thing that has
helped Iceland in this crisis is that—unlike most of Europe—it still maintains its own currency, which it was able to de-value against the
euro and dollar. That made imports incredibly expensive, but it helped the country reduce a large part of its debt load. When similar crises
hit eruo-bound nations like Greece and Ireland, tinkering with the exchange rate was not an option. I’m sure I’ll be writing more about this
after the August trip. For now it was interesting to get more background into the next foreign country I’ll be visiting.
[That trip—which is, of course, described in another travelogue—was one of the most enjoyable and memorable
excursions I’ve ever made. Through traveling I gained a lot of respect for Iceland and its people, and I was very impressed with
how they handled the crisis. While places like Greece and Portugal are still floundering years later, Iceland has largely overcome
the crisis and remains stable and prosperous. Iceland was and remains a very middle class country. Pretty much every person
and every business lost money in the crisis, but they came out stronger and wiser. If only the rest of the world would do the
same.]
We began boarding around 9:45, about half an hour prior to departure. We boarded fairly quickly, even though every single seat
on the Airbus 319 was full. I sat next to a young couple who were almost completely silent and basically stared forward into space for the
entire flight. They honestly looked as if they were under the influence of something, though they may have just been overly tired.
It was a mostly clear day, and we had a very smooth flight. When we were on the ground in Dallas, the pilot got on the intercom
and said, “How ‘bout that landing” in the type of excited voice in which someone might brag about their favorite sports team. It had been
an uneventful landing, and I really wondered why we were supposed to take note of it. I wondered if perhaps we’d had a pilot in training
who had landed this size of plane for the first time. I don’t know, but it certainly was a strange comment.
While we were taxiing the pilot got on the intercom again with another rather pointless announcement. “I’ve been made aware,”
he said, “that we have some heroes on this plane. Please give it up for the men and women of our armed forces.” I don’t care to be told
when I should “give it up”, and I was particularly annoyed by this announcement. Pretty much every flight has military people among its
passengers these days, so this one was hardly unique. I also don’t feel that just wearing a uniform makes someone a hero. It’s certainly
possible some of these people could have done something heroic, but so could any of the non-military passengers. We were however,
now in Texas, so I joined the other passengers in one of the lamest rounds of applause I’ve ever heard.
We spent a long time taxiing. In fact it seemed that we nearly circled the enormous airport. Eventually we ended up at Terminal
E, the one place at DFW that serves any airline other than American Airlines. Our flight apparently continued to Detroit and Atlanta, and
it was listed at the gate with both those destinations. I’d think flying from Dallas to Atlanta via Detroit would be a rather convoluted route,
but no one asked me to make up the schedule. [Then again, last summer I flew from Los Angeles to Chicago via Atlanta, which
cost less than half what a direct flight would have.]
I made a quick stop at the restroom and then followed the signs to ground transportation. I ended up on the lower level of a
parking ramp, where various types of buses, taxis, and vans made their rounds. I needed to catch a shuttle to the consolidated car rental
facility. Instead of having separate rental desks in each of eight terminals, they shuttle people to a single facility. I missed the first bus
that came up to the shuttle stop, but another one came up less than half a minute later. The rental facility is in another parking ramp down
at the far south end of the airport. It took about fifteen minutes to get there, and I couldn’t begin to tell you the route we took.

Alamo now offers online check-in at its major rental facilities. I’d done that, and I’ll probably do it again in the future—if for no
other reason than it lets you avoid the high pressure salespeople who try to sell you useless insurance. My confirmation print-out directed
me to avoid the rental counter and instead go to the car area in the ramp. It was a little awkward to find (mostly because three related
companies occupied different areas of the same level of the parking ramp, with Alamo being the furthest away), but eventually I found
where I needed to be. A college-age boy asked what class I needed, and I responded “economy”. He suggested I could have a
complimentary upgrade and directed me to the “mid-size” area. I noticed there was exactly one car left in the “compact” aisle and made
a bee-line for it. Perhaps the larger model would have been more comfortable, but with gas approaching four bucks a gallon, I was more
interested in getting the best gas mileage I could.
I ended up with a bright red Chevy Aveo, which turned out to be among my favorites of all the cars I’ve rented. Though still
larger than most of the cars I’ve owned, it was small enough to maneuver easily and got reasonably good fuel economy (lower 30s). It
handled well, it had good visibility, and the acceleration was decent. I also liked the fact that, unlike most modern cars, it wasn’t
overwhelmed with electronics. It opened with a traditional key rather than those stupid clicker things, the doors locked by pushing a lever,
the windows rolled down manually, and there weren’t any digital messages flashing on the dashboard. While I can’t really afford one, I
know I’ll be in the market for a car before long, and the Aveo is definitely one I’d seriously consider. [Aveos have generally gotten poor
reviews, but I did like this one.]

Rented Chevrolet Aveo at the Randolph park-and-ride lot – San Antonio, Texas
This also turned out to be just about the cheapest car I’ve ever rented. In fact I paid more in taxes than in actual rental fees [not
that uncommon for rental cars]. The rental charges were $10.35 a day, or $31.05 for a three-day rental. On top of that there was state
tax, county tax, airport tax, and Euless Entertainment Complex surcharge (i.e.: city tax), which added almost exactly $40 to the total bill.
Had I opted for insurance, I’d have paid an additional $140 in fees and taxes. Rental insurance is included with both my credit card and
my regular car insurance policy, so buying it from Alamo would have been doubly redundant. That’s the case for virtually everyone, but
the rental companies definitely don’t want you to know that.
National has the only exit to this part of the rental facility, so one of their employees handled my paperwork. I left the airport at
12:26pm (there was a digital clock in the car), but as soon as I joined the freeway I realized there was a problem with one of the car’s
mirrors. I could see absolutely nothing out of the right mirror, and the remote adjustment mechanism didn’t seem to work. Having declined
the damage waiver, I pictured paying a hefty fee and/or fighting with my insurance company for a problem I didn’t cause. More importantly,
though, I didn’t want to drive on a busy interstate when I couldn’t see around me.
I got confused and took a wrong exit in the southeast corner of Fort Worth. I thought the beltway (I-820) continued its number,
when in fact I-20 forms the southern edge of the Fort Worth loop. The signs gave me a choice of heading to Dallas or Abilene, neither of
which was where I wanted to go. The west Texas city of Abilene seemed completely wrong, and it appeared the beltway continued
straight ahead. Unfortunately straight ahead looped around and eventually headed toward Dallas. I took the first exit on eastbound I-20,
which essentially served nothing but a Wal-Mart and a Waffle House. That was convenient, though. I stopped for a minute in the WalMart parking lot and got my bearings. I also went out and adjusted the right mirror by hand. It turned out there was a spring mechanism
that needed to be pushed back to its normal position. Once I did that, the mirror worked fine [and no damage charges were assessed].
I headed back to the I-20/I-820 interchange and continued west toward Abilene. Before long I started seeing signs for I-35W,
which I knew was the route I wanted. The destination here was Waco, which I knew was south of Dallas—Fort Worth and on the way to
Austin. Following signs for Waco, I ended up on the very top of one of those enormously tall stack interchanges. I don’t think I’ve ever
been on the very top of one of those before, and it was honestly kind of cool. [This really was quite fun. I still remember it today.] I
looped around and soon joined 35-W, which eventually joined I-35 about forty miles south of Fort Worth.

I wrote in the notes I made for this travelogue “I hate driving in Texas”.
In a 200-mile stretch I-35 connects four of the largest cities in America: Dallas,
Fort Worth, San Antonio, and Austin. Many suburbs of these places (like Arlington
and Round Rock) are major cities in their own right, and in between there are
countless places of 50 – 100,000 (Waco, Temple, San Marcos, Killeen) and lots
of places you’ve probably never heard of (Hillsboro, Georgetown, New Braunfels,
West, …) that each have half a dozen or more exits. The combination basically
forms one big megalopolis all through central Texas. For the first half of this
stretch I-35 is mostly four badly surfaced lanes, and at one point it was reduced
to two. Traffic would suggest it should be a minimum of six all the way from Dallas
to San Antonio, but I don’t think they have any plans to widen the “rural” northern
part. Instead they’re building a parallel tollway—more on that later.
Probably the most annoying aspect of driving in Texas is the state’s use
of access roads. Pretty much every limited access highway in Texas (it may be
literally every one) is flanked by parallel access roads that are usually lined with
motels, fast food places, and other strip businesses. Instead of having exits to the
crossroads, very short ramps lead to and from the access roads, and it’s the
access roads that intersect with the crossroads. Sometimes the access roads are
one-way (with U-turns over the interstate at periodic intervals), and other times
they are two-way. Particularly on the two-way stretches, the exits are really
Map of I-35 in northern Texas
awkward. Officially traffic coming off the interstate has the right of way, but not
everybody seems to observe that rule. The on-ramps are far too short, which can cause back-ups both on the freeway and the access
roads. The exits are also far too frequent, which means even in areas that are truly rural, traffic in the right lane on the interstate is forever
dealing with merges.
There’s way too much truck traffic in Texas. I-35 has been dubbed “the NAFTA superhighway”, since it essentially leads from
Mexico to Canada and has connections that lead to all the major U.S. cities. It connects with Mexico’s major north-south autopista (toll
expressway), and trucks with Mexican plates clog the route all through Texas. There is no lower truck speed limit in Texas, but many of
the trucks were obviously heavily loaded and struggled to keep up with interstate speeds. I spent much of my time in the left lane trying
to avoid the trucks.
One thing I will give Texas is that their speed limits are reasonable and for the most part drivers seem to obey them. For more
than half of the distance I drove today, the maximum speed was 65mph, a speed I personally feel safer at than 70—particularly in heavy
traffic. They did have a 70 limit in a few areas that were more open, and I understand they have limits as high as 80 in the remote areas
out by El Paso. They also slow things down as low as 50 in urban areas, and most of the time traffic seemed to go right at whatever the
posted speed was.
I stopped for lunch at 2:30pm in Waco. I saw signs for Whataburger (a well-known Texas chain), but I couldn’t actually find the
place from the exit. (It was probably on the opposite access road, though there was no indication of that.) I ended up instead going to a
Jack in the Box, a California-based burger chain that has expanded their menu to just about every kind of fast food imaginable. I had
what they called a fajita (I’d call it a chicken taco) and a large iced tea. [I recently ate at Jack in the Box on a trip I made to St. Louis.
I’ve eaten at the chain several times, and I somehow always expect it to be better than it is. They have an enormous menu, but
just about everything on it is disappointing.] This was the first of several places I went in Texas where the drink glasses were entirely
made of styrofoam. You rarely see foam cups even for hot drinks up north anymore (it’s all either cardboard or #1 plastic), and I honestly
thought they’d outlawed the stuff. Apparently it’s still all the rage in Texas, though. A super-size soft drink cup has a rather overwhelming
amount of styrofoam, and I only hope they’ve re-formulated the stuff to make it less environmentally damaging than it used to be.
[Polystyrene has been banned in many places, but far from everywhere. It appears that the product still contains CFCs and is
not truly biodegradable.]
School was letting out shortly after I had my lunch, and I saw a number of school buses right on I-35. It intrigued me that many
of the school buses had advertising on their sides, just like city buses often do. I’m not sure what I think of that. I’m sure the schools can
use all the income they can get, but I really don’t like the idea of corporate sponsorship of education. This is Texas, though, so those ads
were hardly a surprise.
South of Temple I-35 widens to six lanes, which it maintains all the way to San Antonio. It was raining lightly, but traffic moved
well until we got to an outlet mall at the north end of Round Rock. From there southward it was stop and go, and most of the problems
seemed to come with back-ups from people exiting to the access road. Knowing the access road would be continual, I chose to exit about
a mile before I actually needed to, when I happened to see a ramp that wasn’t backed up. I actually went faster on the access road than
I would have on the freeway to my final destination. [This is apparently a fairly common driving strategy on Texas freeways.]
Round Rock, Texas could be a wealthy suburb anywhere. From 2000 to 2010 it was one of the fastest growing cities in America,
more than doubling its population in ten years. Round Rock itself currently has about 125,000 people, and Williamson County (most of
Austin’s northern suburbs) has 450,000. Along I-35, Round Rock is a very modern suburban strip—mile after mile of motels, chain
restaurants, “big box” stores, and car dealerships. Away from the interstate it’s office park after office park and housing development after
housing development. I was recently in West Des Moines, and except for the access road set-up, I honestly don’t know that I could tell
the suburbs in Iowa and Texas apart. I’m not at all a fan of suburban sprawl (and I’m always baffled by those who do like it), but I’ve
definitely been to less pleasant places than Round Rock. [I really don’t understand the appeal of suburbia. I like cities, and I like
rural areas, but I don’t care for what’s between the two.]

The directions to my hotel told me I should enter through Wendy’s. I tried that and heading directly to the Wendy’s drive-through.
Fortunately no one was there, and I just drove around without ordering anything. It turned out I should have turned right just before
Wendy’s (something they’d do well to clarify in their directions). Fortunately there was a secondary entrance around the corner, so I was
able to take the long way around and make it in.
I was staying at the Comfort Suites—I-35 North,
such a charming name for a hotel. The hotel claims to be
in the “Round Rock historic district”, and I suppose it sort
of is. Round Rock takes its name from a geologic feature
that was a landmark for the cattlemen on the old Chisholm
Trail. The round rock is in a shallow stream just north of
the Comfort Suites. The hotel’s address is 609 Chisholm
Trail, though it actually doesn’t face onto that side street
(which I assume is the old highway) but rather onto I-35.
The hotel is faced in stone to match a number of “historic”
buildings that now house marginal businesses (dance
studios, tanning salons, etc.) to the north and west.
“Historic” in Round Rock could mean just about anything.
There are a couple of buildings that date to thee 1870s,
though most of the neighborhood was reconstructed
during the Great Depression. I got the feeling that anything
that pre-dates I-35 (c. 1965) is considered historic, though.
[According to the chamber of commerce, the Round
Rock historic district was mostly constructed between
1875 and 1890, which of course makes it newer than
the commercial districts in many Midwestern towns.
Parts of it were renovated or reconstructed by the
THE Round Rock – Chisolm Crossing Park – Round Rock, Texas
WPA. Bizarrely, the whole area is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. I’m all for preservation, but I’m not really
sure I follow the point of that here.]
Between the hotel and the historic district is a small forest preserve where the stream with the round rock is located. That made
the hotel remarkably quiet, and it really was a very pleasant place to stay. At $72, it was really quite affordable. Last weekend I saw a
Motel 6 in Des Moines that wanted $79, and this place was far nicer than a Motel 6. [I’ll never understand why, but Des Moines has
some of the priciest lodging in America. I’ll be heading to New York City this August, and the room rates there are no more
than they are in Iowa’s capital.]
It took quite a while to check in. As I usually do, I was paying with a gift card from our school’s scrip program, and I had to walk
the clerk through the steps off how to process them. Eventually I got my key card, though, and I made my way up to an enormous and
very pleasant room. [I’ve mostly stopped using scrip for hotels, since the bonus it provides just isn’t worth the hassle.]
I turned on my computer, checked my e-mail, and checked to make sure the game was still on (apparently the rain was not
enough to cause problems). Then I relaxed a while and watched the Cash Cab quiz show on TV. It’s been quite a while since I’d seen
that show, and I didn’t know it was even still on. This was a new episode, though, and it was interesting to see.
I left the hotel around 5:15 and headed
north past on Chisholm Trail past the round rock.
I turned onto Sam Bass Boulevard, which is U.S.
79. From there I drove east five or six miles, a trip
that in traffic took about twenty minutes.
Eventually I made it to the Dell Diamond, the
ballpark named after the computer company that
is Round Rock’s largest employer. I paid $5 to
park and then found the will call window to claim
my complementary ticket. I had some really bad
nachos (both the chips and the cheese were
utterly flavorless) and killed a bit of time checking
out the park before the players came out to the
field.
When Brad came out he was rather
obviously scoping out the crowd. He found me
quickly and waved me down beside the dugout.
Almost immediately he gave me a Round Rock
Express fitted cap. He had me check to make
sure the size was correct and said, “I thought I
remembered it—you’re the same size as me.”
He’d asked me my size in Tacoma last year
Self-portrait of David Burrow in Express logo cap
(where he also gave me a cap), and I’m sure the only reason he remembered it was that it was the same as his. If we are indeed the
same size, that means we both have very large heads, though hopefully only in the physical sense. Seven and five-eighths (which I

suppose is a diameter in inches, though I don’t really know) is usually the largest size sporting goods stores keep in stock, and there’s
usually very few of that size available. I thanked Brad for the gift, and it made a very nice souvenir. It features the Express logo, a stylized
letter “E” with the bottom extended to resemble thee cow-catcher on an old locomotive. The Dell Diamond is located right next to a major
railroad line, and I could hear train whistles all through the game, so I suppose that lo go makes sense.
Brad and I had a very nice chat. While game time was nearing, Bra d was in no particular hurry to cut things off, noting that he
was playing first base so it wasn’t like he needed to warm up for running through the outfield. While we talked a number of kids came up,
and he signed autographs for them while visiting with me.
Brad obviously likes Round Rock—both the town and the team—a lot. The Dell Diamond is by far the nicest home stadium he’s
played in (with the exception of Miller Park in Milwaukee, of course), and they consistently draw good crowds there. Both the Round Rock
Express and its parent club, the Texas Rangers, are owned by former baseball players (primarily hall of fame pitcher Nolan Ryan), and I
got the feeling that changes how the team management relates to the players they employ. Brad made it very clear that the Rangers had
treated him better than any other system he’d been with and that he was definitely happy in his current assignment. He’d obviously like
to be called up to the big league team, but it’s clear he likes his teammates (who are generally older than those on most other teams he’s
played for) and the facilities in Round Rock.
While I’d met several of the people he’d played with in the Milwaukee and
Seattle organizations, I didn’t know any of Brad’s Round Rock teammates at all.
Indeed, I know almost nothing about anyone in the Texas Rangers’ system. In fact
besides Brad there was exactly one other person in the ballpark I’d heard of. That
was Matt Macri, a Des Moines native who graduated from Dowling the same year
Brad graduated from Garrigan (2001). Macri started his career in the Colorado
Rockies organization. He was traded to the Twins and made it to the majors inn
Minnesota before being released. Strangely, after leaving the Twins, he was picked
up again by the Rockies and is now with their AAA club, the Colorado Springs Sky
Sox. Brad knows Matt Macri from having played with him on regional all-star teams
going back to middle school, and it was interesting to see the two opponents visiting
with each other at several points during the game. [Matt Macri retired from
baseball following the 2011 season.]
When the game started it seemed there was hardly anyone in the e
ballpark, but as the innings progressed it came close to being a sell-out. They were
a well-mannered, family-oriented crowd, though not really all that in to the game.
Most people seem to come to the ballpark to have fun; they don’t really care a lot
who’s playing or how the team is doing.
There were several reminders during the game of where this team was
located. The Texas flag appears on the sleeves of the players’’ uniforms, and the
announcer had a twang that was different from what I’d heard in Alabama and
Tennessee. The big Texas salute, though, came during the seventh inning stretch.
Many teams play an additional song after “Take Me Out to the Ballgame”, if for no
Matt Macri rookie card
other reason than to fill the time before the new team is ready to bat. When Brad
played in A-Ball in Beloit, Wisconsin, they played “Roll Out the Barrel”, in the California High Desert it was “Happy Trails to You”,
and in Nashville they played “Rocky-Top”. Round Rock’s signature stretch song i s ““Deep in the
Heart of Texas””. I’d heard that song before, but never really knew it. Central Texan s obviously
know the song; they sang along all the way through:
The stars at night are big and bright,
Deep in the heart of Texas;
The prairie sky is wide and high,
Deep in the heart of Texas;
The sage in bloom is like perfume,
Deep in the heart of Texas;
Reminds me of the one I love,
Deep in the heart of Texas.
Each reprise off the title is preceded by four quick claps, and everyone in the crowd did them and
turned in a semi-circle while they clapped, almost as if they were doing a square dance move. It
was really something to see. “Deep in the Heart of Texas” is best classified as a western swing
song. That’s a genre I’m not really all that familiar with, and I was intrigued as I listened to it just
how similar it is to old Mexican music. Texas does have a lot of roots in its neighbor to the south.
This was a good, though fairly long game. Brad had a hit in his first at-bat and he later
scored after getting a walk. The game was never close, and Round Rock ended up beating
Colorado Springs 8 – 3.
It took me quite a while to find my car after the game was over, but eventually I did. (This
is one time those electronic gizmos might have actually been useful.) After leaving the ballpark I

Express mascot on top of
the dugout, clapping along to
“Deep in the Heart of Texas”

made a stop at H-E-B Plus, an enormous “hypermarket” (similar to a Super Target) that is part of a huge chain with stores throughout
Texas and Mexico. Named with their founder’s initials (the place was originally called Butt’s Groceries), the privately held chain is
essentially the Hy-Vee of Texas. Most of their stores also have dry goods, though, and many (like the Sam Bass store in Round Rock)
are unbelievably enormous.

Brad Nelson (#30)
on deck (left)
and playing first base (right)
Dell Diamond – Round Rock, Texas
I wandered around H-E-B Plus for a while, and I picked up a few groceries in the process. With Texas being located next to
Louisiana, the store sold the New Orleans blend of Community coffee, though at a not terribly attractive price. I also got some juice, but
the best purchase I made was from the freezer case. They sold individual serving packages of imported Italian gelato in a ridiculous
number of flavors. I bought four of them, and I ended up eating all four tonight. They were all unique and truly delicious. A lemon and
cherry combination was particularly tasty.
I made my way back to the hotel, enjoyed my gelato, and relaxed and watched some TV. This was a long, but very enjoyable
day.

I was up around 6am and watched a bit more I Love Lucy as I dressed. Then I made my way downstairs to breakfast. In the
notes I made I wrote “BAD breakfast”. In general I liked the Comfort Suites, but breakfast was definitely the low point. Most “suite” hotels
these days offer hot foods in addition to cold, and I was hoping for eggs, bacon, or something of that sort. Here their hot item would have
suited my brother Steve, but to my taste buds their offering—sausage gravy over biscuits—was just about the most disgusting breakfast
imaginable. Beyond that about all they offered the waffle bar that is ubiquitous at hotels these days. The coffee was weak, and the juice
was thick—definitely not the most appetizing start to the morning.
[It would be interesting to see how many times I’ve commented on hotel breakfasts in these travelogues over the years.
Whatever the number, I’m sure far more of the comments were negative than positive. That’s interesting, since at home I almost
never eat breakfast, except occasionally on weekends or snow days. I do enjoy breakfast when I travel, though. Unfortunately
a lot of hotels have a spread that’s less than appetizing.]
I headed north about eight miles on I-35. Then I turned on a so-called “ranch road” and drove about that same distance past
warehouses and subdivisions. RM-2243 is mostly two lanes with frequent curves, and it carries a 45-mph speed limit. A woman in a pickup zipped past me near the start of it and made a rude gesture to indicate that my driving the speed limit was too slow for h er. It was
amusing that we reached our ultimate destination at exactly the same time.
That destination was the extreme northwest corner of metro Austin, the town of Leander, Texas. The population of Leander has
quadrupled in the past decade. In 2000 the ranch road likely did run past ranches, and Leander was a town of 7,000 people. Today it’s
a sprawling suburb of nearly 30,000.
Leander is probably best known for a 13,000-year-old skeleton that was discovered there in the 1980s, one of the oldest and
most complete human skeletons ever found in North America. I wasn’t here for archaeology, though. My purpose for going to Leander
was their park-and-ride, the northern terminal of Austin’s Capital Metro Rail service. I bought a day pass from an extremely complicated

vending machine. I’d intended to pay cash for the ticket until I found out that all change was given in the form of a credit for future travel.
So I instead put it on my ATM card. That probably cost the company fees in processing, but it worked out cheaper for me.
I had about fifteen minutes before the train was scheduled to leave [typical, since I always try to schedule arrival for
transportation early], so I headed across the street to the plaza where another H-E-B Plus was located. At the edge of that plaza was
a Subway where I got a more enjoyable breakfast than what was offered at the hotel. I had an Egg McMuffin clone (with deli ham instead
of Canadian bacon) and a cup of decent coffee for $3, one of the best deals I’ve seen in quite a while. I got back to the platform just as
they were calling the train for boarding.
I really wanted to like Capital Metro Rail, but honestly it’s one of the poorest excuses for an urban train system there is. They
use light rail vehicles similar to what you’d see in Minneapolis or St. Louis (though apparently they’re diesel rather than electric), but the
service operates more like a commuter train—like Chicago’s Metra or New Jersey Transit. There’s only one line, and most of the stops
are very far apart. The schedule is skeletal at best. Trains run at hourly intervals most of the day, and only about every half hour even at
rush hour. There’s no evening or weekend service at all, which seems particularly strange in a college town where I assume many people
would like to use the train to get back from the bars at night. (By comparison, the Hiawatha Light Rail in Minneapolis runs every 8 minutes
at rush hour, every 12 minutes all day long, and every 15 until the wee hours.)
[Capital MetroRail has apparently doubled its ridership in the past six years, but it even today it ranks #67 among U.S.
rail transit systems, with just 2,900 riders per day. That’s about the same as the Northstar commuter rail service in the Twin
Cities suburbs, which the state legislature there has repeatedly tried to eliminate. By comparison the Minneapolis light rail
system serves 75,000 riders each day and St. Louis’ Metrolink served 45,000—both in areas with populations similar to Austin.]
For those who use the Leander
station, service is even more minimal. Only
rush hour trains go there. Closer in the trains
seem to avoid most of the places people who
might use them would want to go. You can’t
get to either the capitol complex or to the
University of Texas, for instance. There are
bus connections to those places, but this
brand new train avoids them. The train also
avoids the airport and the Amtrak station, as
well as most of the “good” shopping areas in
greater Austin. I assume they built it cheaply
on an already existing right-of-way, because if
it was new construction, this was certainly a
silly route. Austin could definitely take some
lessons from their friends in Dallas, where the
DART trains form a comprehensive network
that serves both the city and suburbs.
[Probably the best light rail design I’ve
seen is in St. Louis. They built cheaply
with existing right-of-way, but they made
sure to include almost everywhere people
could possibly want to go—four downtown
stations, all the sports facilities, the airport
Capital MetroRail train at Leander station
and rail and bus stations, suburban shopping malls and office parks, and several colleges and universities. Since it offers
frequent service to places people want to travel, lots of folks choose to take the train. That’s almost the exact opposite of how
it is in Austin.]
It was hardly a surprise that the two-car train was nearly empty when we left Leander. It filled up a bit when we got to the other
major park-and-ride, Lakeline, but there were still more than enough seats for everyone. People both arrived and left at the remaining
stations, so even at rush hour the train was never full. That was probably good, since the design of the cars doesn’t lend itself to standees.
Here, too, thee train is more like a commuter route than urban transit. The seats are all padded (with red velvet upholstery featuring an
embossed design of the Texas state capitol), and there’s not a lot off aisle space. [They seem to market the train more as commuter
rail than urban transit. That’s weird, because the complete end-to-end run takes less than an hour, and most of it is in the city.]
Nearby in the car were some geographically challenged people. Some of them were reading a newspaper that told of flooding
in North Dakota and Memphis. They noted that most of Texas had been suffering from droughts and couldn’t understand why water in
the Mississippi basin wasn’t flowing into Texas. If you look at a map, it’s not hard to see that the Mississippi’s southernmost major
tributary is the Red River, which forms the Texas/Oklahoma border. The flood waters were well north of there, and all of Texas’ other
rivers are not in the Mississippi drainage system at all, instead originating in Colorado and New Mexico. While they’re all on the eastern
side of the Great Divide, the Rio Grande and the Sabine have no more to do with the Mississippi than the Potomac and the Hudson.
The river Austin is on, by the way, is called the Colorado. That’s a bit confusing, because it isn’t the Colorado, which starts on
the western slope of the Rockies and heads toward the Pacific. The river that goes through Austin has its source in the Texas panhandle
near Lubbock. Presumably two different groups of early explorers found colorful rivers and chose to name them.

It took about an hour to get
to the last stop. They call this stop
“downtown”, but it’s really at the
very edge of what could be
construed as downtown Austin.
Located in the middle o of a street
just west of I-355, about the only
thing the stop is actually convenient
to is the Austin Convention Center.
Connecting buses line the street,
but bus connections are always
more awkward than a direct rail link.
What’s more, the rail ticket implies
that it doesn’t work on buses. That’s
apparently false, but they should
make the tickets more clear as to
what they cover. [Apparently rail
tickets
(which
are
more
expensive) do work on buses, but
the reverse is not true.]
Looking around downtown, you’d certainly have no idea
that Austin was a city of roughly a
million and the center of a metro
area of two and a half million.
Minneapolis is less than half the
size of Austin, but you can’t miss its
towering skyline. Austin’s skyline is
remarkably like downtown Des
Moines. In fact I saw more tall
buildings out in Round Rock than I
did in downtown Austin.
One of the things Austin is
most famous for is its bats—not
baseball bats, but rather flying

Pretty much the complete skyline of Austin, Texas

Congress Avenue Bridge (the bat bridge)
Austin, Texas
mammals. Just south of the river, about half a mile from the
commuter train terminal, is the largest urban bat colony in the
world. Apparently each night literally millions of the creatures
swarm underneath the Congress Avenue Bridge. By day they
disperse throughout the area. That was fortunate, since in spite
of the fame, I really had no desire to see them. I got up close and personal with a bat at an old hotel in upstate New York a few years
ago, and that was enough of a bat vacation for one lifetime.
The bat bridge is along a very pleasant riverfront
trail officially called the Lance Armstrong Bikeway. (The
Tour de Franc e champion is an Austin native.
[Armstrong raced his last Tour de France in 2011,
when I made this trip.
The following year
investigations officially began that revealed that he
had used performance-enhancing drugs and
eventually led to his returning the Tour de France
medals. The trail in Austin still bears his name.]) The
river is widened by a dam here, and they call the resulting
reservoir Lady Bird Lake after the former first lady. It
seems almost every city has done something similar to its
waterfront in recent years. Just last weekend I went hiking
in downtown Des Moines, on a trail very similar to the one
in Austin. Both were pleasant, but there really wasn’t
anything terribly noteworthy about either of the hikes.

ABOVE: Texas state capitol
BELOW: Parking ramp complex – Austin, Texas

I left the riverfront and wandered through
downtown Austin. Not only is the downtown area
surprisingly small for a city of a million, very little of it is
very old. Many of the buildings feature art deco details that
would date to the Depression era at the earliest, and a lot
of them look to go back to about the 1950s. I got the feeling
that even if it was the capital city, Austin was a rather
remote town until the advent of modern transportation.
[This past year I read Doris Kearns-Goodwin’s detailed
biography of Lyndon Johnson, and in it she describes
Austin and central Texas in general as rugged and
remote in the ‘40s and ‘50s.]
I made my way up (both northward and uphill) to
the state capitol area. Thee capitol is a handsome
building, definitely the focal point of the city. Surrounding it
is a sea of office buildings housing the government
bureaucracy and the lawyers and lobbyists who leach off
the politicians. You find the same thing in any state capital.
Texas is a state larger than most countries, though, so its
government complex is correspondingly huge.

There’s a sort of no man’s land north of the
capitol, between the government complex and the
University of Texas. When I walked through there all I saw
was block after block of parking ramps. I don’t think I’ve ever seen so many parking ramps all in one place before. There is space for
literally thousands of vehicles. Obviously most of those government workers don’t take the train to work, and I’m sure the ramps do double
duty on fall weekends when fans show up for Longhorn football games. The ramps all look to be fairly new, and I assume they were built
as urban renewal. It made me wonder what was in the area before.

Before long I reached the campus of the University of Texas. This was an interesting day to be at UT, because they were having
their graduation this weekend. I’d be interested to see what their academic calendar is, since all the Midwestern colleges had graduated
from one to three weeks earlier. In Texas, though, the campus was full of students in black gowns with orange stoles and parents dressed
to the nines on a very hot day. [Apparently UT starts in late August, but they have an extremely long month and a half break
between semesters at Christmas.] It appeared that each college (or maybe even each department) held a separate commencement
ceremony, which certainly makes sense in a school this size. Different groups of graduates were headed to different buildings all over
campus as I walked.
My actual destination was right in the center of the UT campus. I was headed to the LBJ Museum. Located in a rather dated
looking ‘70s building, the museum surprised me in having free admission. The woman at the desk had me sign in and seemed surprised
that someone from Iowa would visit the place, though the previous visitors who signed the register were from Norway. She then directed
me to an auditorium where a rather encyclopedic film on the life of President Johnson had just begun. I really didn’t know much about
the thirty-sixth President, so the film taught me a lot. Among the things I learned was that Johnson’s college training was to be a teacher.
He earned a degree in English and social studies from what was then Southwest Texas Teachers College (now UT—San Marcos), and
his first real jobs were in teaching. I think of LBJ as a career politician [which, after teaching just a few years, he became], and I just
assumed he was probably a lawyer. It was kind of refreshing to find his background was in education.
The main part of the museum told of Johnson’s lengthy political career. They made much of two early Senate campaigns.
Johnson lost the first of those and won the second, both with rather suspicious last minute shifts in the vote totals and allegations of
graveyard voting. While the word “fraud” was not used, it was clear that Texas had much in common with Illinois in its methods of counting
votes in those days.
Most of the museum focused on the many changes too America that came out of the Johnson administration. LBJ was from an
era when politicians considered themselves public servants and people of both parties felt government could and should work to help the
people. I felt nostalgic as I read about the formation of Medicare, the Voting Rights Act and other civil rights milestones, the National
Endowment for the Arts, free and reduced school lunches, public broadcasting, federal student loans for higher education, gun control
legislation, occupational safety regulations, and the space program. Almost all of these are in jeopardy today by politicians who
paradoxically think the government they are part of is somehow evil. [Sadly, with the election of President Trump and a Republican
Congress those who think government is evil have come to the forefront.] Of course there are times regulations go too far, and of
course we need to find a way to pay for the things government does. I’d much rather have the government organize and guide our
society, though, than to have the “every man for himself” attitude that seems to be favored today.
In addition to all the Great Society programs, they
focused heavily on what Johnson described as his
“albatross”, the Vietnam War. It’s kind of scary to think that
our country has now been involved d in a war in southwest
Asia nearly as long as the escalated war in southeast Asia
went on. (The origins of the Vietnam war, of course, go back
far before the Johnson administration, but many would cite
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution he pushed through Congress
as the start of the “real” war.) Our odds of decisively winning
in Afghanistan and Iraq seem about as remote as they were
in Vietnam, and it bothers me that there doesn’t seem to be
anywhere near the opposition to the war today that there was
back in the ‘60s. I had hoped President Obama might get us
out of the stalemate, but he seems to have done almost
nothing to that end. [Now our new President seems to
want to go to war against North Korea. As the old song
goes, “Oh when will they ever learn.”]
Getting mired down in Vietnam was one of the main
factors that led LBJ not to run for reelection in 1968. Among
the most interesting artifacts they have in the museum is the
teleprompter script of the speech President Johnson gave
announcing his retirement from politics. It is noteworthy that
LBJ is the last President who chose not to run for reelection.
“I shall not seek and will not accept the nomination…”
Some of his successors might have done well to have quit while they were ahead.
A group of middle school girls from Dallas was being led on a tour of the museum while I was there, and it was fascinating to
hear their reactions to different things. I was a child in the ‘60s, so I certainly don’t remember that era well. I think of it as the recent past,
though, and I certainly know how much that era influenced our modern-day world. For kids today, though, the 1960s are essentially
ancient history. These girls were mostly black and Hispanic, but it was hard for them to imagine a world where people of color would not
be assumed to have equal rights. Many of the other features of LBJ’s world are completely alien to 21st Century kids. In most cases, I
guess that’s a good thing. It shows we really have made some progress toward the society President Johnson envisioned. I think it’s
important that kids understand what went before, though. As George Santayana’s famous line goose (in one of its numerous translations),
“He who cannot remember the past is condemned to repeat it.”

I paused briefly in the gift shop on my way out of the museum. I picked up a few postcards, a lovely mug featuring Texas
wildflowers [which remains one of my favorite mugs], and a book that was perhaps my most fascinating souvenir of the trip. That
book was Lady Bird Johnson’s diary from her years as First Lady, starting the day John Kennedy died and continuing through her
husband’s retirement. That will likely be my reading on my next plane trip, and I expect it to be quite a bit more interesting than the
Icelandic financial crisis. [Actually I still haven’t read that book. Writing this revision has brought it to mind again, though, and I
may take it along on a lengthy train trip I’m taking this summer.]
I walked around campus a bit more and made my way westward too Guadalupe Avenue, the main collegetown business strip
for the University of Texas. I must say Austin has one of the tamest such strips anywhere; it makes College Hill in Cedar Falls look wild.
There were more coffee stands than bars and more cell phone dealers than tattoo parlors. Austin prides itself on a liberal reputation, but
I gather that’s only as compared with the rest of Texas.
In addition to college-oriented businesses, Guadalupe Avenue also
features the campus ministries of various denominations. I was intrigued to
see the college Catholic church, a nondescript cement building with the name
“St. Austin” on its front. I’d never hear d of a St. Austin and assumed
(correctly) that the city took the last name of Texas hero Stephen Austin—
who I was certain had not been canonized. I did a computer search later and
found that “St. Austin” is a church-sanctioned alternative name for St.
Augustine. I seriously doubt the UT church had the great theologian in mind
when choosing their name (and as far as I can tell there’s no other church in
the world that uses that name), but it was interesting to see where the name
came from.
I made my way southward and eastward, eventually getting back to
the downtown Metro Rail station. I timed things well, so there was just a short
wait before an outbound train left. The train was almost entirely empty when
St. Austin Church – Austin, Texas
I boarded. A few passengers got on at the station that the electronic voice
called “MLK – (pause) – Junior”, which is east of the capitol and university. Among those who got on was one of the UT graduates and
her parents. They’d apparently taken a shuttle bus from the campus over to the train station. There was a train on the platform when the
bus arrived. The train left before they could board, though, and they ended up waiting an hour for the next train. There’s yet another of
many examples of how Austin s transit seems to discourage riders rather than attracting them. [I seriously wonder if Austin’s rail
system wasn’t designed by Republican politicians to be a model of why rail transit can’t work.]
I took the train up to Crestview station,, which is near the north end of the city proper. The station is a little ways west of I-35 on
what appears to be the old main north-south highway. Lamar Boulevard (that old highway) is a business strip that long ago saw its better
days. I walked southward past motels that offered both hourly and weekly rates—but not daily. There were also body shops, tire stores,
junkyards, auto parts and scrap metal dealers, pawn shops, and mini-storage facilities—all the businesses that make aa neighborhood
look junky. That it was 95o and humid as a sauna certainly did nothing to improve my feelings about the place.

Threadgill’s – Austin, Texas
Believe it or not, there was a reason I came to Crestview. Nestled among all the seedy businesses was my lunch destination, a
place called Threadgill’s that is apparently quite a legend among Austin’s eateries. Threadgill’s appears to have started out as a small
diner from thee streamlined era, and the building has been added onto again and again. Today it’s an enormous restaurant that still
serves diner fare. They pride themselves on old-time Southern cuisine, and they definitely do serve up good food. I was seated at a

booth in the oldest part of the restaurant (next to the curved corner window in the photo above). Three different employees attended to
my needs, and I had a most enjoyable and very tasty lunch.
Threadgill’s prides themselves on serving homemade cloverleaf dinner rolls. I was brought a tray of two of those rolls and three
slices of different homemade breads. I ate all of them (this was definitely not a low carb meal), and they were truly delicious. I had a
mixed green salad that was lightly topped with an unidentifiable but very tasty dressing. Then for the main course I had fried ham with
butter beans (not a low fat meal either). While I was completely full, I couldn’t pass up dessert. I ordered buttermilk pie, which was more
like a tangy cheesecake and really very good. I washed the whole thing down with glass after glass of freshly brewed iced tea (I specified
unsweetened, a definite departure from traditional Southern cuisine). I finished every morsel of every dish, and it was all excellent. The
price was no bargain, but neither was it exorbitant—around fifteen bucks, including dessert. [Interestingly, the price would be only
slightly higher today.]
The restroom at Threadgill’s was closed for cleaning, so I used thee rather beat-up facilities at a nearby Whataburger. This
particular Whataburger had to be one of the chain’s first locations. The A-frame metal building was definitely a blast from the past. I rarely
use the restroom without buying something, so I picked up some more iced tea. Unfortunately while the urn I got my tea from was marked
“unsweetened”, there was in fact lots of sugary syrup in the brew. I absolutely detest sweet tea, so I ended up wasting two bucks and
throwing the beverage out.
Threadgill’s was actually equidistant from two different rail stations. Since I’d come from Crestview, I decided this time to head
to Highland, the other nearby station. The route to Highland was much more pleasant, mostly passing through an older residential
neighborhood. Highland station itself is across the street from a place that used to be a shopping mall but now mostly houses various
federal government offices.
Right by Highland station there was a very strange billboard. It was actually a double billboard, and the messages on the two
parts seemed to contradict each other. One was for Planned Parenthood, while the other was for the anti-abortion group Birthright. How
they ended up on the same sign pole, I have no clue.
Having a schedule in hand, I was able to time my arrival at Highland just in time to catch another southbound train. The schedule
really was vital, though. Austin is definitely not a place you’d just end up taking the train on a whim. I rode south and this time got off at
Plaza Saltillo, the last stop before downtown.
The station name reminds me that I should talk a bit more about the electronic announcements on Austin Capital Metro. Texas
is one of those places with numerous immigrants that has passed English only laws, so it surprised me that all the announcements were
made in both Spanish and English. Both languages a appeared to be made by the same male voice, and I’m not entirely sure which
language the speaker spoke natively. Both languages were said in slower than standard speech, but the Spanish especially came across
as very slow. On the other hand the “H” in “Highland” was pronounced like the harsh Spanish ““J”, which is not a sound normally found
in English. The place names were pronounced the same in both languages, and how they were pronounced depended on what language
they were named inn. “MLK Jr.” was said as English initials during the Spanish announcement, while Plaza Saltillo was said “PLAH-sah
sal-TEE-yo” in English.
While
there
were
Spanish
announcements, honestly there didn’t seem to
be very many Hispanic people in Austin.
Mexicans might have made up as much as a
fourth of the people, but that’s a smaller
fraction than you’d find in Chicago and way
less than Los Angeles. There were a few black
and Asian people in Austin as well, but the
overwhelming majority (easily two-thirds off all
the people) was Anglo. In fact, it’s about the
whitest city I’ve been to in quite some time.
[Like most of America, Austin is becoming
more diverse in the 21st Century. The city
is still 68% white, though, and while the
Latino population had risen to 35% by
2010, that compares to 44% in Houston,
48% in Dallas, and 63% in San Antonio.]
Plaza Saltillo was apparently a gift
from Austin’s sister city in Mexico. The park
was built in 1998 and is designed to resemble
the main square in s small Mexican town. It’s
Photo of Plaza Saltillo from the website of the Austin Parks Commission
not an unpleasant place, though not quite so
tranquil as the picture at right makes it appear. A lot of vagrants (mostly elderly black men) seem quite fond of the park, and they seem
less fond of other people “trespassing” in what they consider their personal space.
I walked through the rather barren neighborhood surrounding Plaza Saltillo and made my way under I-35 and into downtown. I
wandered around a bit more and made a brief stop at a gift shop. The only thing I bought was a “Keep Austin Weird” T-shirt. I’d first seen
someone wearing one of these years ago when I went to a ballgame in Oklahoma City, and the y do seem to be everywhere in Austin.

It’s amusing that this slogan (which is supposed to get people to
support locally owned businesses) is a registered trademark, and
there have apparently been several lawsuits over the rights to use
those three words.
As I made my way back to the station I passed St. David’s,
the main Episcopal church in downtown Austin. I had no more clue
who St. David was than St. Austin (apparently he’s thee patron of
Wales), but I felt properly blessed as I walked by the place. [On a
couple of occasions since this trip, I’ve priced what it would
cost to travel to Wales. I just might go there someday, and if I
do I’ll likely go to St. David’s, the tiny home of the national
cathedral there.]
It was mid-afternoon when I left downtown Austin. I took a train up to Lakeline. Since it wasn’t yet rush hour, I had to wait there
for the next train to take me on to Leander. [Technically I could have transferred to a bus that would have gone to Leander, but
whenever possible I avoid buses.] I filled the time by calling Margaret and sharing my adventures so far in thee trip. The next train
eventually came. I got up to Leander all right and had an uneventful drive back to the hotel.
I enjoyed my day in Austin, but I must confess it’s one of the dullest cities I’ve ever been to. It comes across much more like an
overgrown small town than a major metropolitan area. [A lot of Southern cities are that way.] I’m glad to have seen the place, but
unless Brad should be there another year, I’m certainly not going to be rushing back. [It’s possible I might pass through there on the
way to somewhere else, but I can’t imagine it ever being my destination again.]
I had a quick rest at the hotel and then drove back out to the Dell Diamond. I was directed to a different parking lot tonight, and
my freebie ticket was for a different section than last night’s had been. In some ways the different seat was good, because it let me look
at more of the stadium.
The ballpark was a bit of a zoo tonight. Brad explained that this was because
two well-known big league players—Josh Hamilton and Nelson Cruz—were on a rehab
assignment in Round Rock. I’d seen Cruz before, as he was one of Brad’s teammates in
the Milwaukee system, and I’d heard of Josh Hamilton, though I couldn’t tell you a thing
about him. Between the famous players and a fireworks night, they had a near sell-out
crowd at the Dell Diamond. Again most of the people didn’t really seem to care what was
happening in the game, but they all cared about how Cruz and Hamilton were doing. A
sea of camera flashes went off every time they came to the plate, and everyone screamed
when a ball went their way in the field. It may actually have been good for the other
players that they weren’t in the spotlight, but somewhere in the middle would probably be
good.
[Both Cruz and Hamilton continued as major league stars. Two years after
this trip Cruz was one of several players involved in the Biogenesis performanceenhancing drug scandal. He was suspended for fifty games, and issues revolving
around the scandal led to contract problems with the Rangers. He eventually
signed with the Baltimore Orioles, and he was the Major League home run leader
in 2014. He then moved to Seattle, and he remains the Mariners’ designated hitter
today. Hamilton had been the American League MVP in 2010 (just before this trip),
and he would continue in the Majors (with both the Rangers and the Angels, with
Josh Hamilton, featured on the
occasional stints in AAA) for six more seasons. Drugs were also an issue for
cover of Sports Illustrated
Hamilton, though for him it was recreational drugs rather than the performanceenhancing kind. Hamilton has also suffered numerous injuries (treatment for which may have added to his addictions).
Just a week before I wrote this he suffered a knee injury while playing in Round Rock. The Rangers released him, likely ending
his career.]
I honestly got the feeling most of the people here hadn’t seen a lot of
professional baseball games. Like the crowd at a high school game, they ooed and ahed
whenever a fly ball was hit (particularly when the big leaguers hit it), always assuming
it would be a home run. Fly balls are far more often long outs in pro ball and the crowd
seemed most disappointed when every “can of corn” was caught.
Brad did not have a terribly impressive night. He was 0 – 3 at the plate, though
he did walk once and score a run. He also made a couple of easy catches in the outfield.
The game itself was honestly rather dull, in spite of the famous guys on the field.

Postgame fireworks at the Dell Diamond

Brad had suggested we meet after the game, implying we might go somewhere
or at least visit at length. I’ve met him after games in other parks, and I’d liked to have
done that here. Unfortunately I couldn’t figure out where the player exit was. I spent the
time during the postgame fireworks and quite a while after that wandering the
concourse and trying to figure out where I should wait. Clubhouse entrances are

usually left unmarked on purpose, and I never did figure out where I should go. Eventually a guard got annoyed with my wandering,
though, and before I could explain things to him he kicked me out. I should have asked Brad before the game where the player parking
area was, but at this point it was too late for that. I gave up and headed back to the hotel. [Though I gave him my cell number, at the
time I didn’t have Brad’s. Had I been courageous enough to ask for it ahead of time, that would have solved this problem.]
I stopped for gas on the way back. I actually ended up stopping twice. I first stopped at a 7—11, but I couldn’t pull my car up on
the correct side of the pumps. I stopped again at a Texaco that was right next to the hotel. Gas prices in central Texas were all over the
place. This was definitely not one of those places where there was one price that every station charged. I saw prices as low as $3.679
and as high as $3.949 a gallon. I think I ended up paying $3.759 tonight—hardly a good price, but better than it has been.
I was a bit worried when I got back to the hotel because I couldn’t find the little plastic folder that had my scrip cards in it. In
addition to about $300 worth of assorted gift cards, the folder also had a bus pass I intended to use tomorrow. I looked all over the room
but couldn’t seem to find it anywhere. Eventually I gave up, assuming it must be lost forever.

I was up around 6:30 this morning and quickly showered and dressed. I had some coffee and a minimal bite to eat in the
breakfast room, checked out of the hotel, and was on my way right at 7:00.
My destination today was San Antonio, a place that is remarkably close to Austin [though they are considered completely
different metro areas]. The Comfort Suites in Round Rock was at Exit 253 on I-35, while the Randolph park-and-ride where I was
headed was s at Exit 167. It’s built up pretty much that whole distance, and the interstate passes right straight through downtown Austin.
Traffic was light early on Saturday morning, though, and I made it down there by about 8:15.
I was pleased to find when I got to the park-and-ride that I hadn’t lost my scrip after all. For my “personal item” on the plane I’d
brought a cloth grocery bag from Fareway. I’d gotten another cloth bag at H-E-B Plus, and I’d put the Fareway bag inside the H-E-B bag.
The scrip folder had somehow fallen between the two bags, completely hidden from view. All the scrip cards were there, and so was my
San Antonio bus pass. [I’d actually purposely put the cards between the two bags to keep them well hidden from potential
thieves; I’d just completely forgotten what I’d done.]
I took a couple of the gift cards and thee bus pass with me and put the rest in a more obvious place in the bag. I then put it back
in the trunk and locked everything up. I chose to stop at the park-and-ride because I had no desire to drivee downtown and I also figured
(correctly, it turned out) that the day pass for the bus would cost less than parking downtown. As I typically do, I’d done some research
on transit options in San Antonio before leaving. San Antonio doesn’t have commuter trains, but they do have a [surprisingly
comprehensive] bus network called VIA that’s both comprehensive and convenient. I had printed out schedules and maps for all the
routes I was likely to want, which meant I was well prepared for my journey today.
There are at least half a dozen ways to get from the Randolph
park-and-ride to downtown San Antonio on the bus. The route I ended
up taking was not the quickest, but it allowed me to board the bus almost
immediately after arriving at Randolph and required just one easy
transfer. [I generally don’t mind transferring between trains, but
transfers from bus to bus are almost always tricky and annoying.]
I stopped briefly to use a surprisingly well maintained restroom in the
waiting area at the park-and-ride and then found the bay for bus 551. A
bus was there, but it was locked. The driver had apparently been using
the restroom or otherwise on break, so I stood and waited for a few
minutes.
Website picture of VIA bus 551
The bus I was waiting for and the others at the park-and-ride
gave me an insight into San Antonio. This city, America’s seventh largest, is the biggest place in the country with a Hispanic majority.
About two-thirds of the 1½ million people who live here are Hispanic, and the percentage is nearly the same in the suburbs as in the city
(though, surprisingly, there really aren’t that many suburbs of San Antonio—the city incorporated most of its surrounding area). Most of
the Hispanics here aren’t “wetbacks”, though. There’s been a Hispanic majority here throughout the city’s history, and most of San
Antonio’s Mexican-Americans are just as American as the Italian-Americans or Irish-Americans or Polish-Americans you’d find in northern
cities. What showed me that on the buses was the advertising. Several different companies advertised on the sides of the buses with
pictures of very Hispanic-looking people and messages only in English. I’ve seen Spanish ads on buses in cities all over America, but in
the place with a Hispanic majority it was assumed that the people pictured in the ads could read English.
I’d also get a sense that this wasn’t a city of first-generation immigrants from the names of the people with whom I dealt in San
Antonio. When a young Hispanic man came to unlock the bus, his nametag said “James”—not Jaime or Diego, but James. Later in the
day I’d deal with a waitress named Destiny and a store clerk named Summer, both of whom were also Hispanic. Most of the passengers
on the bus were Hispanic, but the vast majority of them spoke to each other in English. The vast majority of those who didn’t speak
English were older people, but it was rare even among senior citizens.

Continuing the language difference were the bus announcements. Every announcement on the train in Austin was bilingual, but
inn San Antonio all the destination and informational announcements were made in English only. The only Spanish announcements were
recordings of regulations (no eating, drinking, etc.), and those seemed to be given only in Spanish—as if Anglophones had no rules. The
recorded voice of the San Antonio bus system is man with a happy-go-lucky voice. He reminded me of the tropical voice we’d heard on
the bus in Honolulu. It was interesting that there was no consistency to how places with Spanish names were pronounced, though. Flores
Street, for instance, was pronounced in very careful Spanish (somewhat like FLOWED -ace), and San Pedro was said “PAAY-dro”. Blanco
Street, though, came out “BLANK-oh”) with a short “A” sound that doesn’t exist in Spanish and a b it of Texas twang.
The bus I boarded was route 551, one of two routes that carries the name “Looper Skip” (though calling it “Loop Skipper” would
make more sense). These routes circle the beltway (Interstate 410), one clockwise and the other counterclockwise. It take s about 90
minutes to complete a roughly 55-mile loop. The make various stops along the access roads to serve the businesses there, and they
connect with the city’s trunk routes at park-and-rides and transit centers all around d the perimeter. Having a loop route like that is really
a really smart way to tie the network together; Minneapolis would do well to copy the idea. [A lot of cities would do well to replicate
it, actually. One of the hardest things to do by transit in most cities is to go to one place on the outskirts to another without
first going downtown. In an age of malls and office parks, though, that’s precisely what many people want to do.]
I went about one-eighth of the way around the loop (counterclockwise), getting off at the North Star Transit Center, which is just
outside a big mall and just south of the San Antonio airport. There I had a choice off taking several buses that would all lead too essentially
the same place downtown. I took the first one to arrive, the #4 bus that mostly runs down San Pedro Avenue.
Both now and on the return trip (which was by a different route) I got a sense that San Antonio is a very patchy city. It reminded
me a lot of New Orleans (and to a lesser extent Chicago), where good and bad areas can be literally right next to each other. Some of
the homes along San Pedro were palatial, while others were barely more than shacks. The businesses and community institutions were
similarly varied.
Bus 4, like most of the VIA buses, ended its route at the west edge of downtown. (The same vehicle continued south from there
under a different route number.) Downtown San Antonio is not an easy place to negotiate. The city is sort of like a pie, with different
sectors extending out from downtown. Each of those slices of the pie has its own grid system, and all those different grids come together
in a maze of streets downtown. The place has been described as having a European feel. I suppose it does—in the sense that it’s as
easy to get lost in San Antonio as it is in London or Paris.
I did get lost on the way too my first destination, the Alamo. I had a good map that
showed every street and alley, but I still managed to get completely turned around. I ended up
rounding all four sides of the headquarters of the San Antonio Express—News (which happens
to be in a lovely art deco building) before I realized I’d gone the wrong way. Surprisingly this
major tourist attraction isn’t particularly well signed, and the signs they do have contain arrows
that sort of vaguely point in a direction and could refer to any of several angled streets.
Eventually I did find the Alamo, but I must confess I think I’d have preferred touring
the Express—News facilities to what I saw in the famous mission and fortress. (I remember
touring the Des Moines Register building with aa 4-H group years ago, and it would be
fascinating to see just how much things have changed in the world of journalism.) The Alamo
was worth its admission, but only because admission was free. I’ll also say I timed my arrival
well. I got there early, before all the torrent of tour buses showed up. The place was still
crowded, but at least I didn’t have to wait in line half an hour just to get in the door.
Two things turned me off before I’d even entered the Alamo. First, they wanted to take
my picture as I entered—presumably with the goal of selling that picture to me in the gift shop.
Only once have I ever bought such a picture (when the quiz bowl team visited the John Hancock
Building on one of our trips to Chicago), and I really resent being forced to be in a picture I don’t
Remember the Express News
want. Shortly after the photographers, a guard snarled at me to remove my hat. “This is a shrine,” he barked. “Be respectful!” I’m perfectly
willing to be respectful, but a simple sign would have accomplished the goal more pleasantly.
That “shrine” mentality is really the biggest issue I have with the Alamo. The proprietors seem to view the Alamo more like a
place of worship than a historic site. [There originally was a church on the site, but it was long ago de-sanctified.] The place would
be much better if it were administered by the National Park Service rather than by the Daughters of the Republic of Texas. There is a
small museum inside the Alamo, but they really don’t talk much about the history of the place (and barely mention that what you’re actually
seeing is a reconstruction, since the heroes they venerate here died when the place was destroyed). I was expecting the sense of history
I felt at the American Revolution or Civil War sites out East, but that’s not at all what I felt at the Alamo. I’m glad to have seen the place,
but I certainly won’t be rushing back.
The best feature of the Alamo was its gardens. The place is surrounded by a lovely yard with an interesting combination of
desert and wet tropical plants. It’s all meticulously maintained, and really does make a pleasant place to wander about.
After seeing the Alamo I made my way to San Antonio’s other main tourist attraction, the Riverwalk. My advice to anyone who
is headed to San Antonio: skip the Alamo, but spend as much time as you can on the Riverwalk. Lots of cities have built riverfront trails
as a combination of flood control and urban renewal. San Antonio did it first, and their network is the largest and easily the best of the
lot.
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ABOVE LEFT: San Antonio Riverwalk in the downtown tourist area
ABOVE RIGHT: Urban Reach of the Riverwalk
BELOW: Lock and dam at the northwest corner of downtown San Antonio
The Riverwalk functions a lot like the skywalk networks in
Minneapolis and Des Moines. It connects all of downtown on routes
completely separate from the streets. Paved sidewalks line either
side of the San Antonio River, plus several tributaries and artificial
canals. All are one level down from street level. You can enter the
Riverwalk from the basements of many downtown buildings, and
there are stairs and ramps at most of the cross streets that lead
down there as well. Tourist guides encourage visitors to take water
taxis along the river, but I enjoyed just making my way along the
walkways. [A short boat ride within the tourist area costs $5,
and that might be worth it. I can’t imagine paying $15 to go to
more distant destinations, though.]
There are really two completely different parts to the
Riverwalk. The part tourists are supposed to see is near the Alamo
and other downtown attractions [the part where water taxi rides
are cheap]. In this area the Riverwalk is lined with buildings, and
there are bars, restaurants, and gift shops set up in the basements
of all those buildings. I told Margaret the feeling I got walking along here was that San Antonio was like New Orleans, but managed by

Hispanics rather than Blacks. It’s tidier and less raucous than New Orleans (if for no other reason than that they enforce open container
laws here), but San Antonio has the same old balconied buildings, the same oak canopy, and the same leisurely pace as the Crescent
City.
I actually preferred the part of the Riverwalk that tourists aren’t supposed to use, the so-called Urban Reach that goes to the far
edges of downtown. At street level this area is bleak at best (again not unlike the area surrounding the New Orleans Central Business
District), but at water level it’s a beautiful strip of parkland. There are no businesses [along the Riverwalk] here. Instead the sidewalks
are lined with retaining walls that are decorated with mosaics. The Riverwalk’s Urban Reach is uncrowded and made for a lovely morning
hike.
I hiked about three miles north and west, ending up at a dam along the river. The Riverwalk continued well past there, eventually
leading to the San Antonio Zoo. Margaret and I have toyed with the idea of taking the train down here. If we ever do that, I’d love to hike
the rest of the Riverwalk and also see the zoo. This was far enough for now, though, so I turned around, went a couple blocks back south,
and surfaced.
The Riverwalk is tranquil and park-like. When I surfaced, though, I was definitely in the city. I exited the Riverwalk at McCullough
Avenue and walked east through one of those barren next to downtown areas where gentrification isn’t yet on the radar. Among the
noteworthy sights in the neighborhood were the equipment building for the phone company (as opposed to their office complex, which is
in a much nicer area), the backside of a major hospital, and the razor-wire fenced lot where the city stores its maintenance vehicles. I
also passed a homeless shelter, a Salvation Army thrift store, a day-old bakery outlet, and several storefront Pentecostal churches. No
one will ever mistake this for a good neighborhood, but my walk through it was surprisingly pleasant. Palm and oak trees lined the street,
and while the buildings were not in the best of repair, many had lovely architectural details that were interesting to observe.
Believe it or not, I actually knew where I was going this time. My
destination was a restaurant I’d come across while doing a web search for
“cheap food san antonio” or something similar. [That search, modified to
whatever city I’m planning to visit, is one of my favorites to do whenever
I travel.] It was a Mexican restaurant named Oasis, and that name was
certainly fitting. A beggar accosted me at the entrance, but ounce I was
inside the little café couldn’t have been more pleasant.
I ordered a combo platter from the lunch menu. The main dish was
cheese enchiladas, which were quite good. On the side was a specialty
unique to San Antonio cuisine, the puffy taco. I’d heard about this Tex-Mex
delicacy before. At least two different shows on the Food Network have
devoted episodes to it, and I thought it would be interesting to check out.
Puffy tacos start out as patties of masa (corn meal dough). Instead of
pressing and grilling them, though, these are flash fried immediately before
serving. That puffs them up and makes the outside crunchy. It reminded me
of the consistency of the old pizza crusts that Totino’s had when I was a kid.
They’ve since switched to the same crust as every other frozen pizza, but the
crispy crust with air pockets in that Totino’s used to have was a lot like a puffy
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taco shell. [Interestingly, not long before writing this revision, I had a
Totino’s pizza for the first time in years, and I found they’re once again using an air-pocket crust. I suppose they’ve been
experimenting with ways to make that work without trans-fats.] After frying the shell is immediately filed with mystery meat (I’d guess
mine was hamburger) and pico de gallo. Cheese and sour cream are served on the side. The puffy taco (which the waitress pronounced
“POO-fee”, by the way) was good, but honestly the enchiladas were better. [Like the local specialties of many places, I’m glad to
have sampled it, but I won’t be going back for more.] The whole meal was tasty, though, and it was good to try something I hadn’t
tasted before.
I couldn’t complain about the price off my lunch.
The search for “cheap food” paid off. The cafes along thee
Riverwalk were advertising lunch specials for $15 - $20—
some of which featured exactly what I had at the Oasis.
My combo platter cost $4.50. That included the chips and
salsa that are obligatory at any Mexican restaurant. Iced
tea added another $1.50 to the bill, and with tax and tip I
parted with around $7.50—or less than half what I’d have
paid on the water.
I was very early for lunch by Mexican standards,
and most of the time I was there I was the only customer
at the Oasis. There were two noteworthy other customers.
The first might better be called an attempted customer.
The same beggar who had tried to get me too part with my
money outside the door came inside while I was eating.
An elderly Hispanic woman, she spoke to the manager at
great length (in English) with a story that her husband was
disabled and couldn’t work and they hadn’t eaten for days.
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That story might have more effect were the place not located just a block down the street from a soup kitchen. The manager told her in
no uncertain terms (in Spanish) to leave, and she did. Adding to the story was the husband, who had been seated in a wheelchair on the
sidewalk both when she came up to me and when she came into the restaurant. When they figured out they weren’t going to get anything
at the Oasis, the husband got out of his wheelchair and pushed it across the street. They two of them disappeared around the block, with
the husband still pushing the empty wheelchair. I felt like I should go up to one of those storefront churches and scream, “It’s a miracle!”
[I often wonder just what percentage of panhandlers are scammers. My bet is it’s quite high, particularly in cities that get lots
of tourists.]
The other interesting customer pulled up in a tour bus. When I saw the bus, I actually thought a group would be coming in. There
were no passengers on the bus, though. I suppose the driver had dropped them off at the Alamo or somewhere else downtown and was
stopping off to get her lunch. She had essentially the same meal I ordered, but hers was ordered to go and came in a foam box instead
of on a stoneware plate. She went out to the bus, sat in the driver’s seat, and ate, all the time with the emergency blinkers flashing.
I made my way back into downtown proper. I’d mentioned that downtown Austin seemed ridiculously small for as big a city as it
is. San Antonio is an even larger city, but its downtown is smaller and even more low-rise than Austin’s. It reminded me of downtown
Cedar Rapids and is definitely not the real center of commerce for the area. With a good mix of truly historic buildings, the low-rise skyline
seems more at home here than in Austin, though.
I eventually made my way to Rivercenter Mall. Most of this was once a single department store, and on the outside it’s got the
grand detailing you’d expect on an old flagship store. The place has been subdivided and added on to. It now features a fairly small
Macy’s, a standard mall-size Penney’s, and a rather generic collection of clothing, shoe, and specialty stores. There’s also a nice food
court, where a mariachi band was playing when I walked through.
LEFT: Tower of the Americas
RIGHT: Sculpture donated by the
National University of Mexico
I spent quite a bit of time wandering
through Rivercenter, but I didn’t actually buy a
thing there. I made my way back to the Riverwalk
and went the opposite way, toward the
convention center at the southeast corner of
downtown. The Riverwalk ends just beyond the
convention center at Hemisfair Park. The park
was the site of a world’s fair in 1968. Its focal
point is the Tower of the Americas—which looks
remarkably like Seattle’s Space Needle, a
remnant of a world’s fair four years earlier. I
didn’t go up in the thing, and I really don’t think
there’d be much of anything to see from the top
anyway. I did enjoy wandering through the park
for a while. It’s filled with various leftovers from
the fair, mostly gifts from all the different Latin
American countries. Interestingly, there’s actually
a branch of the National University of Mexico
located right in Hemisfair Park. I’m not sure if
they serve Mexican nationals studying abroad or
people in San Antonio who want to study with an international perspective. Either way, it’s interesting. [There’s a branch of UNAM in
Chicago now, too. There they serve both groups of potential clientele.]
I walked back into downtown. Near Rivercenter Mall is a touristoriented commercial area called Rio Plaza. That area reminded me a lot of
New Orleans. It’s all historic buildings filled with junky businesses no one but
a tourist would care about. It’s a pretty area, though, and I imagine it would
be fun to take one of the horse-drawn carriage tours through there. [I’ve
never done a carriage ride. They seem interesting, but they’re always
just a bit more expensive than what I care to spend.]
I went back to the touristy part of the Riverwalk and went west to
San Fernando Plaza. This has been San Antonio’s main square for almost
three hundred years. The main focal point is San Fernando Cathedral, a
gorgeous church that dates to 1738. I’d have loved to have wandered around
inside of the church, but there was a wedding taking place when I was there.
I just caught a few glimpse s inside and was on my way again.
Much of the plaza in front of the church was full of people in T-shirts
with race numbers pinned to them. They were part of an event called Gorilla
Challenge, which apparently sponsors similar events in cities all over
America. The Gorilla Challenge website describes it as “a cross between
The Amazing Race, Fear Factor, and American Idol”. Teams of people go
from place to place in a city, finding different landmarks and participating in
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“gross-out” stunts. I think the people I saw had actually completed the race, since they seemed to be just resting in the plaza. It was
interesting to see, though.
Just west of San Fernando Plaza is the San Antonio bus station. The city buses line up along the streets near here, and inter-city
buses leave from inside. [VIA has apparently recently built an off-street plaza for downtown transfers.] Two companies appear to
serve the station. The first, Greyhound, provides service to points east, north, and west. The other company is Autobuses Americanos,
which runs hourly service to Laredo, with connections there to points throughout Mexico. It’s hard for me to imagine hourly bus service to
Mexico, but it does make sense in this location. [Autobuses Americanos provides surprisingly complete coverage throughout the
U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Their Spanish only website describes daily—if not hourly—service to New York, Miami, Chicago,
Las Vegas, Vancouver, Toronto, Guadalajara, Mérida, and Mexicali—among the dozens of other places they serve.]
While bus 4 was the first bus to come along, I purposely waited and took bus 2 northward so I’d see a different route than I had
coming into downtown. Bus 2 follows Flores and Blanco Streets, which are just slightly east of San Pedro. The area is also patchy,
though in general I’d say a bit poorer than what I saw further west. There were none of the elegant homes, and a lot more that were
barely habitable. The top-level businesses along Blanco were things like Dollar General Store, and the area had more than its share of
pawn shops. The yards were neat, though, and there were trees and flowers everywhere. Much of the area may have been a slum, but
it didn’t really look like one.
The bus took me back to North Star Mall, which is far more upscale
than its neighbors to the south. It’s a kind of weird mall, with several parts on
different levels that don’t really connect well to each other. Everything about
it is elegant, though. I did some window shopping and picked up a couple
things at a much nicer Macy’s than the one downtown.
The biggest attraction at North Star Mall (literally) is in the parking
lot near the Saks Fifth Avenue store. Facing the interstate there is a huge
sculpture that claims to be the world’s largest pair of cowboy boots. The
things really are immense. Apparently at one point they actually had
homeless people take up residence inside them, and they’ve since been filled
with concrete to keep vagrants (not to mention birds and other animals) out.
They certainly are a sight, and of course I had to snap a picture.
As I made my way back
to the transit center, I couldn’t help
but notice the license plates on the
cars in the parking lot. I stopped
counting when I got to two dozen
cars with Mexican plates, and I’m
sure I could have easily counted
twice that many. It surprised me to
Mexican license plate
see so many cars from Mexico in
at North Star Mall
the lot, but then San Antonio isn’t
really that far from the border. They bill themselves as “the gateway to
World’s largest cowboy boots – North Star Mall
South Texas”, and from here it’s just 150 miles down to Nuevo Laredo—
San Antonio, Texas
about the same as going from Algona to Des Moines (though, of course,
you’d have the added time of crossing the border). I have no idea what shopping opportunities there are on the Mexican side of the border
(or in Laredo, Texas, for that matter), but obviously a lot of middle class Mexicans see the north end of San Antonio as a shopping
destination
I caught the Looper Skip (bus 550 this time) back to the Randolph park-and-ride. It amused me when I got there that in the
immediate vicinity of the lot there were at least half a dozen strip clubs. I hadn’t noticed them when I arrived, but when I drove out of the
lot I had to turn to avoid going directly into the parking lot for a XXX bar. I’m not sure why so many such establishments were all in the
same place. [One likely reason is that there’s a major air force base just east of there.] They’ve purged Times Square of adult
entertainment, and most of Hollywood has been sanitized as well, so if any reader has the desire for that sort of thing, you can just head
to the intersection of I-35 and I-410 in the northeast corner of San Antonio.
For variety, I drove along the I-35 access road for between San Antonio and New Braunfels, the first main place to the north.
There was basically no traffic at all, and it was kind of fun to drive along the side.
I used the restroom and got a milkshake at a Whataburger in New Braunfels and then continued north on the actual interstate.
Signs all the way from San Antonio warned that I-35 was closed in downtown Austin this weekend. They were installing a new overpass
and had to close the freeway to do it. I’d read about the closure on the DOT website and knew the southbound lanes would be open this
morning. Even early in the morning, though, I saw the ten-mile back-up of northbound traffic at the closure site. When I checked out the
DOT website I read that to help with traffic, there would be no tolls on the turnpike that parallels I-35 east of Austin. Signs all the way from
San Antonio to San Marcos confirmed that the tolls were free, so I exited onto highway 130, the Central Texas Tollway.
It was fortunate tolls were free, because the route would have been unaffordable otherwise. I took the tollway up to U.S. 79, just
east of the ballpark, and then after the game I continued north back to I-35 north of Round Rock. They don’t accept cash payment for toll
in Texas. The toll payment options are either a TxPass [it’s actually called TxTag] (which I doubt the rental had) or payment by mail

(which would presumably mean they’d send the bill to Alamo, who would likely bill me a hefty service charge on top of the toll) If I chose
the to pay by mail, my bill would have been $14.66. That would be reduced to about $10 with a TxPass, but that’s still a ridiculous fee for
about a forty-mile drive. I could drive all the way across Ohio, Pennsylvania, or Kansas for the same toll. What likely makes the toll
exorbitant is that the highway was privately built and is maintained by a private company as well. It’s a for-profit business rather than
public infrastructure. I’m not sure what arrangement the state made for the free toll this weekend, but I’m glad they did. [Interestingly,
the tolls on this road have gone down in recent years. The cost is now just over half what it would have been in 2011.]
Either not much of the traffic north of San Antonio is through traffic or not many people got the word that tolls were free this
weekend. I say that because there was almost no traffic on highway 130. The highway runs well out of town, even beyond most of the
housing developments. As I drove along the empty road I could as easily have been in North Dakota. It was certainly the most pleasant
driving I did in Texas, but I did wonder why no one else was taking the route. I’ve read that the traffic volume continues to be very
light, while I-35 continues to be overcrowded.]
I arrived in Round Rock well before game time. I bought gas at the same H-E-B Plus I’d stopped at the first night and then killed
some time at a city park across the interstate from the Comfort Suites.
Eventually I made my way back to the Dell Diamond. It was still more than an hour before game time, but the parking lot was
already nearly full. Part of the reason for the early crowd was a giveaway. They were passing out Texas Rangers caps to a limited
number of fans. I already have a Rangers cap (I got one when Brad signed with their organization) and I’ve never cared for adjustable
ball caps anyway. So I gave mine away to a latecomer who hopefully liked the prize.
The main reason for the mob was those same two big leaguers who had been playing yesterday. Word had obviously gotten
out that they were in Round Rock, and everyone was taking their kids tonight to see them. The park was an absolute zoo, to the point
that it was honestly not very enjoyable for me to be there.
I had another chat with Brad before the game. He seemed upset that I hadn’t found him after last night’s game but understood
when I explained I couldn’t find the player entrance. He asked if I’d be around after tonight’s game, and I apologized and said I had to
head further north tonight so I could make my flight tomorrow. We talked a bit, and he noted his parents would likely be coming down
soon. I strongly suggested they make the side-trip down to San Antonio. I found out later they did go there, and they enjoyed the Riverwalk
at least as much as I had. [Interestingly, they also bought a car in Round Rock, where the prices are lower than they are in Iowa.]

LEFT: Brad Nelson on the scoreboard during his first at-bat
[Note the ad for St. David’s hospital at the top.]
RIGHT: View from above left field at the Dell Diamond
Brad wished good luck to my quiz bowl team, which would be competing at nationals the following weekend. When he heard
national quiz bowl would be in New Orleans, he made it clear that was not one of his favorite places. I’ve heard him make negative
comments about the Big Easy before, too. That’s interesting, because ever since graduate school New Orleans has always been one of
my favorite places. I know the ballpark is in a rather dumpy suburban area out by the airport, so if that’s all they see of the place it certainly
wouldn’t make a good impression. It’s also possible that he equates New Orleans with Bourbon Street, which is grimy, sleazy, and a bit
intimidating. I only rarely gone to Bourbon Street, and there are several times I’ve been to the city without setting foot in the French
Quarter. I far prefer St. Charles Avenue and the Garden District and Uptown neighborhoods. I love the antebellum homes and canopied
boulevards, and I could fill a day (and have more than once) wandering around the Audubon Zoo or riding the historic streetcar from end
to end. Frankly I like New Orleans a lot better than Austin, and as I mentioned San Antonio strikes me as a very similar place. To each
his own, though.
I told Brad I’d probably leave at or before the seventh inning stretch, and in my mind I figured I’d stay long enough to see him
get a hit and then be on my way. The crowd was frankly obnoxious (aided by much larger amounts of alcohol than last night’s fans had
consumed), so I really didn’t want to stick around any longer than I had to. Fortunately Brad got a hit in his very first at-bat. He was playing
outfield tonight, so I slowly made my way around to the back so I could get a closer view of him in the field. Then I made my way to the
exit and headed back to the tollway.

It was probably good I did leave as early as I did, because if I drove into horrible thunderstorms just as I got to I-35 at the north
end of metro Austin. The storm was headed southeast, and I’m sure they got at least some rain during the game in Round Rock.
The storm gave me one reason to like those spikes that some states (like Texas) use for lane dividers. Normally I hate the things,
but in bad weather I must admit that thee spikes are highly reflective. I almost felt like I was landing a plane on a runway as I kept my car
aligned between thee yellow dots.
It continued to rain all the way north to my destination, Temple, Texas. On the basis of little more than price, I’d made a
reservation at the Motel 6 inn Temple, which is about an hour north of Round Rock. The motel was on the southbound access road, so
I had to make a U-turn over the interstate too get there. I got there right after they’d locked up the office for the night, but I was able to
check in fairly easily through the night window.
The room was a standard old-time Motel 6 room. There was absolutely nothing special about it, but nothing at all wrong with it
either. At $ 34.99, it would be about the cheapest room anywhere in America these days, too.
I turned on the TV and found out there were tornado warnings down by Austin. As I flipped through channels I came across a
strange show called Extreme Couponing. Here people went to supermarkets, bought hundreds of dollars of merchandise, and then
redeemed coupons that brought their bill down to virtually nothing. I rarely use coupons—mostly since they always seem to be for the
expensive brands, rather than for things I actually buy. Even when I do use them, I’ve rarely found them much of a deal. I think the best
I did was to use a coupon for frozen lasagna at a time the stuff was also a loss leader. That was only one coupon, though, so I saved a
total of a couple bucks—far from the hundreds the people on this TV show did.
I turned on my computer and was surprised to have internet access. Motel 6 only offers internet inn certain rooms, and then only
at additional charge. I’m pretty sure I was tapping into the free wireless from a neighboring motel. It wasn’t secured, though, and the
signal was strong enough to reach my room.
Since I had internet access I went to thee Round Rock Express website and listened to the end of the game on internet radio. It
surprised me that it was still just the seventh inning in what was apparently a rather slow moving game. I wonder if there wasn’t a rain
delay, because the game didn’t end until 10:52, nearly four hours after it started. Brad ended up doing quite well. He went 2 -3 with a
walk and two runs scored, and thee Express won 9 – 4.
I went to bed shortly after the game ended. The Motel 6 may not have been luxurious, but their bed was more comfortable than
many “nice” hotels I’ve stayed at. I fell asleep quickly and got a pretty good night’s sleep.

I was up around 6:15 and had
a pleasant shower. I’ve always liked
Motel 6 showers. They are low-flow
devices (which is what most lodging
establishments use these days), but
they aerate the water so it actually
comes out with force. The shower stalls
are a bit claustrophobic, but having
some decent pressure makes up for
that. [I far prefer a small shower with
good pressure to one of those
“rainforest” showers that looks
luxurious but has trouble rinsing
shampoo from my hair.]
The sink, on the other hand,
barely dripped. It was probably good
this was the last day of my trip, because
I couldn’t wash the paste out of my
toothbrush at all. Since I was headed
home, though, I could worry about that
in a real sink with real water pressure. I
put the toothbrush away [I think I
actually threw it away], packed up the
rest of my stuff, and was on my way
before 7am.

Self-portrait of David Burrow driving on Interstate 35-W
[a “selfie two years before the word was included in the OED]
The interstate had been packed when I came down from DFW, but on Sunday morning traffic was very light. I whizzed up through
Waco and on to Hillsboro and thee split to 35-E and 335-W in practically no time.

I stopped at Burlston, which is essentially the southern end of metro Fort Worth. I bought gas at a Chevron station there ($3.799)
and had breakfast at a Waffle House (ham and eggs—over hard—with hash browns, chunked and covered).
The big talk at Waffle House this morning was that the world didn’t
end yesterday. In case you didn’t hear, some idiot who owns a Christian radio
network [Harold Camping] had made what he called mathematical
calculations that said proved with certainty that the rapture would happen at
6pm (time zone not specified) on May 21, 2011. [Technically Camping
predicted that May 21 was the rapture, not the end of the world. The
“saved” were to be taken up to heaven on that date in advance of six
months of horrible destruction that would culminate with the true end
of the world on October 21—which, of course, didn’t happen either.
This was one of numerous false predictions he made about when the
world would end. Camping himself suffered a stroke in June 2011 and
retired from his position as CEO of Family Radio on October 16 (five
days prior to when he said the world would end). In 2012 he released a
statement that said his prior predictions of the end times had been sinful and that he would no longer try to find such a date.
His own world came to an end in 2013, when he died at age 92.]
The conversation intrigued me, because I’d used this very prediction just a week earlier as the topic the morning meditation I
delivered over the intercom at Garrigan. What I said was:
A couple weeks ago I happened to be driving down by Boone. Right along highway 30 I saw an enormous billboard
that proclaimed the end of the world was coming. Now people have been announcing the end of the world for at least two
thousand years, and so far they’ve all been wrong. What caught my eye about this sign, though, was that it said the rapture
would be happening on May 21, 2011. That date stood out, because if he were still alive, it would be my father’s 90 th birthday
My dad was a very religious man, but he didn’t have much time for religious nuts. If someone told him the world was
about to end, he’d be quick to point out that according to scripture Christ Himself said, “no one can know the day or the hour” of
judgment. Because of that, my dad often reminded his children that we should always live each day as if it was our last. He
didn’t mean we should be scared of the end of the world, but t that we should make sure our lives were in order—that everything
was right (with other people and with God), and that we h had no regrets.
My dad died in a freak accident when I was just 22 years old. He certainly didn’t expect that the world would end for
him in December of 1983, but I’m quite confident he was ready for it. His life was in order; he had no baggage and no regrets.
I hope that’s a model for all of us. May we all have our lives in order, so that when our time comes to be with God, it will truly be
a time to rejoice. Amen.
… Amen, indeed. I’m pretty sure that’s how most of those at Waffle House this morning would have felt, too. I think many of
them were religious, and probably quite conservatively so. They weren’t nuts about things, though.
Traffic picked up in Fort Worth, but I still moved right along. I made a wrong turn near the airport, heading west rather than east
on highway 183. I corrected myself quickly, though, and soon made it over to DFW.
I was a little worried about filling my gas tank as early as I did. It was nearly thirty miles from Burlston to the airport, and I worried
the tank might be less than full when I got there. If anything, though, the gauge was higher than it had been when I originally got the car.
The attendant recorded it as full, and no extra fees were assessed to my rental.
I took the bus to Terminal E and quickly got my boarding pass from a self-check-in machine. There was no line at all at security,
though the woman working the x-ray was a bit odd. She scolded me because I hadn’t put my netbook in a separate bin from the rest of
my carry-on luggage. If she’d read the rules the TSA published on their website, she’d find that it clearly says only full-size laptops need
to be scanned separately. Netbooks and tablet computers can go through with regular carry-on luggage. [That rule honestly makes
no sense, as the innards of any kind of computer are pretty much identical.] I did separate the netbook, and she of course found
nothing unusual about it. What was amusing, though, was that in the process of switching things my bag of liquids ended up in with the
rest of my stuff. TSA rules specifically say the liquid bag is supposed to be separate, and it’s amazing she let that slide. [While I don’t
know that I have a better suggestion, the security theater that is the TSA is just ridiculous.]
I made it through security shortly after 9:30, only to discover my flight’s departure had been delayed an hour and a half to
12:37pm. That left me with basically three hours to kill at the airport. The first place I went was appropriate for a Sunday morning. Each
terminal at DFW has an interfaith chapel in it, and I found the one in Terminal E. It was a very pleasant place that reminded me of the
hospital chapel at Iowa Methodist Medical Center where my brother Paul did an internship this past year. [More recently I’ve been to
the chapel at the Mayo Clinic, and it’s also similarly designed.] The concept of an interfaith chapel is interesting, particularly here in
the buckle of the Bible belt. The chapel reminded me a lot of Thanksgiving Square in Dallas, which is also a cooperative venture between
both Christian and non-Christian religions. It was a place that was very obviously religious, but very obviously not geared to any one
particular faith.

ABOVE: Terminal E chapel – Dallas/Fort Worth international Airport
BELOW: “Circling” artwork in Terminal D
After pausing a while in the chapel, I
stopped at a Burger King to get some coffee.
Then I went upstairs and rode the airport tram
over to Terminal D. (One good thing about
DFW compared to other airports is that all the
terminals are connected beyond security.
[That is a definite feature. It’s really
annoying to have to make a tight
connection at an airport and find that the
tram between terminals means you’ll have
to go through security again.]) Terminal D
is the newest facility at DFW, and it is
essentially American Airlines’ headquarters. I
found a brochure that detailed an art tour off
Terminal D, with stops at various sculptures
and mosaics that decorate the place. The
most interesting was probably an installation
called “Circling” that described itself as “an
urban musical instrument””. It was basically a maze made up of blue glass panels. When people walked through different parts of it, the
changing air currents caused the thing to play musical notes like a flute. It really was quite interesting.
I rode the tram back to Terminal E but still had lots of time to kill. I filled some of that by eating. II had some tasty blueberry ice
cream at Häagen Dazs and then a cinnamon sugar pretzel and some lemonade at Auntie Annie’s. Everything was overpriced, but it was
very good.
After having my sugary lunch I went to the wrong gate by mistake. DFW is one of those places where literally every gate looks
exactly the same. I soon realized my mistake and made my way to the correct place.
The gate attendant won no points from me by repeatedly saying “Minnesota” with a fake Minnesota accent—the sort of thing
you might hear in a Sven and Ole caricature. I don’t think I’ve ever heard anyone who was actually from Minnesota talk that way, and of
course most Minnesotans aren’t Scandinavian at all. Every time the attendant announced our flight’s destination, though, he had to say
a lilting MEEN-ee-SOH-tah, though nothing else in his speech was said in anything other than a Texas twang. [I’ve encountered a
number of airline and rail employees over the years who seemed to feel a need to be what they thought was entertaining. I
really wish they’d just do their job.]
This flight was on another Canadair regional jet, and it was completely full. The person next to me was wearing a Delta ID
badge, so I wonder if several of the passengers may not have been shuttling to hubs. I’ve been on flights before where that was the

case. [Just a couple weeks before I wrote this revision it was big news when a passenger was forcibly removed from a United
flight to make room for an employee who was headed to another hub.] The skies were clear for most of the flight, but it clouded
over as we got further north. As landing time approached, they told us there were storms north of the Twin Cities, and we might have a
rough landing. Indeed we did! We jostled a lot as we cut through the clouds, but eventually we did make it to the ground at MSP.
As is the case with virtually every flight, we had to taxi a while on the tarmac. While we did, a woman across the aisle from me
got up and used the bathroom. About a minute later the plane came to a stop, and the pilot announced that we couldn’t resume our taxi
until all passengers were seated with their seatbelts on. We waited a couple more minutes, but eventually the annoying woman returned
to her seat and we could proceed. [Another recent news story was similar to this. Just last week a flight had to return to the gate
and ended up losing its take-off slot and being delayed two hours because a passenger had gone to the restroom during the
taxi before take-off.]
There was another delay when we got to our gate. We stopped just outside the gate area, and the pilot announced we were
waiting for a ramp crew to park the plane and move up the jetway. You’d think that especially on a delayed flight they could get that crew
there on time. That was not the case, though, so we waited some more. [This is something I don’t understand at all. Hub airports
never seem to assign their gates efficiently. Half the time it seems you have to wait for other planes to depart before your plane
can pull into the gate, and the rest of the time it seems there’s no one to assist when you arrive. The flight schedule is the same
pretty much every day; you’d think they could do a better job of staffing and assigning the gates.]
Originally I had about a two-hour layover in Minneapolis. With the delays, we pulled up to the gate about ten minutes before my
flight to Mason City was scheduled to board. There was a little bit more delay while they off-loaded the “courtesy check” luggage (since
there’s basically no space at all for carry-ons on Canadair regional jets), and by the time I had my bag I had to literally run across the
airport. Perhaps needless to say the MCW flight was at the far end of the B-concourse, as far from where I’d arrived as it could possibly
be. I was slowed down even more because the moving walkway in the tunnel to the B-concourse was under construction. I did make it,
though, in fact arriving just as they were starting to board the plane. [I’m not sure I could make this connection today, since now the
TSA demands that they lock the doors fifteen minutes prior to departure.]
This flight was on the traditional Saab 340 that has served Mason City for years. I think it’s just the first and last flights of the day
that use the larger plane. We certainly didn’t need any more space, since even the Saab was only about half full on Sunday afternoon.
We waited a while because three passengers were unaccounted for, but we were
just a few minutes late taking off. The flight down to Mason City was very rough. Travelling in
a prop plane is never smooth, and we were cutting through clouds the whole way. I’d find out
later they had tornadoes in the Twin Cities tonight, part of the same system that brought a
tornado that completely devastated Joplin, Missouri. We made it to MCW safe and sound, so
I’m certainly not going to complain about a little turbulence.
My drive home was uneventful. It was good to see the first shoots popping up from
the corn fields, a sign that summer might finally be coming. I unpacked quickly, and soon it
was time to get ready for another trip.

2011 marked another trip to the National Academic Championships for the Golden Bear quiz bowl team. This was our twelfth
trip to nationals in the past sixteen years. It was also the fourth time I’d taken a school group to New Orleans and our second school trip
there since Hurricane Katrina. [We’ve also been to nationals every year since, and we’re heading back to New Orleans this
summer.]
We had just about the best team we’ve ever taken to nationals. I might rank the first team we took to nationals back in 1995
higher, but this was certainly the best group we’ve had in the 21st Century. Two of my seniors—Anna Kollasch and Jake Rosenmeyer—
were making their fourth consecutive trip to nationals, and three others were also veterans of past national competition. While they were
not a terribly athletic group [a big difference from the kids we took in the ‘90s], this is one of the most competitive groups of quiz
bowlers I’ve ever had. They wanted to win, and they worked hard to achieve that. We won several regional tournaments and were the
top team in Iowa in some other events, so this year’s team was a legitimate qualifier for nationals. They hoped to do as well as they could,
but also to have a fun trip at the same time.
I’m a little hesitant to write this travelogue because during the year the senior veterans revealed to me that they had read and
enjoyed my past write-ups of national tournaments, which I’ve put on my personal website. I never really think of people I personally know
as among the online audience. Most of the handful of people I’ve heard from who have read the travelogues on the internet have lived in
the places I’ve visited, and about the only reason anyone has contacted me is that they were annoyed with some sarcastic remark I made.
Hopefully I won’t be annoying my students in this write-up. [As the internet has expanded, I’ve gotten less and less communication
about my website, and I suspect comparatively fewer outside visitors. I suspect that’s because it’s a “boring” site, as opposed

to one where people can download video or argue about their opinions. A lot of my students do continue to visit the site, but
I’ve basically gotten only positive feedback from them.]
In reading the past travelogues, the team members pointed out that they particularly enjoyed the player biographies that were
included. It used to be that bios of the players were read during the games at nationals, in the same way the host meets the players after
the first commercial break on Jeopardy. They changed the format a few years ago, shortening up the games and eliminating the
biographies. This year’s team, though, specifically asked that I include information on them, and they presented me with a prepared list
of things I should include. Here, in its entirety, is that list—followed by a bit of my own commentary.

Members of the 2011 national BGHS quiz bowl team (from the Bishop Garrigan website)
Michael Hellman

Has been a member of speech and drama all throughout high school

Is an avid reader and video game player

Has had numerous characterizations, such as a jealous boyfriend, a rabbit, a billionaire stockholding chauffer, a scarecrow,
a slave/prince of Egypt, and a football coach.
 MY ADDITION: Michael is a senior who was on previous quiz bowl trips to New Orleans and Washington. He would like to
be a theatre major at college, so perhaps someday I’ll be reading a biography of him in Playbill.
 [Michael was the youngest of a family of brothers, all of whom were in quiz bowl. Interestingly his brother Ben is
a math teacher at a nearby public high school. The last I heard Michael was still interested in theatre, though he
was finding it a field where it’s hard to find lasting work.]
Anna Kollasch

Academic all-state basketball

Thrower in track

All-stater in choir and individual speech

Works in a cornfield and at a rural radio station

Loves to read–favorite subject is Tudor England

Enjoys politics and foreign policy

MY ADDITION: Anna has probably been our most consistently strong quiz bowl player over the past four years. She left
more activities off this list than she included, and I couldn’t possibly mention everything she’s done here. Valedictorian of
her class, she will be a pre-med major at college.

[Anna was indeed a pre-med major, and she also studied hospital administration. After a variety of internships,
she found that medicine was not her calling, and the last I heard she was looking at going into lab research work.]
Alex Hamiilton

Member of speech, drama, math team, quiz bowl, band, choir, and has managed cross-country

Is attending Wartburg College to study chemistry




Enjoys the TV show “Monk”
MY ADDITION: Alex does indeed share the name of the famous treasury secretary. This was his third trip too nationals,
and he might well be described as our “most improved player”. He’s come a long way since his sophomore year and today
is a consistent contributor to the team.

[Alex was the oldest of three brothers, the youngest of whom is graduating this year. I’m not certain what Alex is
up to these days, but perhaps I’ll find out at Josh’s graduation.]
Philip Detrrick

Has been in speech, drama, quiz bowl, choir, band, and lunch each year in high school.

Enjoys having different personalities—e.g.: a brother who was born in Canaan, but is Jamaican and hates his brother, a
wizard, a professor, a stupid and smart football jock

All-state speech nominee in improv for being a maid, a plastic surgeon, and being locked in a bathroom

Also enjoys long walks through the back stocks of Hy-Vee to the cardboard compactor.

MY ADDITION: Philip is a sophomore, and he’d like everyone to know t here’s only one “L” in his name. He did not mention
in the activity list that he was chosen an outstanding performer at state solo and ensemble music contest.

[This past summer I went to see Philip perform at a summer stock theatre in Nebraska. He graduated from college
with a musical theatre major and—like Michael—has found that employment in that field can be hard to come by.
He’s currently working at a factory in Algona and will be directing upcoming community theatre productions.]
Levi Bernhhard

Is in his freshman year of high school at Bishop Garrigan High School.

Has participated in quiz bowl, group and pep bands, and individual speech at school. He has also participated in the Algona
Public Library Advisory Board and in 4-H.

Is the only freshman going to national quiz bowl in New Orleans.

Enjoys reading, outdoor activities, beekeeping, and playing games on the computer.

MY ADDITION: Levi is a quiet and attentive young man who takes absolutely everything in. He’s one of the strongest
freshman players we’ve ever had, though every now and then he’ll come up with wrong answers that seem to have nothing
to do with the question that was asked.

[Levi would go on to become probably our top quiz bowl player ever. He’s currently at Loras College, and
apparently doing quite well there.]
Jake Rosenmeyer

Garrigan’s second quiz bowl captain to become Homecoming king

Speed walks through school halls

Loves to talk to people

Enjoys short walks to the refrigerator

MY ADDITION: Jake left off most of his activities, which include being student council president and a multi-year all-stater
in speech, plus serving a manager for sports teams. Jake is a very religious person and seriously considered studying for
the priesthood until he was told it was unlikely he would be working in education. Jake wants to be a teacher and would
ideally like to come back and work at Garrigan.

[Jake has returned to Garrigan as a staff member, though I’m not positive he’d say he’s “living the dream”. He
teaches religion and a couple of social studies classes, and he also serves as our school pastoral director. Jake
is also our junior high quiz bowl coach, and he had a very successful team this year.]
One person didn’t put their information on the bio sheet, so let me add a summary of our seventh player:
Michael Fakler

I taught Michael three times a day this past semester: in advanced math, a college credit Statistics course, and our web
design class. Michael grew up in the Twin Cities and joined his classmates as a freshman in high school. He seems to have
really blossomed at Garrigan, and even though he commutes farther than any of our students (from almost ten miles north
of Emmetsburg), I think both he and his family are glad he ended up with us. This was Michael’s third trip to nationals, and
he has also improved both his knowledge and his playing ability a lot over the years. Michael won numerous science and
technology awards at graduation, so it’s no surprise that he’ll be a science major next year at Briar Cliff.

[Michael was Jake’s roommate at Briar Cliff, where he majored in computer science. He’s now working in a techoriented job in Sioux Falls, likely making quite a bit more money than I do.]
As always, now that you’ve met them, I’ll avoid mentioning the kids by name in the travelogue.
In addition to the players, three adults were among our “official” delegation. They include:
Deb Kollasch

Anna’s mother was making her fourth trip to nationals, just like her daughter. Deb works with preschoolers at Seton, the
elementary school associated with Garrigan, and her husband is the Kossuth County sheriff. In addition to Anna, she has
twin boys who will be freshmen next year.

[Deb would make four more trips to nationals, as her sons would go all four years. She continues to work at Seton,
and her husband is still the county sheriff. I’ve kind of missed Deb on our recent quiz bowl trips, as she was one
of the most fun people I’ve travelled with.]
Timothy Fakler

Michael’s dad was called “Dr. Fakler” by the kids. He is a scientist with a Ph.D. who works as an animal nutritionist for a
feed mill in Emmetsburg. He has moved several times in his adult life, having lived in Texas (where Michael was born),
Illinois, and Minnesota, and his work has led him to travel all over the world. During the school year he took Michael with
him to Europe where he attended a conference. The Faklers have a second son in high school, another who will be a
freshman next year, and a young daughter.



[The Faklers are now divorced, and Dr. Fakler has moved to West Bend. Their daughter is in middle school now,
so it won’t be long before I teach her.]
David Burrow

I’m tempted to post the biography that was read when I received the “Educator of the Year” award for the Sioux City Diocese
last fall. I’ll spare you that, though. The diocesan award is probably my biggest recent accomplishment, and I was proud to
have the senior quiz bowlers accompany me to the ceremony where I received it. As a single person I don’t have children
of my own, and my students really have been like family to them. I’m always proud of their many accomplishments.
Beyond the official group, our delegation grew some more once we reached New Orleans. Levi’s mother, Dawn Bernhard, took
the train down with her mother-in-law and joined her parents who stopped in New Orleans on a trip from Arizona to Tennessee. Jake’s
parents (Rich and Joyce Rosenmeyer, who were students when I started teaching at Garrigan) and his sister Jesie drove down separately.
They’ve been in the audience at all our national games. The final addition was my principal, Lynn Miller, and his wife Myra, who is a lower
elementary teacher at Seton. They went on a cruise that originated in New Orleans and joined us for the competition once it was over.
[The trip we’re doing in 2017 will have a much smaller group—just five kids and two adults. In fact, it was rather a chore
to get a second adult to serve as a driver/chaperon. I’m kind of looking forward to the smaller group, though. We’re likely to
get to know each other better, and it will be nice to travel in just one vehicle.]
… So, with the introductions out of the way, it’s time to start our trip.

I was up about 5:45 this morning and quickly showered, shaved, and dressed. I had taken one of the school suburbans home
last night, and my bag was already in it, so I had no packing to do. I was on my way out the door just after 6:15.
I made a brief stop at McDonalds on my way out to school. A fast food breakfast is one of the few superstitions I have. It goes
back to when I was in high school, when I’d always stop at Hardees for a ham, egg, and cheese biscuit on my way to speech contests
and the like. We don’t have a Hardees in Algona, but an Egg McMuffin at McD’s is the next best thing. This morning I also picked up a
serving of cinnamelts, little pieces of dough drowning in cinnamony syrup. I had some of those once when Margaret and I were in Montreal
and enjoyed them. They’re apparently on the American menu now, and I thought they’d make a nice treat today.
Everyone was on time this year, and we were off
promptly at 7am. The other two adults were eager to drive, so
I was off for the first leg of the trip. That made for an easy
start as we made our way down to Waterloo.
There is no good route through Waterloo. Both the
official route of Avenue of the Saints (highway 27, which cuts
through Cedar Falls) and the alternative (highway 218, which
goes straight through Waterloo) are mostly limited access, but
for no good reason have stoplights in the middle of them. [I
really don’t understand how they came up with these
designs. 218 in particular is elevated through downtown
Waterloo, and I’d think they could have continued that a
couple more miles to the east.] Today we took 218, which
I find a more interesting route, since it winds through the
Cedar River valley and soars above downtown Waterloo on
an elevated structure. Traffic was light, and we made our way
through without any problem.
We stopped for our morning break at a McDonalds
in Elk Run Heights, just east of Waterloo. When I was in
college Elk Run Heights was really a rural area—a place
where elk might run—but today it is definitely suburban.
Packing up the suburbans for the trip
Everyone used the restroom, and some of the kids caught a
bite of breakfast. I picked up a large coffee and took the driver’s seat for the next leg of our trip.
Whenever I travel down Interstate 380, I get a bit nostalgic. This highway was under construction for most off my childhood. I
remember being amazed when just the short segment from Coralville up to Wilson Avenue in Cedar Rapids was done, and then making
repeated trips up to my grandfather’s and getting off at different exits each time. [Every once and a while when I head down to Iowa
City I’ll take one of the exits where I-380 used to end, and there’s always a bit of a nostalgic feeling when I do.] It was only when
I was out of college that the whole route from Iowa City too Waterloo was finished. It’s hard to believe that’s almost thirty years ago, and
even the “new” parts have been repaired in the intervening time. I’m still impressed by that road, though, and I always enjoy driving on
it.

Even more impressive to me is the segment of Avenue of the Saints between Iowa City and my old hometown of Mt. Pleasant,
a route so different from what it replaced there is simply no comparison. When I was a kid it t took a full hour to cover that distance—and
another 15 – 20 minutes to get through Iowa City and Coralville to where Avenue of the Saints now joins with 380. Old 218 curved
through the hills the whole way, and the narrow bridges in the English River valley were downright dangerous. You had to slow down to
nothing in Swedesburg, Crawfordsville, and Olds, and then come to a full stop at the Ainsworth corner. Today it takes less than forty-five
minutes to get from Coralville to Mt. Pleasant on a smooth, straight four-lane highway. It’s not a road I really know (since it wasn’t finished
until well after I left the area), and whenever I drive it that stretch it seems like a miracle.
It was an easy drive down to Mt. Pleasant. We exited there onto the strip off new businesses there. We stopped at a combination
KFC/Taco Bell on Maple Leaf Drive. I remember when the then brand new Maple Leaf athletic facility where my graduation ceremony
was held was clear on the edge of town. Now the businesses extend far beyond there. I’ve always thought of Mt. P. as a tourist oriented
town, but it’s way more that way than it was when I was a kid.
Lunch was uneventful, with one exception. I’ve joked before about just how “southern” southern Iowa can be. I grew up making
fun of people who said WAR-shing-ton was the father of our country and called our state’s southern neighbor mu-ZUR-uh, so I’m well
aware of how people in Iowa’s tail can talk. Even I was taken aback, though, when a large woman about my age who was cleaning the
tables came up to me and said, “I just wanna tell you – you’ve got some nice young’uns there.” I honestly don’t think I’ve ever heard a
real person say the word “young’uns” before. (I should also point out that “just” was more like “jist”, “nice” was more like “nass”, and “there
was more like “ darr”.) The phrase “nice young’uns” became a running joke throughout the trip, and it certainly stood out that the worst
southern accent we heard the whole time was in Iowa. [The “nice young’uns” remark came up not long ago in a conversation I had
with Jake, and we both had a good laugh over it.]
While we made fun of this woman, her point was well taken. She expanded her thoughts by s saying, “We get some of them
groups that—well, you know.” Indeed, I do know. I’ve been at malls, fast food places, athletic events, and even quiz bowl tournaments
where there were kids (and sometimes adults as well) who definitely don’t know how to behave. I certainly won’t pretend our kids are
saints (though this group would come closer than some others I’ve traveled with), but in general they do know how to conduct themselves
in public. It was all I could do to keep from laughing out loud when I heard “nice young’uns,” but the kids do deserve credit for behaving
as they should.
After lunch we continued south on Avenue of the Saints, and before long we were welcomed to Missouri by a place that
advertised itself as the world’s largest fireworks stand. I have no idea if that’s true, and it honestly didn’t strike me as all that large. We
didn’t stop at any rate, but it was an interesting diversion. Avenue of the Saints is now completely done; you can go all the way from St.
Paul to St. Louis on four-lane. The only real issue is going through Hannibal. For some reason the route through Mark Twain’s hometown
is essentially a four-lane street, with mostly a 35 mph speed limit. Why they didn’t build a bypass I have no clue. [A Hannibal bypass is
listed on the Missouri DOT website as one of the top priorities for future construction. The bypass is opposed by many people
in Hannibal, though, as they fear it would hurt the local economy. In March 2017 KHQA, the local TV station, reported that the
bypass was “back on the table” as a way to solve persistent traffic problems. There is no funding for the bypass, though, and
it is unclear when—if ever—it will be built.]
The school suburbans are equipped with CB radios, a relic from the days before cell phones. (One of our kids has a dad who’s
a long distance trucker, and he tells me even they don’t use CBs these days [and our newer school vehicles don’t have them either].)
Whenever we travel, the kids always find the CB a unique toy and want to use it to communicate. That didn’t work out so well around
Hannibal, where we mostly ended up eavesdropping on other people’s conversations. We heard dispatchers from a couple of area
businesses (including a toilet repair service, of all things) and janitors at a local hospital. I wasn’t about to let the kids disturb real
communication, so we had to entertain ourselves with listening to the workers.
We stopped for gas in Hannibal. The vehicles were only about halfway down (suburbans have absolutely immense tanks), but
it made a convenient place for a break. The convenience store we stopped at had a carnival game inside that caught the kids’ attention
and swallowed more than a bit of their money. The concept of the game was that you put a coin in a chute at the top and it joined many
others on a ledge. Little bulldozer-like devices kept pushing at the piles of coins, and eventually some would drop off the side to be
awarded as prizes. The think was set up (intentionally, I’m sure) to make it look as if dozens of quarters were right on the edge, just
waiting to fall off. The piles never fell, though—only the occasional coin now and then. I’m sure the kids will tell you they had winnings
from their play, but I know they spent far more than they got back. It’s a good thing we didn’t go to a casino.
Our next leg took us through the St. Louis area. It was still before rush hour and on the new routing of I-64 (which is now a
continuation of Avenue of the Saints that forms a western beltway), we sped right along. We reached our next scheduled stop, the town
of Herculaneum, quite quickly. No one needed to use the restroom at that point, so we just kept driving. Eventually we stopped at a rest
area north partway down I-55. I’d stopped at this rest area before, when I went south with Margaret one Christmas. I remember the place
being entirely deserted and honestly kind of creepy then. It was definitely not deserted today. We joined dozens of other cars and at least
as many trucks when we stopped to use the facilities.
I was a passenger again on the last leg. I rode with Mrs. Kollasch, who was following Dr. Fakler. While I mostly liked traveling
with him a lot, he was honestly rather an awkward driver. He mostly drove well over the speed limit (at least according to the radar signs
they have all over Missouri), but sometimes for no apparent reason he’d slow down. The cruise on the blue suburban is not nearly as
precise as the black one, so that may have been the issue [actually I think he didn’t use the cruise at all], but it honestly seemed more
variety than cruise control on an interstate would bring.

It was basically cold all day as we drove. The temperature was in the lower 40s when we left Algona, and it was only in the mid
50s even in southern Missouri. It was overcast all day, and occasionally we’d have a few drips of rain. The kids had purchased team
jackets (similar to the warm-ups the basketball team wears—in fact I think they got the idea from sitting on the sidelines as basketball
managers), and I had taken mine along. I was glad I had, because it was definitely not a day we cared about the air conditioning. [Jake
still has his quiz bowl jacket. I saw him wearing it just a couple weeks ago. I still have mine as well, though I pretty much never
wear it. It’s too light for cold weather, but it makes me sweat if it’s even vaguely warm.]
Our destination tonight was Sikeston, Missouri, and we reached there not long after 5pm—one of the earliest stops we’ve ever
had on one of these quiz bowl trip. We had reservations at the Drury Inn and Suites, which is one of the nicest hotels I’ve ever stayed at.
Their Sikeston location is brand new, and the rooms were outstanding. We were in true suites, with enormous bedrooms and separate
living rooms that featured both sofa sleepers and easy chairs. There was a full kitchenette in each suite, and the bathrooms were
generously sized. The entire hotel was luxuriously furnished and immaculately clean. [We’re staying in Sikeston again on our
upcoming trip this summer, but it will be across the street at a Comfort Inn that’s about forty bucks a night cheaper.]
One of the best features of the Drury, though, was what they called “kick back”. This was a welcome reception for guests in the
evening. Many suite hotels do this, but it’s usually not anything to brag about. We’d stayed at an Embassy Suites in suburban Omaha for
a regional tournament earlier this year, and there the reception consisted of tortilla chips, salsa, and pop. (Adults could also have beer if
they wished.) Kick-back at the Drury was an enormous buffet of snack foods that essentially created a full meal. A sign said that nonguests could partake for a fee of $8.99, and I’d estimate each of us got at least that much value out of the buffet. They had nachos, a
baked potato bar, hot dogs, macaroni and cheese, chicken strips, tossed salad, a relish tray of assorted vegetables, snack mix, and
popcorn. I’m sure I’ve forgotten some things, too. Pop, juice, coffee, tea, hot chocolate, and milk were all available in unlimited quantities,
and they also gave us coupons for free alcoholic beverages (wine, beer, and mixed drinks). The adults in our group passed on those
since we were supervising a group of kids, but they would also add to the value. [A group of Garrigan teachers recently went to a
Catholic schools convention in St. Louis, and we stayed at a Drury Inn there. They also had the kick-back, but it didn’t seem
nearly as nice as this one.]
Ads for this chain claim “the extras aren’t extra at Drury” and feature things like that buffet, plus free internet, free phone calls,
and a few other complementary services they provide. All of those are “not extra”, but they certainly aren’t free. This was by far the most
expensive hotel we stayed at on this trip. With a variety of taxes it came to more than $150 per room—double the Comfort Inn we stayed
at on our last trip through southern Missouri. We were able to afford this splurge because of a community quiz bowl tournament the school
hosted last spring. The kids (mostly our four-year veterans, but everyone helped) did literally all the work for that tournament—to the point
that I was actually able to compete rather than having to organize things. The tournament was a huge success, bringing in right at $1,000
in profit. That and a couple of separate major donations allowed us to stay at the nicest hotels we’ve ever gone to while the kids paid less
than on any trip we’ve done in recent years. [The community quiz bowl remains an annual tradition, though we’ve never taken in
quite so much again. It does help with expenses, though, and—really more important—writing the questions helps the kids
practice for answering them.]
We didn’t need gas, but I always prefer to start the day with a full tank. So Dr. Fakler and I drove to the nearest station. The
place we stopped was really more of a liquor store than a convenience store, and it was horribly run down. They did sell gas, though, and
we managed to fill the tanks. I think the price was $3.65, which was about 15¢ cheaper than the going rate in Algona.
Dr. Fakler stopped at a grocery store next to the gas station, where he mostly picked up some bananas. That’s an item I don’t
think I’ve ever bought while traveling, but he and/or Michael are certainly welcome to eat what they like. As the adult male chaperons, Dr.
Fakler and I shared a room. This evening he and I watched different programs on the two TVs in the suite. I also snacked on free popcorn
they had in the lobby at the hotel and spent most of the evening just relaxing in the beautiful room. This had been a much less hectic day
than some we’ve had on quiz bowl trips, but it was still good to get some rest.

I was up a round 6:00 and tried to shower and dress as quietly as possible, since Dr. Fakler was slower to arise. I packed my
up and made my way down to the lobby for breakfast. The buffet was nice, though not quite so overwhelming as the evening spread.
We were off right at 7am and made our way south on I-55. As we traveled this morning I could definitely tell that this set of kids
was much more into quiz bowl than some of the groups I’ve traveled with. Those CBs that they toyed with yesterday got a work-out
today, but there was actually some point to their use. The kids in the two suburbans quizzed each other back and forth with trivia questions
on a wide range of topics. The trivia made the miles pass much more quickly, and at least a couple of the topics they went through today
actually did come up in competition. [The group I’m taking this summer has done similar things on the way to and from some of
our area tournaments. I hope they’ll also be into practicing on the way south to nationals.]
I had been a little worried about driving through Memphis. That city had been the poster child for flooding on the Mississippi this
spring. The press made it sound as if the city had practically been destroyed. I knew that I-55 mostly travels below grade (basically in
an open cut) through the city center, and with all the reports I wondered if it would even be passible. The river was high (though not as
overwhelming as I thought it might be), and there were signs that highway 61 (which runs right along the Mississippi) was closed, as were
several roads in northern Mississippi. The interstate was fine, though, and as a bonus traffic was surprisingly light. We made it through
Memphis easily and continued on into the state of Mississippi.

We pause d at a welcome center just
inside the Magnolia State. The repeat competitors
were looking forward to this stop, because they
remembered that the Mississippi welcome centers
gave out free cups of soft drinks. That service has
apparently been eliminated with budget cuts. Today
they offered water and really bad coffee. It’s still a
pleasant welcome center, though, one that would
put any rest area in the Midwest to shame. [And,
to their credit, at least Mississippi isn’t closing
rest areas down left and right like some
Midwestern states.]
The kids’ trivia game became more nerdoriented across northern Mississippi. With the
general knowledge questions morphing into picky a
quiz on picky details of the Lord of the Rings books
and movies. I never made it past The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe in my reading and I rarely

ABOVE: Quiz bowl team posing by a magnolia tree
Mississippi Welcome Center – Hernando, Mississippi
LEFT: The forest tunnel on I-55 in northern Mississippi
make it to any movies at all, so I must say this part of the trivia contest bored me greatly. It certainly didn’t help that the highway through
Mississippi is far from the most interesting road to drive. Like most of Mississippi’s major highways, the interstate is lined by trees the
whole way, giving you the feeling of being in a tunnel. Whenever I go south I’m always amazed at just how heavily forested the area is.
You don’t see cotton fields and peanut farms. What you do see looks remarkably like northern Minnesota—just mile after mile of trees.
It may not be old growth forest (the vast majority is planted and maintained by paper companies [who will tell you “sustainability” was
good business long before it was fashionable]), but they definitely have a lot of trees down South.
We stopped for gas and lunch at a truck stop in Canton, at the far north end of greater Jackson. We’d stopped at the exact same
place two years ago, and I’d chosen it for a break this time because the kids all seemed to enjoy eating at the Arby’s there. As it turned
out, I was about the only person who ate at Arby’s this time, though. The Kollasches had packed a variety of lunch foods, mostly leftovers
from Anna’s graduation reception, and almost the whole group picnicked on them in the parking lot. They seemed surprised that I hadn’t
joined them. I would have, but no one told me off those plans. I’m sure it was discussed in the other suburban, but that wasn’t one of
the things that made it on to the CB. [This type of thing is actually one of the things that most makes me look forward to taking a
group in just one vehicle this summer.]
We were well ahead of schedule at lunch time, which made me feel pretty good as we set out around the Jackson beltway. Mrs.
Kollasch was driving the lead vehicle this time, with me in the “shotgun” seat. Shortly after we left the beltway and headed back south on
I-55, Deb suddenly looked rather worried. She noted that the digital read-out on the dashboard (which normally shows the odometer) was
flashing a message to check the tire pressure. We decided to get off at the next exit to do that, so we left the interstate at Byram, the far
south end of Jackson. We pulled in to a very busy convenience store, made more awkward by the fact that a police officer had stopped
someone there. They had an air pump, but it was awkward to get to. The officer told
us there was a tire place “just ahead”, and after quite a bit of maneuvering to get out
of the convenience store, we went out to try to find it. We continued quite a ways
ahead and then came back, finally spotting Tire Depot. “Just around the corner”
would have been a better description of it than “just ahead”, but we did finally find
the place.
Deb and I went into the office. No one was there, but eventually someone
came in from the shop to help us. I explained that we were a school group headed
to New Orleans and what the problem was, and he said they’d check things out as
soon as possible. We waited in Byram over an hour, but eventually they did check
out the black suburban and sent us on our way with a clean bill of health. A pleasant
surprise was that they didn’t charge us a dime for their effort.
Website photo of Tire Depot – Byram, MS
The most likely problem was that it was much hotter in Mississippi than it had been in Iowa. The tire pressure had been

checked right before we left, but that was done when it was around 45o out. It was literally double that temperature inn Jackson, and the
combination of that and a thousand miles of driving would have heated up the tires a lot. Higher temperatures increase tire pressure.
The servicemen confirmed that the pressures were not in any way dangerous, but they were just slightly on the high side—apparently
high enough to set off an electronic sensor. The read-out would continue to flash at us intermittently throughout the rest of the trip, but
we had no actual problems.
[The tire sensor on the black suburban continues to have problems to this day. I took that vehicle to several events
this winter, and I don’t think once it showed the odometer at the start of the trip. Most of the winter the “CHECK PRESSURE”
message would eventually turn off, but lately it just seems to be on permanently. I gather from the guy in charge of our school
vehicles that the little sensor is absurdly expensive to fix or replace, so I’m expecting it will be on the entire trip this summer
as well. Let’s hope we don’t have any real tire problems.—knock on wood.]
I’m sure there must be some people who think it’s a good thing to have all these electronic sensors in modern vehicles. I really
think they’re more trouble than they’re worth, though. In fact, it’s hard for me to believe they do much of anything other than increase the
selling price of the car [which I really think is the true reason for them]. I mentioned earlier that I liked the rental car I had in Texas
precisely because it wasn’t all electronic. In general I prefer the blue suburban (18 years old now) to the much newer black one, because
of its simpler design. It may be difficult to find a car without all these bells and whistles, but when I buy my next car, I definitely want a
simple model. [The car I now own has more electronics than I want, including such silly things as power windows and electronic
locks. It’s got far less than most modern cars, though, and that’s one of the main reasons I like the thing.]
Our next stop was just inside Louisiana, at a welcome center near Kenwood. [Apparently the town is actually “Kentwood”
with a “T”, something I honestly didn’t know.] Louisiana’s welcome centers aren’t nearly so nice as Mississippi’s. Something I’ve
noticed before is that the toilets and sinks in Louisiana rest areas are made of stainless steel and have a strange boxy shape. While I
really have no clue, they always strike me as what toilets must be like in prison. I mostly like Louisiana, but I can’t say I find their rest
areas very attractive. [The toilets stood out because the rest area building itself looked palatial, with a fake plantation house
design. In addition to being metal, the toilets are in a separate building that’s connected to the main structure by a breezeway—
so you almost feel like you’re going to an outhouse when you use them.]
It’s just a short hop from the border down to the Manchac Pass Bridge. There’s a bit of dispute as to what is the world’s longest
bridge these days, but by most accounts this is no longer it. The thirty-mile long I-55/I-10 bridge across the west end of Lake Pontchartrain
is still pretty impressive [nearly 25 miles long], though, and I always find it fun to drive. [As of 2017 Guinness awards the title of
longest road bridge to the Bang Na Expressway in Thailand, which is about ten miles longer than Manchac Pass. The Louisiana
bridge still ranks second. There are half a dozen railroad bridges in China that are longer still, the longest of which is over 100
miles in length.]
I mentioned the Mississippi flooding at Memphis, and of course all the water from mid-America drains into Louisiana. Shortly
before we’d left they made the decision to open the Morganza spillway north of Baton Rouge and re-route the bulk of the river’s water
through the Atchafalaya Swamp. The Atchafalaya is where the Mississippi would flow today if nature had its way. The distributary provides
a more direct route to the gulf than the long and winding path the Mississippi takes through southern Louisiana. Most of the time the
purpose of the Morganza complex is to keep the bulk of the river flowing through its historic channel, past the ports and refineries that
are the core of the state’s economy. The spillway can be opened, though, to keep water from over-topping the levees that protect the
urban areas.
There was a lot of controversy about opening the spillway. The last time they did it was in 1973, and in the past 38 years a lot
of development has taken place in the floodplain area. Understandably the people who lived there didn’t want their homes and businesses
flooded. The Corps of Engineers, though, notified potential landowners up front that they were buying land that could potentially be
flooded, and they also send out annual notices to that effect. [My home is near a pipeline, and I get annual notices telling me of the
dangers associated with that. I’m sure the Louisianans pay every bit as much attention to their notices (i.e.: almost none) as I
do to mine.] What’s more, when the choice is between flooding a mostly rural area or flooding two major cities, opening the spillway is
definitely the better choice.
The biggest argument against opening the spillway came
from residents of Morgan City, a place of around 50,000 near the
mouth of the Atchafalaya. There were a lot of worries that there
could be serious flooding in Morgan City, and they prepared to
evacuate residents throughout that area. As it turned out, though,
the swamp did its job. It absorbed vast volumes of water and
dispersed it slowly. Flooding in Morgan City was minimal, and even
the agricultural flooding near Morganza was less than they originally
expected. [This is a great argument for preserving and even
increasing wetlands and an argument against the major levees
and flood walls that line almost the entire Mississippi south of
St. Louis.]

Army Corps of Engineers picture of Bonnet Carré Spillway

There’s a second spillway on the Mississippi, too. The
Bonnet Carré Spillway is located just upriver from New Orleans, and
its gates drain water directly from the river into Lake Pontchartrain.
There’s little surrounding land to flood from Bonnet Carré (opening
the gates just raise the level of the lake slightly), so is used much

more often than Morganza. I-10 runs right past the spillway, and water was gushing out as we drove past. There were “DO NOT STOP
ON BRIDGE” signs all along the route by the spillway, but it was hardly a surprise that almost every vehicle slowed down to gawk at the
man-made waterfall.
Opening Bonnet Carré affected the travel plans of Dawn Bernhard, Levi’s mother. She had taken Amtrak’s City of New Orleans
down from Chicago, just as Margaret and I had last Christmas. The last part of the train’s route crosses the lake on a trestle that is just
above water level. Apparently the tracks were still fine, but as a precautionary measure they had been closed while the spillway was
open. Mrs. Bernhard and her mother-in-law had to get off the train in Hammond (the north end of the lake) and take a bus from there to
New Orleans. [The City of New Orleans was again affected by lake flooding last summer. In fact, it was just a week before
Margaret and I went out to Los Angeles via New Orleans that they re-opened the tracks again.]
Past the spillway we entered Jefferson Parish, the suburban area just west of New Orleans. (The Mississippi, by the way, flows
mostly west to east on the south side of the Crescent City.) Western New Orleans is pretty much completely back from Katrina. Our
principal, who also owns a construction company with his son, said at one point that you really couldn’t tell a hurricane had been through
there. If someone hadn’t been there before, that’s probably been true. Knowing the area well, I know the big difference is how much new
construction there is. It used to be Jefferson Parish looked like Moline, little bungalows from the ‘50s and ‘60s. Today it looks more like
West Des Moines, condos and “McMansions” that are all brand new. Even those homes that are old have all been all been renovated in
the past few years. The area honestly looks nicer than it did before Katrina, but it’s disturbing to see it all so different.
Another sign that New Orleans was back from the hurricane was the abominable traffic. In my notes I simply wrote “TRAFFIC”
in all capitals, and it was honestly some of the worst snarls I’ve dealt with anywhere. At evening rush hour it was actually worse in the
opposite direction, but we had more than our share of traffic headed into town as well. [They noted during Hurricane Katrina that one
big problem with New Orleans is that due to the geography there’s basically just one way in and one way out. That’s also the
reason for the traffic problems there.] The worst jam came when we exited I-10 onto US-90, the bridge that leads to the West Bank
suburbs. We needed to go less than a mile south on 90 to the St. Charles Avenue exit. It took almost twenty minutes to cover that short
distance, though. [The bridge is six lanes wide, but it needs about double that many to accommodate the traffic.]
Once we exited we crossed under the bridge to Lee Circle, the landmark roundabout at the extreme west edge of downtown
New Orleans. [Traffic engineers will point out that Lee Circle technically isn’t a roundabout. It’s too large to have that name, and
it also has traffic lights, while roundabouts just have traffic yield on entering. I’m not a fan of any kind of traffic circle, and it
annoys me that roundabouts are proliferating in the Midwest these days.] We went about a quarter of the way around the circle
and then followed a series of one-way streets (Andrew Higgins, Constance, and St. Joseph) to our ultimate destination, the SpringHill
Suites—Convention Center. We’d stayed at this hotel two years ago. At that point the national tournament was actually at the hotel,
because there were major post-hurricane renovations going on at their traditional site, Loyola University. They were back at Loyola this
year, but we chose to stay at the hotel. With the rooming arrangements required by the Virtus program (the rules that came out in the
wake of abuse charges against clergy), the cost was roughly the same both places. [Essentially those rules require that no one over
18 can stay with anyone under 18, which maximizes the number of rooms required.] The hotel had nicer facilities than dorm rooms,
though, and its location was much more convenient for sightseeing.
The SpringHill Suites is an interesting hotel. It’s similar to a lot of other downtown New Orleans establishments, but completely
different from what you’d find on a suburban strip. They basically gutted a block of old warehouses and completely repurposed the old
buildings as a modern hotel. Because of that the different rooms are similar, but not absolutely identical. That gives it a bit more personality
than most hotels. [This summer we’ll be staying at a nearby Hampton Inn, which is a similar retrofit of industrial and warehouse
buildings.]
Check-in took a while, mostly because we had to apply $2,500 worth of gift cards to pay for the rooms. That sounds like a huge
amount, but it covered multiple nights in five different rooms. The nightly rate was right at $100, which is less than the same chain charges
in Des Moines and Minneapolis [which I’ve noted before are—for no good reason—among the most expensive places in America
for lodging]. Parking was additional ($20 per vehicle per day), but that was just about the cheapest parking available anywhere in New
Orleans. Hotel tax in New Orleans is around 10%, which is actually one of the more reasonable rates these days, so I felt we got a pretty
good deal. [I’ll be going to New York City this coming August, and the hotel tax there is nearly 19%.]
I distinctly remembered parking at this hotel the last time we were here, and I wasn’t looking forward to it this time. The parking
is in a very cramped ramp full of pillars that support the upper floors of the hotel. I managed to get the suburban parked OK—both now
and each other time we needed to—but as someone who normally drives a compact car, it was no small challenge.
Our rooms were on the first floor of the hotel, in the area right by the pool. While I have a feeling they often “dump” kids groups
in this rather remote area, it actually worked out fairly conveniently for us. When we were here before, it seemed we were forever waiting
for elevators. This time we could go straight to our rooms without a wait. It was a little strange to have our windows look straight out onto
a fairly busy sidewalk, but everyone got used to just keeping the curtains shut. The street was surprisingly quiet at night (much quieter
than the street we faced two years ago), so it was fairly easy to get to sleep. [It’s kind of weird that different streets in New Orleans
are active by day and at night. That’s very much the case, though.]
We settled into the hotel, and I spent a while thumbing through the Times—Picayune. The big story was that they were lifting
the flood watch for south Louisiana. While the river was still way above flood stage up at Vicksburg (not that it would matter much, since
“the Gibraltar of Dixie” is on a very high cliff), levels were near normal and falling throughout Louisiana. They’d be closing the Bonnet
Carré spillway this weekend (which would allow Mrs. Bernhard to go back across the lake on the train), and they’d gradually close parts
of Morganza over the next couple of weeks. My heart goes out to those who were affected by the flooding, but I’m certainly glad it didn’t
seriously affect anywhere we went on this trip.

Shortly after 6pm, I took the kids and we walked up to St. Charles to catch the streetcar. We mostly avoided taking the streetcar
on this trip, since it’s honestly quicker to drive along St. Charles. I wanted those who hadn’t been here before to experience it, though,
and it also allowed me to make a trip out to the college without moving and re-parking a suburban. A car came quickly, and it was
surprisingly empty. I put a $10 bill in the slot to cover the eight of us, and we set off west on the boulevard.
Something I immediately noticed as we rode along St. Charles was that the trees were back. I’d written in previous post-Katrina
write-ups that the hurricane had severely damaged the handsome oaks that line the avenue. Now the full canopy is back in all its glory,
with even a bit of Spanish moss starting to form. They’ve finished the repairs on the old Victorian homes, and the yards are back to
looking elegant. St. Charles Avenue is one of the most beautiful streets in the world (if Brad Nelson hasn’t been there, he should go the
next time his team plays the Zephyrs), and it was nice to see it looking the way it should.
Both the streetcar and New Orleans in general were old hat to most of our group. It was fun, though, to watch the younger kids,
for whom everything was new. One in particular was constantly looking around, taking in all the details of absolutely everything we passed.
That kid had previously been to Savannah, and he remarked that the area along St. Charles looks a lot like the old Georgia city. It does,
and it also looks like Charleston and any other genteel old Southern port you could name.
We saw a couple of weddings as we traveled down St. Charles. Friday night seems an odd time for a wedding to me, but it
obviously worked for these young couples. We also saw the commencement ceremony at a school we’d be playing in the tournament,
Sacred Heart Academy. This is a girl’s school, and the girls were all dressed in formalwear for graduation.
When we arrived at Loyola we first went to the dorm. An e-mail I’d gotten said we should stop there to check in and get a parking
pass. The girl at the desk was only checking in people who were actually staying in the dorm, and she said we should go to campus
security (“over by the bikes” were her directions) for a parking pass. The college rent-a-cops didn’t seem too knowledgeable, but after
doing a bunch of checking they confirmed that parking was free in the college ramps all weekend. The officer who told me that assured
me that it was he that would actually be patrolling the ramps, and that he’d personally leave a message for the guy who relieved him.
We next checked out the ramp and scouted the easiest entrance from St. Charles. Then we made our way to the Daana Center,
the student union building where the tournament would be taking place. I was very glad we were stopping here tonight, because it gave
us a chance to locate the competition rooms when we weren’t in a hurry. Nothing is well marked in Daana Center, and the maps locate
rooms by number rather than by name (which is what we’d been given). We made more than a few wrong turns, but we did eventually
manage to locate all our rooms.
Our main purpose for coming to campus was orientation, which was scheduled for 8pm in the Audubon Room. Last year in
Washington I’d taken the kids to orientation, and they found it both enjoyable and useful. It was they as much as I who wanted to go this
year. We got there early, and that was good. The Washington event was sparsely attended, so I was surprised that the largest room in
the union was filled to capacity for orientation in New Orleans.
In Washington they had students from different schools join together to play a mock game as they went through the rules. This
year they instead asked for adult volunteers to play the mock game. I probably would have volunteered anyway, but the kids all but
begged me to go up. I ended up being captain of one of the teams. My teammates included a young black man who taught middle school
science, a blonde woman who taught high school English, and another woman who never really introduced herself. The final woman was
essentially dead weight—I don’t think she answered a single question or even contributed to a bonus answer. Everyone else did answer
multiple questions, and I’m proud to say my team not only won, but completely dominated our opposition. We ended up scoring over 500
points, which was more than any of the real teams in the tournament had in any one game. I must confess, though, that the questions
we were given were supposedly at the middle school level, so we really should have known them—but then our opponents should have
as well.
One of the questions was particularly interesting for me. My ears perked up when the question began with “Governor Branstad
…”, and the question went on to list all the different Republican candidates who have been coming to Des Moines in advance of the
caucuses. When I heard “what state?” I immediately buzzed in, and when I was recognized I laughed and said, “My home state of Iowa.”
I was, of course, correct.
A small mistake I made gave the moderator a chance to explain one of the recent rule changes. At one point I blurted out an
answer before I was officially recognized. It used to be that failing to be recognized would disqualify a team from a question (in fact when
we first started going to nationals, you lost points for that). They recently changed the rules to imply that it’s “bad form” to talk before being
recognized, but there is no actual penalty for doing so.
Another unique thing in our mock game was that my team swept the lightning round. The choices did not sound terribly hopeful,
and we ended up picking “Language and Literature” at the request of the English teacher. I expected it would mostly be literature and
was prepared to keep repeating answers she gave me. It turned out, though, that the majority of the questions were terms that came from
foreign languages (I remember “siesta” was one of the answers, for instance), and I think I knew every one of them myself. At nationals
you get a twenty-point bonus for getting all ten lightning round questions right, so that definitely added to our lead.
After the game we made our way back to St. Charles. There was a much longer wait this time, to the point that one of the kids
seemed honestly worried as to whether a car would be coming. Eventually one did (the St. Charles line runs around the clock, which
makes sense in a place like New Orleans), and I put another ten bucks in the slot. The car was quite a bit more crowded on the way back,
and not nearly so pleasant. The streetcar serves as the “designated driver” for many of the people headed to the clubs in the French

Quarter. While the night was still fairly young, it appeared that some of those on board had been doing some “pre-partying” and were a
little bit on the raucous side. The trip was basically uneventful, though, and we made it back to the hotel all right.
Some of the kids complained that the air conditioning in their rooms at the SpringHill Suites was l less than completely effective.
That was definitely not the case in my room. If anything it felt like a refrigerator. I used all the available covers, and still was a bit on the
chilly side.
Just as I was getting off to sleep Dr. Fakler’s cell phone rang. It turned out to be his son Matthew, who was on a camping trip in
Wisconsin. [All the Fakler boys were active in Scouting, and this was likely a Scout trip.] He was just calling to check in with his
dad. Apparently the cell connection at the campsite was not very strong, because the conversation mostly seemed to amount to asking
for repeats of what was just said. It’s always interesting to hear half a conversation, and this was more amusing than most.
Before long I did get to sleep. I woke up a couple of times from the cold, but I did manage to get a fairly good night’s sleep.

I was up shortly after 6:00 this morning and quickly showered and dressed. I ran into a problem when I tried to brush my teeth,
though, because I couldn’t find my toothbrush. I assumed I must have accidentally left it at the Drury Inn back in Sikeston. I’d find out
when I got home that was not the case. In fact it had gotten buried at the bottom of my bag, beneath all the clothes. One way or another,
though, I couldn’t find the toothbrush.
I wiped off a bit of gunk from my teeth with a washcloth and then made my way to the hotel lobby. There I found out that even
though we’d been told breakfast started at 6am, in fact on weekends it didn’t get going until 7:00. An amazing number of hotels have that
schedule, and I really dislike it. I don’t mind if they keep the breakfast room open later for people who sleep in late, but they should start
it early for those who want to be on their way.
Once breakfast finally did get going, it was pretty decent. They serve eggs and sausage at SpringHill Suites, in addition to the
obligatory waffle bar. There’s also a nice selection of muffins and pastries, plus oatmeal, yogurt, and lots of types of fruit. I stuffed myself
to the point that I didn’t need to worry about lunch.
Around 7:30 we all piled into the suburbans and headed over to Loyola. It’s a15–20 minute drive over there, and because of
the one-ways you have to go south to the convention center and then drive back north under the U.S. 90 bridge to get to St. Charles.
There was quite a bit of traffic on St. Charles (a major change from when Margaret and I were here right after Katrina), but it moved right
along. We reached campus, parked in a mostly empty ramp, and made our way over to Daana Center.
Our first game was in Gallery
D, which was in the basement of the
union. They have a mostly empty art
gallery there with a handful of rather
strange works that I assume were
produced by students. In the back of
the gallery are some really awkward
meeting rooms that they really
shouldn’t have used for the quiz bowl
tournament. They were too small for an
audience and set up so the teams were
at right angles to each other. There
was also an odd smell to the rooms.
More important, while the gallery itself
was air conditioned, there appeared to
be no cooling at all in the meeting
rooms. There was a choice of either
keeping doors open (which let in far too
much noise) or sweltering. [They’d
have done far better to find lecture
halls or even standard classrooms
elsewhere on campus.]
Be that as it may, Gallery D
Getting ready for a match at nationals
was good to us. Our first match was against Quitman High School from Arkansas. Quitman is technically in the Little Rock metropolitan
area, but they really are a small town school. They were actually quite a lot like the teams we play at the area tournaments we go to. We
took the lead early on and never looked back. We ended up beating Quitman 215 – 90.
We had an awkward length of time between games. [This is a perennial problem at nationals, where there seems to be
more waiting than actual competition.] We played in the early morning and again shortly after lunch. One of the places I’d have liked

to have taken the kids is to thee Audubon Zoo. Unfortunately they didn’t open until 10am, at which time we’d only have had a couple
hours before we had to play again. So we just went back to the hotel.
I didn’t want to bother parking in the ramp, so I left the suburban on the street. I soon found out almost anything is cheaper than
parking meters in New Orleans. I remember when I was a child and a penny bought you twelve minutes of parking and a nickel got you
a whole hour. New Orleans still has traditional parking meters (at least on St. Joseph Street), but they won’t take pennies or nickels—
not even dimes. In the Crescent City a quarter buys exactly ten minutes of parking. I went through a pocket full of quarters just in our
short interval between games.
Dr. Fakler and I took the streetcar to a Walgreen’s store on St. Charles during the break. My main purchase was a toothbrush
(actually two, since for some stupid reason a pack of two was cheaper than just buying one).
Back at the hotel I made two calls on my cell phone. The first was to make dinner reservations for tonight. The last time we
were in New Orleans we’d gotten a large group into a nice restaurant with surprising ease. Tourism has definitely picked up since then,
though, so I figured it was wise to make sure we had a reservation. The woman I spoke to was pleasant, and there was no problem
making the reservation. The other call was to change the reservation we had for a swamp tour at the end of our trip. All off the tag-alongs
now wanted to join that tour, so our group was quite a bit larger than I’d originally said. That was a surprisingly easy change to make,
and making the change also served to confirm our reservation, which the company required we do before the tour.
Eventually we gathered the group together and drove back to Loyola. We made our way back to Daana Center and to the other
end of the art gallery—Gallery A. We had a long wait before our second game started, because the workers were late from their lunch
break.
Our second game was vs. E.D. White Catholic High School. I have no clue who E.D. White may have been, and whenever we
said the name we kept getting the initials wrong—saying instead the author of Charlotte’s Web. Surprisingly, I had heard of this particular
school before, though. The school is located in Thibodaux, Louisiana, a small city in the south-central part of the state (about an hour
and a half southwest of New Orleans). When I was in graduate school at USM a classmate of mine was an elementary principal at a
school that fed that high school. The big thing I remember was her being shocked at how low the tuition was at Catholic schools in Iowa.
Our tuition has gone up rapidly since the ‘90s, but it’s still l among the lowest in the country. That’s because in our diocese the schools
are considered a mission of the parishes that send students there. A large part of our expenses are paid for out of the offering plate in
the area Catholic churches. In most other places almost all the expenses come from tuition. Back when I was in grad school Garrigan’s
tuition was around $600 a year, while E.D. White charged about $6,000. Our tuition has more than tripled in the intervening years [by
now it’s quadrupled]. E.D. White doesn’t mention what their tuition is on their website (though they make it cl ear they can kick students
out for noon-payment), but I have a feeling it’s in the category of “if you have to ask, you can’t afford it”. [Interestingly, their tuition
hasn’t gone up much since I was in grad school. I checked their website while writing this revision, and it’s right around
$7,000—though there’s close to another thousand in mandatory fees.] It’s not really a surprise that thee White students came across
as spoiled brats, nor really was it a surprise that they had a very good quiz bowl team.
Of course we lost this game, though the final score (250 – 120) was closer than games we’ve had against similar schools in the
past. What really stood out was a number of issues that came up with the scoring. We have no complaints at all, but if the White kids
wanted to, they could legitimately complain about at least three things. First, on a question near the beginning one of their kids blurted
out an answer like I had done in the mock game last night. Instead of accepting the “bad form” response, though, the moderator counted
it wrong. Obviously both the moderator and the team were unfamiliar with the rule change. Second, when they announced the scores
after the bonus round, there was a discrepancy between what several of our fans had written and what the moderator announced. The
discrepancy was actually in our favor, so we kept
our mouths shut, but I actually think the
announced score was wrong. Finally, I know for
a fact they credited us with a lightning round
question we didn’t answer. That could have
meant twenty more points for White—the ten they
credited us with and another ten they could have
gotten responding to our unanswered question. If
any of these had gone against us, I’d have been
quick to complain. No one from White said a
word, though—and in all fairness I should point
out that the “real” score was more likely
something like 270 – 100. [Our kids almost
always keep close track of the score at every
quiz bowl game, and I’ve taught them to
politely,
but
firmly
bring
up
any
discrepancies. I have no clue why the White
kids didn’t do that.]
This was the first of three different
games where we noticed irregularities in scoring.
That’s something that shouldn’t happen at any
tournament, but it definitely shouldn’t happen at
nationals. On the other occasions the issues
Killing time in Daana Center
were pointed out, and the moderators re-checked things and made corrections. It did make me wonder just how often mistakes are

made, though. They used to have digital readouts in the rooms that showed the running score throughout the game. Lacking those, it
would seem they should at least have someone keep score on a chalkboard or white board—which is typical at most of the area
tournaments we go to.
We had another awkward wait (about two hours)
before our third game. We spent most of that time waiting
in a lounge in the basement of Daana Center. Like most of
the buildings on campus (and pretty much everything
along St. Charles), Daana Center flooded after Katrina.
The entire basement was filled with water for nearly a
month. Loyola was completely closed for a semester and
closed for all practical purposes for an entire year while
they completely gutted the buildings, got rid of mold, re-did
the wiring, and then put in new furnishings. Their
replacement furnishings are certainly modern, but I can’t
say I cared much for them. They feature boxy chairs,
tables that are too low to use for anything but footstools,
and weird couches with seats that were strangely curved
(both vertically and horizontally). We saw plenty of those
strange furnishings (and the ugly carpets they sat on),
An awkward couch in Daana Center
because our games were spaced out with lots of time to kill but too little time to do any sightseeing between games.
Game 3 was in the Octavia Room, a second-floor classroom with a much nicer set-up than the meeting rooms in the gallery.
The host was a familiar figure. He was a radio announcer from Huntington, West Virginia, who I think has read every time we’ve been to
nationals. He’s a good reader, and this was an enjoyable game—in spite of the fact that we lost by just 20 points, or just a single question.
We really should have won this game (which was against West Brook High School from Beaumont, Texas), and had just a couple of
things gone differently we would have. One of our kids misspoke on an answer. On a couple of other questions we buzzed in too soon,
giving an answer that was later revealed to be part of the question. There were also a couple of times that pretty much everyone on the
floor knew the answer, but the other team’s signals registered first. Had any one of those thing s gone differently, the game would have
been tied, and two of changes would have given the victory to us. We did lose, though, and that’s the way it goes.

Team members during competition in the Octavia Room
[A coach from a school that was considering going to nationals recently e-mailed me and asked about our experiences
there. The coach was surprised when my response was generally positive, but I pointed out that we’d lost far more games at
nationals than we’d won. People in this area think of Garrigan as a dominating quiz bowl team, but what we really are is a big
fish in a small pond. We’re not nearly so successful at nationals, but the kids still have fun there.]
Traffic was very heavy on St. Charles, but we made it back to the hotel without any problem. Everyone relaxed for about an
hour, and then we set out on foot. We walked down Tchoupitoulas Street and on into the French Quarter. The Quarter seemed very
crowded today. That was a bit annoying, but it’s really a good sign that tourism is fully back in New Orleans. We seemed to proceed in
slow motion amid all the foot traffic.
Something interesting we saw on this walk were segways, those strange little two-wheeled vehicles that people use instead of
walking. I’ve never quite seen why anyone would want to use them [though Margaret and I would do a Segway tour on a later trip to

Toronto], but several people in the Crescent City were. What made that stand out is that the sidewalks of New Orleans would definitely
be a challenge for a segway. They’re definitely not handicap equipped, with lots of uneven pavement that can be a couple of inches
apart. That’s part of the historic charm of the city, but it would make it a nightmare to negotiate on wheels.
A couple of the adults in our group remarked about the sidewalks and said we should send the city officials in Algona down to
Louisiana. For no reason anyone can figure out, Algona has been obsessed with sidewalk repair for the past few years. Wherever there’s
so much as a tiny crack, they’ve issued citations forcing homeowners to re-pave the walks or face assessment for the repairs. Pretty
much everyone in Algona except the city council thinks it’s all overkill, and indeed they should see New Orleans (or pretty much any other
city for that matter) to get an idea of what sidewalks in the “real” world are like. [Interestingly, the city engineer responsible for all the
sidewalk repair has moved on, and with his departure the fuss to repair things ended. So now about half of Algona’s sidewalks
look brand new, and the other half are in ghastly shape.]
We made our way to Jackson Square,
which was as alive as I’ve ever seen it. Artists,
musicians, fortune tellers, and entertainers of all
other sorts lined the passageways in front of the
cathedral, the French Market, and the elegant
Pontalba buildings that flank the square. This is
what New Orleans should be like on the
weekend, and it’s the first time since Katrina I’ve
been able to say without reservation things are
back to normal.
The group dispersed for about half an
hour, as people wandered around Jackson
Square. Then we re-assembled to go to mass at
St. Louis Cathedral. Some of the adults made a
point of complimenting me on taking the kids to
church. I’ve always assumed that that was
expected to just be something we did at a
Catholic school. I always do wonder when
people say things like that just what happens in
other activities. [Officially we’re supposed to
make sure the kids fulfill their Sunday
obligation, but in practice it’s actually all over
the place. Some activities do make a point of
taking kids to church when they’re gone on a
weekend, but others seem to just ignore it.]
This was mostly a very nice service.
They had outstanding organ music and generally
upbeat hymns. The lector was incompetent (at
one point changing the scripture so it advised
The group in front of St. Louis Cathedral
people not to act with gentleness and reverence,
Jackson Square – New Orleans
the opposite of what appeared in I Peter 3), but the homily (primarily based on the correct wording of that scripture) was both interesting
and appropriate. It’s one of the better masses I’ve been to on a quiz bowl trip—far better than the monstrosity we endured at the Shrine
of the Immaculate Conception last summer.
The congregation was better behaved than they were the last time we were at the cathedral. Two years ago there were people
walking through the aisles all through thee service and even chatting on their cell phones during the homily. Today there was a sign at
the door notifying potential visitors that mass was in progress and instructing them of appropriate behavior. It was refreshing that pretty
much everyone complied.
After church it was time for our official group dinner. Most of the quiz bowl trips have included such an event, though exactly
what in entailed has varied from casual to upscale. Tonight we went back to the place I’d taken the group two years ago, Landry’s
Seafood House. This is located on Peters Street (the street closest to the river in the French Quarter) on the opposite end of the same
block that houses the Hard Rock Café. [The Hard rock has since moved up to Bourbon Street.] Landry’s is a chain, but it’s based in
Louisiana. [Actually that’s false—it’s based in Houston, but they do serve mostly Cajun—Creole food.] In addition to seafood they
serve a variety of beef, chicken, and pasta dishes, and they offer some fairy non-threatening introductions to the regional cuisine. The
kids really enjoyed Landry’s in 2009, and it was also a good choice this year.
The kids split a tray of exotic appetizers, assorted amphibians and reptiles that in most cases I haven’t tried myself. Their
reviews were mostly positive. For entrees two of the adults were most experimental, having three pounds each of boiled crawfish. They
had a traditional crawfish boil as a mixer when I was at USM, and that’s the one and only time I tried “poor man’s lobster”. I cared for
them about as much as for any other shellfish I’ve tried (i.e.: not at all), which is why I personally had creole chicken breast on dirty rice.
[I’ve found that I may be allergic to shellfish. That’s no great loss, since I really don’t care much for it anyway.]
Because we hadn’t gone to the zoo, we had some extra money available that I let the kids spend on this dinner. Almost everyone
had dessert, which included enormous portions of various sweet delicacies. Bread pudding is the traditional New Orleans dessert, and
that’s what I and several of the kids ordered. I liked that this one had texture, rather than being overly custardy like some restaurant

bread puddings are. It was topped with a nice caramel sauce and copious amounts of whipped cream. I enjoyed my portion, and I think
everyone was completely stuffed when we left.

LEFT: Boiled crawfish
RIGHT: Bread pudding
Landry’s Seafood House – New Orleans, Louisiana
This was certainly not a cheap meal. I ended up putting around $550 on the school credit card. That’s actually not that bad,
though, considering it was dinner for 17. Most of the kids’ dinner was subsidized by my superintendent and his wife, and the extra adults
reimbursed their share of the bill. [Sadly, Gene Meister passed died last year of cancer, so we haven’t had his contribution to
dinner on our recent trips.]
We used a small portion of the thousands of calories we ate by walking back to the hotel. It’s a little over a mile from the French
Quarter to the SpringHill Suites, which made a pleasant stroll. The kids spent much of the evening swimming, and I read through the
papers and watched a bit of TV. Before it was too late we were all off to bed.

I was up at 6:00 this morning and was first in line for breakfast when they finally opened. I got my food quickly, but there was a
long wait before they had coffee brewed. [I’d think they’d start the coffee before they put out the other breakfast items, but for
some reason they didn’t. A lot of cheap hotels are actually better in this regard, since they keep the coffee going all night.]
Breakfast was the same as yesterday, with one major exception. Yesterday there were little slices of Canadian bacon next to the eggs,
but today that was replaced with sausage patties. I’m not a great sausage fan, but I guess variety is good.
All through breakfast people kept moving chairs all over the lobby. They seemed to
have sufficient quantities of both tables and chairs for the breakfast rush, but there were never
the correct number of chairs at any given table. It was amusing to watch the same chair move
from one place to another to another. The furniture definitely got a workout.
We drove over to Loyola and prepared to play our first game. This time we faced St.
Michael’s Episcopal School. When I got our competition schedule, I searched online to try to
find out about the schools. I guessed correctly on where most of them were from, but I was
wrong on this one. The St. Michael’s Episcopal that came up most often on Google was an
exclusive prep school in suburban Atlanta, and that’s who I figured our opponents were. In fact
we were playing a school from Metairie in Jefferson Parish, the western suburbs of New
Orleans. That was fortunate, because we actually matched up fairly well with this team. It was
a close back-and-forth game, and when time ran out the two teams were tied.
We went into sudden-death overtime, which brought back memories of the very first
game we’d ever played at nationals. Back in 19955 we beat a group of stuck-up kids from
Grosse Pointe Woods, Michigan, with thee answer “e. coli”. This game would also come down
to an overtime question, and this year’ s question boiled down to naming the woman who
created the title role in Annie, Get Your Gun on Broadway. That question was practically made
for us. A year ago our lone girl at nationals performed “You Can’t Get a Man with a Gun” as a
musical theatre selection for speech contest, and that made her one of the few high school
students who had even heard of Ethel Merman. She answered confidently, and we scored
twenty points and won the game. That tied up our record 2 – 2.

Again we had an awkward amount of time
to fill between games. We spent a while at Holy
Name Church, the gorgeous neo-gothic place of
worship on the Loyola campus. I went to church
here several times when I was in graduate school,
and I would have liked to have taken the kids to
mass here. All their masses were scheduled at
times we had games, which is why we went to St.
Louis Cathedral instead. Since it was between
services, we were mostly there to see the
architecture. I’m pretty sure everyone spent a few
minutes in prayer, though, and I certainly include
myself in that group.
Next we crossed the street to Audubon
Park. This enormous green space is one of the
nicest city parks I’ve seen anywhere. [With the
possible exception of some beachfront
locations, I don’t think I could name a nicer
park.] The park is absolutely immense, and while
it’s immaculately maintained, it’s not the sort of
place where you feel like you’re going to be scolded
for accidentally stepping on the grass. The kids
relaxed in the park for a while, and then we made
our way back to campus.

Devotional altar – Holy Name Church – New Orleans, Louisiana

Something you’ll notice in the pictures from
this trip is that our students dressed up for
competition at nationals. We’ve gone through cycles
with that. There was a time when kids dressed up
even for regional quiz bowl tournaments, the same

Relaxing in Audubon Park – New Orleans, Louisiana

way they do for speech and music contests. That time is long gone, and for a few years (like when this year’s seniors were freshmen) our
kids were dressed fairly casually even at nationals. It was basically our seniors’ decision to go back to dressing well, and this year
everyone was in dress clothes with most of the boys in ties. They really did look sharp, and I think dressing well helped them to take the
competition more seriously.
Each year there are three different phases of the National Academic Championships, and each of them features a different
standard of dress. New Orleans is definitely thee most casual [likely due to the weather], and our kids could easily have won the “best
dressed” award here. Two of our opponents were in T-shirts, which I personally think just looks tacky for this kind of competition. Most
of the others were in polo shirts. E.D. White wore their school uniforms, which are quite a bit more formal than Garrigan’s. They featured
gray flannel slacks (how’s that for a blast from the past) and crisp white shirts, with red and grey plaid accessories. It was interesting to
see what different people chose to wear, but I was definitely glad our kids looked nice.
We killed a bit of time watching two other teams play. In the game we saw the Bromfeld Academy, a prep school from
Massachusetts, beat up on Northeast Jones, which I think was from Alabama. Bromfeld totally dominated that game, and I felt pretty
good that even in our losses Garrigan had made a decent showing.
Our next game was in the Audubon Room, a large lecture hall on the second floor of Daana Center. It’s traditional at nationals
that Chip Beall, who essentially IS Questions Unlimited, the company that operates the tournament, serves as moderator in the best
competition room. [In recent years Chip has been gradually shedding responsibilities, but he is still by far the most important
person in the company.] He was the reader in the Audubon Room in New Orleans, and surprisingly for our game at least he worked
alone, with no separate judge. [He actually does that fairly often.]
The team we faced was Clements High
School. This is a large school from Sugarland,
Texas, a suburb southwest of Houston.
Sugarland has the honor of being the wealthiest
city in Texas, with a median family income of over
$110,000. Clements stood out because they were
an all-Asian team. One of our players remarked
that they’d probably be good at math and science,
and that stereotype held true. I expected them to
beat us commandingly, but interestingly that’s not
what happened. We got off to an early lead, and
the boys from Clements honestly looked a bit
scared. One early question we did well on called
for the answer “exfoliation””. Our girl, who was the
only female playing, answered that question
correctly, and there was a comment that it was
interesting a girl should answer a cosmetology
question.
That was especially interesting,
because while she had the honor of being the
county fair queen, make-up and skin care really
aren’t a big part of her world.

The team confers on a question at the National Academic Championships
Loyola University – New Orleans, Louisiana

The “Stump the Experts” round in this game was very heavy on science, which allowed Clements to come from behind and beat
us. It was still a fairly close game, though: 260 – 190. [I’m not sure we’ve ever won a game that Chip Beall hosted. It’s always fun
being in his rooms, but we’ve never been very successful when he’s the moderator.]
It was well past lunch time at this point, and everyone was hungry. After considering a variety of options, we drove to a Popeye’s
chicken place that was near the Maison St. Charles where Margaret and I stayed at Christmas. The best thing I’ve ever eaten at Popeye’s
was a salad, but they didn’t seem to have salads on their menu at this location. [Salad doesn’t seem to be on Popeye’s general menu.
The place I had the salad was at Detroit airport, and I’d bet it was because of the unique location that they served salads.] I
instead had a two-piece white meat combo, plus a fried apple pocket pie. The combo came with coleslaw and a biscuit. I asked if I could
get the biscuit with honey and was amused when the clerk handed me a half dozen little packets that were labeled “honey sauce”. In fact
the #1 ingredient in the gooey liquid was high fructose corn syrup, followed by glucose, and then sugar. Only after those three other
sweeteners did honey make the list, and artificial flavor immediately followed that. [Honey sauce is becoming more and more
common, partly in response to the rapid destruction of bee colonies. Actual honey is more the exception than the norm these
days in packaged products.]
While the kids and I ate at Popeye’s, Dr. Fakler went down the street to a place called VooDoo BBQ. Apparently this place is
well known, though I’d never heard of it. He brought back a variety of stuff from there, and his son and some of the other kids enjoyed
sampling it. [I found it odd that they just bought the barbecue into Popeye’s and started eating it there. While there were no
signs specifically forbidding outside food, that just seem tacky to me at best.]
Our final game was against the school that traveled the least distance to get here: Sacred Heart, an all-girls school located right
on St. Charles Avenue in New Orleans. We played Sacred Heart two years ago. They were the first all-girls team ever to compete at
nationals (girls are unusual in quiz bowl in general), and we had the dubious honor that year of being the first team to be beaten by an
all-girls team. No one wanted that to happen this year, and the kids were probably more motivated for this game than any other.

This was yet another extremely close game. We led most of the game, but the girls caught up at the end, and the game was tied
going into the final question. When the question started out by talking about opera and Norse mythology, I figured it would be another
overtime game. I tuned out much of the question and was surprised when our captain signaled and was recognized. He quite confidently
gave what turned out to be the correct answer—and an appropriate ending to this game: “It’s not over ‘till the fat lady sings.” For the
curious, the phrase was apparently first applied to the overweight soprano who played Brünnhilde in Wagner’s Die Walküre (The Valkyrie).
I’d always heard “it ain’t over …,” but the answer was counted correct. We won the game 245 – 225.
The kids felt good after this game. We’d finished with three wins, which ties our best showing ever [though that would be
outdone a couple years later]. There was a remote chance we could make playoffs, but even if we didn’t we could say we’d done as
well as just about any school our size. Competition is not classed in quiz bowl, and we were close to the smallest school in the tournament.

The “official” picture of the 2011 BGHS national quiz bowl team
[Interestingly this picture remains
on the web permanently, as it was on the
front page of the school website on a date
that the Internet Archive website happened
to sample our site for their “wayback
machine”. While it’s also on my personal
website and in the quiz bowl section of our
school website, that archived version is
likely to outlive those.]
We paused for a few pictures and
then drove back to the hotel. After they
changed I took the kids over to the Riverwalk
mall, another place I’m glad to say is
completely back since Katrina. This mall was
very empty when Margaret and I stopped there
in 2007, and they still had limited hours and
more vacancies than they should in 2009. The
whole mall is occupied now, and it seems to
be doing a brisk business. [They’ve since
transformed this mall into The Outlet Collarchive.org sample of Bishop Garrigan website from June 21, 2011
ection at Riverwalk. It’s still full and busy, but the mix of stores has changed a lot.]
We all had beignets at Café du Monde in the mall. After our snack everyone split up. The kids went shopping, and I made my
way over to Canal Street. I hopped aboard one of the red streetcars that runs the length of Canal Street. Margaret and I rode this car
last winter when we saw the Celebration in the Oaks in City Park. I didn’t go quite that far out (among other things, for fear I’d have a long

wait there like we did at Christmas) but I did go out to Canal and Carrollton where the branches of the streetcar split. We’d gone through
here at night last winter, and it was interesting to see the route by day. Beyond downtown Canal and its environs are coming along, but
they haven’t fully recovered from Katrina like the French Quarter, St. Charles, or the west side. There’s still quite a lot of construction in
the area, and a number of empty lots. I’m sure in another couple of years this will also be back to normal, but it’s not quite there yet.
I stopped briefly at a Walgreens and then rode back downtown. I got
off at Bourbon Street and went over to the Krystal restaurant that’s just off
Canal on Bourbon. This is a very urban fast food place, but the gritty feel is
part of the fun of the place. Except for the culinary tour we took last winter, I
think Krystal is the only place I’ve actually been inside of on Bourbon Street—
and it’s certainly wild enough for my tastes. I got my fix of White Castle clone
cheeseburgers (two little square burgers is sufficient for me) and then was
on my way.
[On a later trip with Margaret I’d take a culinary tour that
included a couple Bourbon Street restaurants. While it was interesting
to see them, I don’t know that I’ll be rushing back to those places—and
I certainly won’t be spending all night in the Bourbon Street bars and
nightclubs.]
I’d bought an all-day “jazzy pass” for the streetcars, which just today
was reduced in price to $3. (It was previously $5.) Unfortunately the St.
Charles car had a long line waiting to board, so I just walked back to the hotel.
It’s really not that far from Canal to St. Joseph, and while it was very hot I still
made it back with no problem.
Krystal on Bourbon Street
When we were here two years ago, the kids had ordered Chinese food delivered to the hotel, and they’d really enjoyed that
meal. They wanted to repeat it tonight. They asked if I wanted to join them, and I placed an order, assuming the food would come fairly
quickly. Apparently there was a delay (mostly from one of the kids having trouble deciding what to order), and it was well over an hour
before they even sent off the order.
In the meantime, the kids came to my room and presented me with a lovely gift. All through school the seniors this year have
been very good about thanking me for my efforts, but this year the team really went all out. [Of all the quiz bowl groups I’ve worked
with, they were by far the most appreciative.] They added an extremely nice item to my Pepsi collection. What they got was a
reproduction of an old-time neon clock. It’s a chrome clock with Pepsi advertising on the clock face and red and blue rings of neon around
the circumference of the dial. They apparently got it at a shop in Riverwalk. I have no idea what the thing cost, but it can’t have been
cheap. [I did a quick search on Amazon while writing this revision, and similar clocks start at $115.99.] I certainly thank the kids
for it, and I’ll need to find a place to display it properly. [It’s hung in my classroom, directly opposite the main room clock, ever
since.]
There was a small chance we could make playoffs with a 3 – 3 record. All teams with four or more wins are guaranteed a playoff
appearance, but they sometimes will pad the schedule with others to make an even bracket. Having played close games and scoring a
fairly low number of points, playoffs were certainly unlikely, but we needed to check on things to be sure. So, before the Chinese food
came, I set out in the blue suburban for one last trip to Loyola.
[They’ve since stopped padding the schedule with 3 – 3 teams. Today you must have four wins to make playoffs. They
create a schedule with byes to accommodate whatever number of teams they need to.]
Nothing was posted when I got to Daana Center, and I waited … and waited … and waited. The wait was both dull and annoying.
Daana Center was packed with restless high school kids, and their voices reverberated to the point that they gave me a splitting headache.
They had three different free papers available in the lounge, and I thumbed through every single page of all of them. I also looked through
all the brochures they had for area restaurants and hotels, and I read the rules for all the different kinds of accounts at the Loyola Credit
Union. I used the restroom twice, and I wandered through the halls of all three floors of the building.
Eventually the playoff bracket was posted, and to no one’s surprise we weren’t on it. Clements and E.D. White were among the
top sixteen teams, which was also no surprise. There was no easy way to tell what our place may have been (and nearly a month later
that information still hasn’t been posted on their website), but I did confirm we were out of the running.
Driving back down St. Charles late at night was interesting, if not exactly pleasant. Even on Sunday, drinking is a popular pastime
in the Big Easy, and scores of people were walking from bar to bar or from a watering hole to the streetcar stop, holding “go cups” of
slushy cocktails in their hands. It’s hardly surprising that people who had been imbibing weren’t paying close attention too traffic, so I
had to be extra careful as I drove.
Someone was parked blocking the entrance to the SpringHill Suites’ ramp when I got back to the hotel, so I had to wait for her
to clear out before I could park. A guard yelled at me for blocking the drive, but there was really nowhere I could go until the other car
had moved. Parking the suburban on my own was no small accomplishment, but somehow I did manage to maneuver the thing.
The Chinese food had arrived by the time I got back. In fact everyone else had finished theirs and put their trash in the hall.
The container they’d left with my food didn’t have any fork with it, so I had to go to the kids’ room to get one. I’m not sure I should have

bothered. The meal I had was truly ghastly. I had curry and fried rice, and neither tasted good at all. I’ve had excellent Asian food, but
this was some of the worst I’ve ever eaten. Fortunately the food didn’t make me sick (though it did give me—to be polite—flatulence),
and I did manage to get a pretty decent night’s sleep.

I slept in until the comparatively late hour of 7:00 this morning and was surprised when I went to the lobby to find almost nobody
there for breakfast. All weekend the hotel had been full of middle school and high school kids who were in town for a basketball
tournament. They were gone today, and the place was mostly empty.
Since we hadn’t made playoffs,
we had the morning free, and different
people spent their time differently. A few
went to the World War II Museum where
we’d been two years ago. Others just
lounged around the hotel all morning. I
joined a number of the kids in heading
downtown one last time. We spent
some time on the Moonwalk, the park by
the levee in front of Jackson Square.
We checked out a patio in the French
Market, and then we made our way to
Southern Candymarkers, a shop kittycorner from Landry’s that the kids
wanted to stop at. Like every candy
store in New Orleans, Southern
Candymakers is primarily known for
their pralines. They offered samples of
various kinds, and we all enjoyed tasting
them. Just about everybody (myself
included) picked up some sugary
souvenirs as well.
[While I will
definitely rate my mother’s pralines
ahead of the New Orleans standard, I
certainly won’t complain about the
ones they sell in the Crescent City.]
The seniors at Jackson Square – New Orleans, Louisiana
We made our way back to Riverwalk and stopped again at Café du Monde. This time I chose to have root beer rather than
coffee with my beignets, mostly so I could get a unique plastic cup they use for their cold drinks. [I still have that cup and use it quite
frequently.] I also picked up some shorts at a clothing store at Riverwalk. Since it had been cold when we left Algona, all I brought was
long pants. Casual clothes were appropriate for the rest of the trip, and with the temperature skyrocketing, it was shorts I wanted. [I
recall that these shorts did not last well. They’re not one of those souvenirs I still haul out and wear years later.]
We walked back to the hotel,
and soon after the whole group set off
for our main excursion of the trip. We
headed back north and took I-10 east
across the city. When I came here in
2007, I described in great detail the
almost
completely
abandoned
wasteland that was New Orleans East.
Two years later, on our last quiz bowl
trip down here, I mentioned that the east
side of the city was just starting to
recover. I hadn’t been to New Orleans
East since 2009, and it was interesting
to see how things were progressing.
As you drive along I-10 these
days the big thing you notice in eastern
New Orleans is construction. New
Orleans East looks a lot like Jefferson
Parish did back in 2007. Everything
east of downtown seems to be under
Map of New Orleans and the Mississippi Coast area
construction. There are new apartment
buildings, new shopping malls, new hotels, and new ranch-style homes going up in block after block of the east side. Things have taken

longer here because it was a much poorer area than the west side. While most homeowners were insured, in many cases all the insurance
did was pay off their mortgage and leave them with an unusable home and no money to rebuild. There was also a much higher percentage
of tenants on the east side, who had literally nothing left after the storm. (As a renter myself, I can definitely sympathize with those people’s
plight.) There’s still quite a bit of abandoned space in New Orleans East, and there are still some eyesores like the Six Flags amusement
park that’s stood empty for almost six years now [and still remains six years after this was originally written]. The bulk of eastern
New Orleans is on the way back, though, and my sense is that sooner or later everything here will be filled in again.
Just east of New Orleans I-10 crosses the mouth of Lake Pontchartrain on a seven-mile bridge called the Twin Spans. The
bridge was severely damaged by Katrina, and they patched it up afterwards to a barely passable form. They’ve been working hard and
fast to build new Twin Spans, and main part of those structures are now open. They still haven’t built the bridge approach on either side,
so there’s an awkward turn to get onto the new bridges. The new Twin Spans are absolutely gorgeous and a true marvel of engineering.
It’s now six continuous lanes, rather than narrowing to four at the bridge, and there are full shoulders left and right in both directions. The
new bridges are a minimum of thirty feet off the water, almost four times the height of the old structure and well above the level of storm
surge experienced during Katrina. The badly patched old Twin Spans are still standing, and they look truly pathetic by comparison.
Apparently the old bridge will essentially be recycled. Parts of it will by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to build artificial reefs,
and most of the rest will be broken up and placed atop the levees along Lake Pontchartrain to serve as reinforcement when the next
hurricane comes to Louisiana.
At the east side of the Twin Spans is Slidell. Slidell and surrounding St. Tammany Parish have recovered pretty well from the
hurricane, but they just had a tornado through here last week. I guess if it’s not one thing, it’s another.
We exited at Gause Boulevard, near the east end of Slidell. We had a bit of time to kill, so I stopped at a Chevron station right
at the exit. The pumps didn’t want to authorize the school credit card, so I presented it to the clerk inside the store. He needed to authorize
it for a specific amount, and I suggested $75. That was sufficient for the black suburban, but didn’t quite fill the blue suburban’s tank. We
would at least have sufficient gas to start on our way home, though.
While we were stopped at Chevron, Dr. Fakler noticed a nearby Wal-Mart and suggested we stop there. I was less than thrilled
with the idea, but went along anyway. This, like pretty much every Wal-Mart these days, was enormous beyond belief. It seemed to take
forever to find anything and even longer to check out.
While I may complain, I did make a purchase at the Wal-Mart myself. I’d found Community coffee (the New Orleans staple, a
coffee and chicory blend that I really like) in Texas, but the price there was exorbitant. At Wal-Mart they had big bags for a small price.
Café du Monde and any number of gift shops in the French Quarter sell essentially the same stuff for at least double the price I paid at
Wal-Mart, so I can’t say this wasn’t a useful stop for me. [In recent years I’ve taken to buying Community coffee by mail through
the factory website. In fact, I just received a shipment today as I write this revision. The cost is no more than what any coffee
costs in a Midwestern supermarket, and I make a point of only ordering when they offer free shipping deals. Community is my
favorite coffee, and it’s good to be able to get it at a low price.]
From Wal-Mart we followed a very detailed set of directions, driving about five miles south and east. Eventually we ended up on
the I-10 access road, which strangely isn’t directly accessible from I-10. [My bet is the road was some earlier incarnation of U.S. 90,
and its bridge was taken over when the interstate went through.] Our ultimate destination was a huge parking lot right where the
road ended, just shy of the West Pearl River.
The parking lot serves as the departure point for Honey Island Swamp Tours. The tour we were about to take was my gift to the
kids. I’d decided last fall to take part of the prize money I got from the diocesan award and treat the kids to this tour. I’d never been on a
swamp tour myself, and I thought it might be fun. We checked in, and I paid the admission ($20 a head, with a group discount), and even
before our scheduled departure time they called our group for boarding. The small covered boat held our group (a total of 19 people),
plus three people from Germany, so it was almost like we had our own private tour.
This was a really fun tour. Both the adults and kids really seemed to like it a lot, and it’s something I’d recommend to others who
visit New Orleans or the surrounding area. [I’ll probably be doing it again in a few weeks when I take another group to New Orleans.]
It was definitely worth the admission price and is something I’d enjoy doing again. The tour lasted about two hours, which was long
enough to be fairly in depth but quick enough to avoid becoming boring. The guide was a middle aged man named Mel who lived on the
river, essentially in Slidell. (He made a big deal that his home was actually outside the city, which probably makes a difference for tax
purposes.) He was quite well educated (I’m not sure whether formally or from life experience), and he was a very good speaker.
The tour alternated between going slowly through bayous (backwaters along the river) and opening up to full speed along the
main channel. The speedier sections helped keep us cool, and varying the speed also made the trip more interesting. Mel spent the first
part of the tour explaining to us what a swamp is and is not. At least in Louisiana, the key thing that makes a swamp is trees. That’s
something I didn’t know, since I’ve always called grassy wetlands swamp as well.
Mel also pointed out the highly varied homes we passed by. Many looked like glorified shacks. I described something similar in
past write-ups of the swamp area at the Audubon Zoo. These, he pointed out, are mostly weekend lodgings used by recreational
fishermen. They’d be the equivalent of someone’s cabin at the lake in Minnesota. A lot of people think people actually live in those shacks,
and I could tell he was rather offended by that stereotype. Where “swamp people” really do live, according to Mel, is homes pretty much
the same as you’d find anywhere in America. He took us past a very nice subdivision overlooking the river that was apparently the
neighborhood where his family lived.

We passed many places along the river and
especially in the bayous that were in horrible disrepair and
had been completely abandoned. The guide obviously
gets frequent questions about these, and he beat us to the
punch. He noted that the Pearl River area (which is right
on the Louisiana—Mississippi border) is precisely where
Hurricane Katrina made landfall. Understandably the area
suffered incredible damage. As for why the buildings are
still not fixed, he noted that literally hundreds of thousands
of repairs were needed after Katrina, and somebody’s
fishing shack would be WAY down the list of priorities.
As we rode along the guide pointed out
something I hadn’t noticed before, but that was obvious
when he said it. The water level in the Pearl River was
extremely low. We could see this from water marks on the
cypress trees in the swamp that were four or five feet
higher than where the river currently was. He noted the
Pearl has no connection with the Mississippi River. It starts
near Tupelo and cuts across the state of Mississippi in an
entirely self-contained basin. Like most of the South,
Louisiana and Mississippi have been very dry for three
years now, and the water level here was showing the
effects of the drought.

On the Honey Island Swamp tour

Surprisingly, we noticed no mosquitoes in the swamp. Mel pointed out that the mosquitoes tend to avoid both heat and light, so
they are rarely a problem by day. We would be eaten alive if we came back at night, but by day the swamp was pleasant.
Part of the swamp we passed through was a state preserve, and the rest was privately owned, mostly by the Nature
Conservancy. I was intrigued to hear that, since I’ve given money to that organization in the past. I mostly think of them working in other
countries, but the Louisiana swamps are every bit as endangered as the Amazon or the Serengeti. By the way, whether private or public,
all waterways in Louisiana are open to everyone. That’s been true since the time of Napoleon, and it continues in state law too this day.

Two close-up views of alligators in the Honey Island Swamp
Much of what I found interesting about the tour was essentially an
environmental science lesson. That’s not why most people take these tours,
though. People go on swamp tours to see wildlife, and we certainly did plenty
of that. We saw lots of birds and a few terrestrial creatures, but most of all we
saw alligators. There seem to be gators everywhere in the bayous, and the
things really are enormous. The boat paused in each bayou we came to, and
Mel would make a variety of noises that the alligators apparently signaled our
presence to the alligators. The tour companies convince the gators to come
right up next to the boats by rewarding them with food. (The alligators have
apparently not had healthy lifestyles training.) Mel fed most of the gators raw hot dogs, which he presented to them on a long stick that
he stuck out into the water. The gators would open their mouths and sort of jump up to devour the hot dogs. When alligators were
submerged, he would instead toss marshmallows onto the surface of the water. He told us the animals mistake the marshmallows for
eggs and come to the get them. Alligators in the wild will apparently eat just about anything, but they certainly seem to enjoy snacking on
hot dogs and marshmallows.
After the tour we said good-bye to some of the group. The Rosenmeyer family was heading out this afternoon. They’d make it
up to northern Mississippi tonight and into Iowa tomorrow. The Bernhard relatives also left after the swamp tour and headed back to New
Orleans.
Our main group, plus my principal and his wife, continued on eastward. We soon re-entered Mississippi, where we stopped at
yet another welcome center. This time the kids mostly just went to the restrooms to change into beach attire. We continued east through
Waveland, Bay Saint Louis, and Pass Christian, and ended up stopping on a lovely stretch of beach in Long Beach, Mississippi. [The
most popular beaches on the Gulf Coast are further east near Biloxi, but I think the best ones by far are in Long Beach and Pass
Christian.]

The water was incredibly shallow where
we stopped, and I spent much of my time wading.
The kids waded and swam, and they and my
principal got busy building sand structures. Many
were the traditional sand castles (with varying
degrees off intricacy), but others were quite a bit
more involved. One of the students’ projects
would best be described as a fully engineered
irrigation system. He’d created a reservoir of sea
water and caused it too flow in specific patterns.
It really was quite impressive. [I can remember
making similarly complex projects in the
sandbox in back of our house when I was a
kid, so perhaps that’s why this appealed to
me.] Another kid made a model of a starfishshaped cartoon character (I think from the
SpongeBob Squarepants series, though that’s
not something I ever watch) that is apparently a
favorite of his sister. I was really quite impressed
with all the construction. It was at least as
entertaining for me to watch as it was for the kids
to build the stuff.
ABOVE: Building sandcastles – Long Beach, Mississippi
BELOW: Inside the Long Beach Waffle House

We spent a couple hours at the beach.
Then we drove to the Long Beach Waffle House,
the same place we’d had lunch on the trip two
years ago. Service was less than stellar tonight.
A college-aged Asian boy was the only waiter on
duty, and he seemed clueless about pretty much
every aspect of his job. He goofed up orders,
forgot drinks, and brought our food in no
particular order. Eventually we did almost all get
our food, though, and most of it was pretty good.

I should mention before I leave the
Coast that the beach is back in Mississippi. No
qualifications and no hesitation: it’s back! When
Margaret and I came here in 2007 pretty much
everything along U.S. 90 had been completely
destroyed by the Katrina storm surge. There was
literally nothing but empty parking lots and an
occasional eerie sign for a business that was no
longer there. Waffle House was the first business
too re-build along the Coast, and that was literally
all that was open for business in 2007. Two years
later there were a few more businesses, and a lot
of condos were under construction. Today,
someone who hadn’t known the place before
couldn’t really tell Katrina had been here. They
have rebuilt all the piers and harbors, they’ve rebuilt the hotels and restaurants and convenience stores, and they’ve rebuilt many of the
homes that lined on the north side of highway 90. Things aren’t quite as dense as they used to be, but there’s lots of business and lots
of residences. What really gives away that there was a disaster to people like me who knew the place before is that everything along the
beach is absolutely brand new. Most of it is much more solidly constructed than what it replaced, and hopefully they’ll weather the next
hurricane better than the last one. Seeing the Coast rebuilt really did seem like a miracle. I’d have never guessed in 2007 that even four
years later it would be done. [Katrina is rapidly becoming the new Camille, the milestone storm people talk about that’s becoming
more and more hazy in people’s memories. That’s really a good thing, because it does show life is getting back to normal.]
Just west of Waffle House was a sign that said “TO I-10”. I’d never taken this particular route before, but I figured the DOT knew
what they were doing, so I followed the arrow and turned. That was a mistake for several reasons. Most noteworthy, shortly after we
turned off highway 90 we reached a roadblock. Two police cars were parked with their lights flashing, and they were stopping all the
vehicles that came along. At the end of a holiday weekend, I’d bet they were looking for drunk drivers, but I really don’t know. I was driving
the first suburban, and I stopped and opened the window. An officer asked for my license and insurance and gave a quick look around
the vehicle. He saw the CB radio on the console and asked if it was a scanner. Both I and my principal (who was in the passenger seat
up front) responded that it was a radio for the school vehicles to communicate. The cop had apparently not realized it was a school
vehicle, and he asked where we were from. He seemed surprised that people from Iowa would be on an out of the way road in Mississippi,
but he soon sent me on my way and just waved the other suburban along behind. [Strangely, the principal (who is now our
superintendent) happened to remember this experience just a few weeks ago—years after it happened. I overheard him relating
it to another Garrigan teacher. I’m not sure what prompted it, but it was interesting to hear the recollection.]

My principal was searching through the glove box for the school insurance data, and I don’t think he ever did find it. I just gave
the cop my State Farm card, and that was apparently sufficient. I certainly wouldn’t want to have liability for a school vehicle, but in theory
my own policy covers me in any car I drive.
I’d asked the officer for directions to I-90, since we’d seen signs that this road was detoured. He gave rather complicated
directions, and I ended up making a wrong turn in following them. Eventually we did make it back, though, and once we were on the
interstate we had an easy drive back to New Orleans.
The kids (and mostly my principal, who can be rather like a big kid himself [that’s definitely true—in both good and bad
ways]) were back on the CB tonight—though at least they waited until we were out of range of the roadblock. This time they were quizzing
each other on movies and TV shows. The tournament was over, of course, but they still enjoyed the trivia.
Back at the hotel, several of the kids joined my principal and his wife in a few rounds of cards. I’m not sure if I were the principal
I’d have done that. He and his wife had an early flight tomorrow, and they had to leave the hotel around 5am. He must know the sleep
schedule he needs, though, and he seemed to enjoy playing cards with the kids. [I’ve never been much of a card person myself, so
I was fine with leaving the game to the kids and the principal.]
There was a “suite shop” next to the desk at the hotel that sold various snacks and sundries at exorbitant prices. Dr. Fakler had
mentioned that he saw good-looking fruit bars (glorified popsicles) there, and that sounded like it would be a refreshing late night snack.
So, I made my way over to the lobby to check out what they had. They had exactly one frozen fruit bar left in the freezer. I took it and
went over to the desk to pay for it. The clerk tried several times to scan it, and when she couldn’t get it to scan, she tried to look up the
number by typing it into the computer. Eventually she said, “It’s free, because there’s no number for it.” I’d have happily paid three bucks,
but I wasn’t going to complain about a little bonus. It’s certainly not like the hotel didn’t get their fair share of income off us. I enjoyed the
fruit bar (which really was very good) and soon was off to bed.

I had set the alarm for 7am, so of course I was wide awake before 6:00 this morning. I attempted to get some more rest, but
gave up and got up around 6:30.
After breakfast I went to the desk to straighten out the bills and check out. This was easier said than done, and leaving was a
rather time-consuming process. When I’d checked in, the clerk had credited $500 in value from the gift cards on each of the five rooms
reserved for our party. One of those rooms was for Mr. and Mrs. Rosenmeyer and Jesie, and they checked out a day early. When they
left the remaining credit balance on their room was supposed to have been transferred to another of our rooms, but apparently that
transfer somehow didn’t happen. Once it was transferred, there was the issue of equaling out the rest of the credits. The rooms that had
cars associated with them actually went over the $500 that had been credited, while those without cars were less. They had to transfer
from the credit balance rooms to those with charges to cover everything. Once that was all worked out, there was still a small credit
balance. Normally they’d just put that back on the gift cards, but the clerk who had checked me in had taken and apparently thrown out
those cards. So they had to go through special formalities to refund the balance in cash. Everything did get resolved eventually, and there
were no unexpected charges. [I like the idea of using scrip at hotels, but time and again it has proven more trouble than it’s
worth.]
We loaded up the suburban and said goodbye to Mrs. Berhnard, whose train would be leaving this afternoon. Then around 8:00
we set out for our trip home. I’d purposely timed things so if would be toward the end of rush hour when we left New Orleans. Between
that and being headed outbound, we had a fairly easy drive through the city. We made our way back across the spillway (which was
much less noteworthy, now that it was closed) and up the Manchac Pass Bridge. Before long we’d reached the Mississippi, where we
took our morning break at a welcome center.
The kids went back to quizzing each other as we made our
way north through Mississippi. I was in the “shotgun” seat this time,
which gave me a chance to join in. It was a long haul, but things
went fairly quickly as we made our way north past Jackson.
Grenada (gruh-NAY-duh, like the tropical island rather
than the Moorish city in Spain) was our next stop. All the destination
signs north of Jackson give the distance to this irrelevant town in the
middle of the woods (which isn’t even a major junction, like Albert
Lea is on I-90 and I-35), so it was good to finally get there. We
stopped at a BP station which was another place that could only
authorize $75 per fill. I suppose I could have run the credit cards
multiple times, but I just put that amount into each suburban. It
nearly filled the black one, but the blue suburban was only about
three-fourths full.
I never did total up the amount of gas we used on this trip

Sign for Grenada north of Jackson, Mississippi

or how much it all cost. It’s got to be close to $1,000 all together. The school paid for that out of the standard transportation budget, and
I’m very grateful for that. I know teachers whose schools charge students for even for short trips and others where travel of any kind
(except sports, of course) is forbidden all together. Garrigan has always encouraged travel, and they’ve been good about coming up with
money to support it.
After buying gas we pulled into a Wendy’s for lunch. They had plenty of employees there, but they all seemed to move in slow
motion. [This is a typical problem in the South.] It didn’t help that they were all obese women who seemed to waddle to get from one
place to another. We were ahead of schedule when we got to Grenada, but by the time we left, we’d actually gotten behind.
We had another long drive up to Memphis. Once again traffic there was surprisingly light, though on northbound I-55 there are
a couple of exits where you take your life in your hands just to stay on the highway. My plan for an afternoon break had been to stop at
a rest area shown on the map near Hilton, Arkansas, about halfway along our short passage through that state. When we reached there,
it turned out the place wasn’t actually a rest area, but instead a pull-off for truckers only. We kept on driving, and it turned out there were
no northbound rest areas at all on I-55 in Arkansas. [Many states—including Iowa, unfortunately—are closing rest areas due
primarily to high maintenance costs. That’s a trend I really hate, and I think it’s a mistake on the part of the states that do it.]
By the time we made it to the Missouri bootheel several people—myself included—desperately needed to us e the restroom.
We stopped at a truck stop in Hayti, across the road from the nasty hotel we’d stayed at two years ago. Here I was able to fill the tanks
on both vehicles to capacity, and we all used the toilets before heading out again.
We heard interesting talk on our CBs in southeast Missouri. Our frequency was apparently being used by a local company that
delivered agricultural products, and their drivers were forever communicating with one another. They all had horrible hillbilly accents, and
we got a laugh every time one of them came on.
We saw the worst flooding of the trip in southern Missouri. Near Sikeston both sides of I-55 were lined with sandbags, and we
could see water in the ditches for quite some distance near there. The interstate was open, but it runs very close to the Mississippi at
that point, and I’m sure the sandbags wouldn’t be there if they hadn’t been needed. [There’s flooding in Missouri again as I write this,
and I’m crossing my fingers that things will be okay when we head southward two weeks from now.]
This was about the most boring leg of the trip for me. All the seniors were in the other suburban, as were Mrs. Kollasch and Dr.
Fakler. I was driving the two younger kids—one of whom was asleep and the other of whom was quietly watching a movie on his laptop,
listening through headphones. This stretch is actually one of the prettiest parts of the trip [almost all of Missouri is quite pretty], but
even so it was all I could do too stay awake.
Mostly because I needed to stretch, we stopped at a rest area just a little ways south of St. Louis. One of the seniors joined the
group in my suburban, and conversation helped keep me alert through the rest of the trip. It was right at rush hour as we went around St.
Louis, but traffic moved along the beltway fairly well. With the exception of that first day in New Orleans, we really had good luck with
traffic all through this trip.
We also lucked out on construction. When we went to Washington last year it seemed there was construction everywhere. This
year there was almost none. There were a couple of short stretches in Mississippi where they diverted one of the lanes onto the shoulder,
but we maintained four lanes all the way from Iowa down to Louisiana. I don’t think I’ve ever done such a long trip with so little construction.
Our destination this evening was Chesterfield, a
wealthy suburb southwest of St. Louis. Tucked in an office
park right next to the freeway there was a brand new
SpringHill Suites, a sister to the hotel we’d stayed at in New
Orleans. [This summer we’re staying across the
freeway from there at a Comfort Inn.]
It took forever to check in, mostly because the
process was again complicated by gift cards. Some might
debate whether it was worth the trouble to use those cards,
but there’s no question it was. Marriott (which owns
SpringHill Suites) donates 9% of the value of gift cards
back through the scrip program. When the quiz bowl team
buys those cards, the credit goes to our school’s tuition
assistance program. On this trip that meant more than
$250 that went straight to people who otherwise might not
be able to pay for their education. While that gives you an
idea of just what the profit margin is in the hospitality
industry, it’s certainly silly not to get that kind of money
back if it’s available. [Like many companies, Marriott
SpringHill Suites – Chesterfield, Missouri
has reduced the premium it pays on scrip in recent years, which is part of the reason I’m less inclined to buy it. Another is that
Marriott no longer allows you to book most discount rates (such as the AAA rate) when paying with gift cards. The lower rate
up front is definitely more important to me than giving a contribution to the school. I understand that they don’t want people
“double dipping” on the discounts, but they should have realized that would happen when they agreed to participate in the
program.]

This was a lovely, squeaky clean hotel. They didn’t offer all the food and extra amenities we’d gotten at the Drury (and the price
was significantly lower), but the quality of the rooms was outstanding. When I explored the surrounding area, however, I honestly found
it one of the dullest places I’d ever been. Everything nearby was immaculate, but there was almost nothing of any interest. The nearest
neighbors were offices of numerous companies I’d never heard of. There was also a church, a synagogue, and a few upscale apartment
buildings. The nearest business was about half a mile away. It was a Walgreen’s, where I picked up some string cheese and a tiny carton
off Ted Drewes’ frozen custard. Ted Drewes is a household name in St. Louis. Their frozen dessert stand was a landmark on old route
66. It’s still open today; in fact, a few years ago I stopped by there on a trip down to St. Louis on my own. The custard was very good
then, and I enjoyed what I got tonight as well.
I watched a baseball game on TV at the hotel. Later on the kids ordered pizza from Dominos, and we enjoyed some food and
conversation in the senior boys’ room. Before too long it was time to go to bed.

I was up around 6:15 on this, our final day of travel. For the first time on this trip I actually beat Dr. Fakler up. He was already
down at breakfast by the time I was ready to go for the day. [I’m always up by six during the school year, but I’m perfectly willing
to sleep a bit later in summer.]
There were more issues with the gift cards checking out this morning. The clerk yesterday had not figured the tax when he
scanned them, so they had to be reprocessed for the additional amount. While it seems like I’m always complaining about using hotel
gift cards in these travelogues, I’ve actually been to several hotels that processed them easily [though probably more that had issues].
The trick is to first assign the room and figure the total amount owed, including tax. Then the card needs to be processed for exactly that
amount. When they do things in the right order, there’s never a problem. Most clerks, though, are used to doing the pre-authorization
they do for credit cards, and the process works differently with scrip (which, from the computer’s point of view, is a lot like paying with
cash).
We headed west around the beltway. I was glad
to be headed west at rush hour, because the eastbound
lanes were badly backed up. We continued north on U.S.
61, Missouri’s leg of Avenue of the Saints, and headed
north too Palmyra, the next town of any size north of
Hannibal. We took thee business loop through Palmyra
and stopped at a rather run-down BP convenience store
for gas.

BP convenience store – Palmyra, Missouri

I’m not used to driving this part off Avenue of the
Saints since it’s been four-laned. Just north of Palmyra
U.S. 61 and U.S. 24 split, with 61 heading north toward
Keokuk and 24 turning east to cross the Mississippi.
Apparently they see 24 as the more important highway,
because it’s actually highway 61 that exits off the main
road. I didn’t realize this and continued blissfully on my
way toward Quincy until people in the other suburban got
on the CBB and made me aware of my error. We’d only
gone about a mile and a half out of our way. It was a bit
embarrassing, though, and it tells you just how much I was
driving on auto-pilot.

Before long we re-entered Iowa, and we continued north past Mt. Pleasant and on to Iowa City. We stopped for lunch at Coral
Ridge Mall, the enormous shopping center in the northwest corner of the Iowa City area. I felt a little awkward stopping there. My Aunt
Alaire lives just a mile to the east, and it’s been a long time since I’ve seen her. I’d have like to have stopped in, but I really didn’t think it
was appropriate with seven high school kids in tow. [These days it’s all but impossible to visit Alaire without writing her in advance.
The security system in her building is intended to be activated by phoning the person you are visiting. Alaire is almost totally
deaf, though, so that doesn’t work well in her situation.]
Coral Ridge is an absolutely enormous mall. We parked by a Barnes and Noble store toward the west edge, and we found out
the food court was at the east. Even walking briskly, it took close to ten minutes to make it from one end of the mall to the other.
A mall is not a bad place to stop with a group, because there are a lot of food options all in one place. I chose to get a soup and
salad combo at Panera, a place I always enjoy for lunch. Several of the kids had Chinese food, and I hope it was better than what they
ordered in New Orleans. One went to Taco Bell, and I think another had Subway. [A surprising number of high school kids like
Chinese food a lot. I find that interesting, because it never would have been my choice when I was their age.]
The restrooms at Coral Ridge Mall are strange. What’s particularly odd is that there are no doors on them. The actual stalls are
private, but you just walk on into the room, and you can actually see some of the urinals from the men’s room entrance. I’m not sure why

they’d design it that way, but it struck me as odd. [It’s probably a security issue, though perhaps it also has something to do with
accessibility compliance. The restrooms at Iowa Lakes in Algona have doors, but they remain open for a good thirty seconds
to allow wheelchairs to enter. The fact that there are almost never people in wheelchairs that want to use the restrooms seems
irrelevant.]
Mostly because the mall was so large, lunch took a bit longer than I’d planned. Fortunately there was no set schedule, though.
We continued up I--380 and then followed 218 up to Charles City. Our last break was at the Kwik Star convenience store there. That’s a
place I often stop myself when I visit relatives in eastern Iowa. I bought gas one last time ($3.89 9, I believe—though the price has been
steadily falling since we returned from the trip).
Dr. Fakler drove all day long today, and the seniors were all in the other suburban with him. They were apparently having some
discussion about Star Wars or something of the sort, and I must say I’d have probably been bored stiff if I’d have been there with them.
Mrs. Kollasch and I alternated driving, with the younger kids in back of our vehicle.
We got home around 4:30pm, which was almost
exactly the time I’d planned. It took a while to get
everything unpacked, but before long the suburbans were
empty.
The kids surprised me one more time as
everyone was getting ready to leave. The seniors
presented me with a very nice plaque that they’d all signed
with a silver marker. The plaque features a nice quote from
Vince Lombardi. I’m not a great football fan (and neither
are most of these kids, for that matter). The quote is very
nice, though, and the thought behind the gift was really
very touching. I’ll need to find a place for it as well as the
Pepsi clock in my room at school. The seniors are a group
I’ve felt fairly close to. I’ll definitely miss them now that
they’ve left Garrigan, and I wish them all the best in the
future. They’ve worked hard and been very successful the
past four years, and they’ve also been a fun group to work
with and travel with.
[I often start the year with various
inspirational quotations on my bulletin board, and I’ve
taken to placing the quiz bowl plaque in the corner of
that board (which has a chalk tray to hold it) as part of
that collection. It continues to draw comments years
after it first appeared.]
It will probably be a few years before we do
another of these trips. As the coaches like too day, next
year will be “a rebuilding year”. We do have a few good
younger kids, and there are more coming up. It will take a
while, though, to reach the level of competiveness we’ve
had the past few years. It’s actually fairly easy to qualify for
nationals, but in recent years I’ve always told the kids they
have to actually win a tournament to go. That will continue
to be my rule in the future, and hopefully before too long
we’ll have another group that will deserve to make a trip to
nationals.

Back home

[The final comment is interesting, given that
we’ve been to nationals each of the six years since this
was originally written. Levi, the freshman on this trip,
would quickly become an outstanding player—easily
one of the top quiz bowl players I’ve ever worked with.
His sister Hannah was also an excellent player, and
the Kollasch twins I referred to at the beginning of this
travelogue had the competitive drive to make sure
they qualified all through high school. I’ve heard kids
from some other schools in our area describe Bishop
Garrigan as a “quiz bowl dynasty”, the same language they use when they refer to our football or dance teams. While it can be
a bit embarrassing to hear such descriptions, I’ve taken to being flattered by it. Hopefully we can continue the tradition well
into the future.]

